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FOREWORD 

"Some of the seed fell among t h  bushes. which gmv up and chocked the plants. But 

some seedsfell in good soii, and planrs produced corn; some produces a htïndred grains, 

. ? 

--.se- 

- n e  Parable of the Sower (Mark 4. 1-9; Ltke 8-44') 

The log-linear model is like the seed. It originally feii in the research field of feed enzyme 

evaluations in the Department of Animal Science, University of Manitoba in 1993 when I was 

a visiting scholar. Through intensive and carefil cultivation over many years, it has finally 

disclosed some of its potential value in the feed enzyme area. As a result, the thesis, entitled 

From Hypothesis to Practice: Use of a Log-Linear Model to Predict and Evaiuate the 

Response of Non Starch Polysaccharide Enzymes in Poultry Feeds," was produced. 

The major part of the thesis contains four manuscnpts. They are 1) A Simple Model for 

Predicting the Response of Chicks to Dietary Enzyme Supplementation, 2) Prediction of 

Effect of Enzymes on Chick Performance When Added to Cereal-Based Diets: Use of a 

Modified Log-Linear Model, 3) Predicting and Evaluating the Profitable Effect of Feed 

Enzymes: Use of a Log-Linear Model in Poultry, and 4) Evaluating the Efficacy of Enzyme 

Preparations and Predicting the Performance of Leghom Chicks Fed Rye-Based Diets with 

a Dietary Viscosity Assay. Manuscnpt 1 mainiy demonstrates the rational of why the log- 

linear model can be used to predict the response of chickens to a feed enzyme and outlines 

the accuracy of the model. Manuscript 2 mainly focuses on the relationship between the 
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efficacy of a feed enzyme and the dope of the model when used under diEerent situations. 

Manuscript 3 is mainly concerned with the prediction and evaluation of profitability rather 

than productivity. Finally, an in vitro dietaxy viscosity enzyme assay was developed so as to 

explore the potential of obtaining values for the log-Iinear model when used in conjunction 

with the in vitro system. 

This thesis was written in a manuscnpt format. The first manuscript has been published in 

the "Journal of Animai Science," the second and the fourth have been published in "Poultry 

Science," and the third has been accepted in "Poultry Science" for publication- For the 

purpose of unifonnity, al1 manuscripts were formatted to meet Poultry Science Guidelines for 

manuscript preparations, however, no other changes were made to the content of each 

manuscript, 

Now, the results of the thesis have also become the seeds. Their values will be recognized, 

and a hundred grains will be produced in the near fùture. 
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Enzymes have been widely used as a feed additive to improve growth performance of 

poultry and domestic animal. However, it has not been possible to accurately predict and 

evaluate the response obtained with a given dose of a specific enzyme preparation. The 

objective of this research was to detennine if a new mathematical approach, a log-linear 

prediction model equation, could be used to predict and evaluate the response of chicks to 

a dietary enzyme supplementation- Two dose-response experiments with Leghom chicks and 

those from several publications were studied to detemùne whether a simple general equation 

could be used to predict the relationship between the amount of a feed enzyme added to a diet 

and chick performance. An in vitro dietary viscosity assay was developed to determine 

whether it could be used in conjunction with the mode1 as the predictor or evaluator. The 

results demonstrated that the model was able to accurately predict (high 8 values) the 

response of chicks fed diets containing the difYerent amounts of an enzyme and different 

proportions of two cereals. The dope of the model was a measure of the efficacy of the feed 

enzyme. The efficacy, in turn, was able to correctly evaluate the effects of different feed 

enzymes when added to a diet and to idente the target cereal for an enzyme. In addition, a 

Multi-purpose Enzyme Analyzer has been developed based on the model. The analyzer was 

able to determine the optimal arnount of an enzyme and a substituted cereal that should be 

used in a diet for maximal profit, and to determine the amounts and the expected prices of the 

enzyme and cereal that will yield a given profit. Therefore, the effect of a feed enzyme could 

be evaluated using maximal profit as a criterion- Thus, the most profitable effect of different 
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feed enzymes and the cereals that shouid be used for a given feed enzyme codd be 

determined. Furthemore, a dietary viscosity assay has been developed. The results üidicated 

that there was a linear relationship between the log of dietary viscosity change measured by 

the assay and the Log of amount of enzyme added to a diet (8 = 0.99, P c 0.005). The values 

from the assay were able to predict the response of chicks to a feed enzyme and also evaluate 

the efficacy of different feed enzymes, especially for those enzymes that hydrolyzed the 

viscous compounds in the diet. These studies demonstrated that the response of chicks to a 

feed enzyme and the efficacy of the enqme could be predicted and evaIuated on the basis of 

a log-linear mode1 using different criteria (performance and economic return), and different 

type of studies (in vivo and in vitro). 
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INTRODUCTION 

World feed production for industrialized farming currently tops 575 million tonnes annually 

with about 57% of the production being for pigs and poultry enterprises @un& 1999, 

Hofman, 2000). However, only about 6% of manufactured animal feeds contain enzymes. The 

worldwide feed enzyme business is now estimated to be worth about $100 million, more than 

20 times greater than the 1990 value. The potential is even greater (McCay, 1998). Currentiy 

most enzymes that are used in feeds are xylanases for wheat- and rye-based diets and P- 

glucanases for barley- and oat-based diets. The target of these enzymes are the non-starch 

polysaccharides (NSPs) that are found in cereals; they include xylanases for xylans and B- 

glucanases for p-glucans. Phytase is also widely used in some countnes (Marquardt, 1997; 

Ziggers, 1999). 

The commercial use of NSP enzymes in the am*mai feed industry has greatly expanded in 

the past ten years especially in countnes like Canada that utilizes large quantities of cereais 

such as barley, wheat, triticale, and potential use of rye in poultry and pig diets. As biological 

catalysts, NSP enzymes are able to neutralize the negative effects produced by certain viscous 

NSPs in these cereals. These enzymes when added to diets, especiaily for poultry, have been 

shown to improve the efficiency of feed utilization, increase the rate of growth, improve the 

health of the gastrointestinal tract, and reduce environmental pollution due to a decreased 

output of rnanure and gases such as amrnonia (Choct, 1997; Bedford, 1997b; Marquardt, 

1 997). Although feed enzymes have been proven to be highiy beneficial, the use of enzymes 

has many problems that must be solved before their fui1 potential is reached. One of the 
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problerns is to develop accurate methods to deterrnine ifan enzyme should be added to a diet, 

secondly to determine if the response to the feed enzyme can be predicted, and thirdly to 

determine if the selected enzyme is the most cost effective among those available. 

World markets are becoming less insular and subject to increasing international cornpetition 

and opportunities. As a result, the need for intemationai information is greatly inçreasing. 

Recently, information on enzyme sources, the activities of major enzymes, optimal pH, 

thermal stability, recommended Ievels in diets, and enzyme cornpanies that are directly 

involved in the worldwide enzyme business has been collected (Hotten, 199 1 ; Ziggers, 1999). 

This information was able to heip those in the feed i n d u s t ~  to select the best products that 

are available. However, it is not possible to rank different enzyme preparations according to 

their activities as determined in their laboratory since the relationship between the activity 

reported by a Company and degree of improvement in animal performance when added to the 

diet is low (Marquardt and Bedford, 1997; Ziggers, 1999). 

The question may be asked, what standards should we use to ensure that the effects of 

different enzyme preparations are accurately assessed? Marquardt and Bedford (1997) 

proposed that enzymes as feed additives should have the following properties: 

1) High specific activities (substrate turnover ratios per unit of protein) at the site where 

they act; and 

2) E g h  stability such as the resistance to inactivation by heat treatment, low pH, and 

proteolytic enzymes during processing, and storage, and when present in the gut- 

Enzymes having high specific activities relative to the condition in the gastrointestinal tract 

should provide a measure of the ability oPa feed enzyme to promote an enhanced response 
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in the animal which, in turn, is a reflection of  its efficacy (Lehninger et al., 1993) as feed 

additives. An eiuyme assay, therefore, could be developed in terms ofthis concept. However, 

to date, it appears that no standard assay based on this concept has been developed for 

evaluating the effect of feed enzymes. Nevertheless, the successfid development of a method 

to accurately evaluate the efficacy of feed enzymes will be very important. It would not only 

greatly assist the feed industry in the selection of enzyme preparations having the highest 

efficacy, but would also stimulate an improvement of other quality aspects of enzymes. In 

addition, it would provide both basic and practical Uiformation on the use of enzymes which 

in tum will fùrther enhance the use of enzymes in the feed industry- 

This review will mainly discuss the factors that influence the evduatior, of the efficacy of 

NSP enzymes such as xylanases as a feed additive in poultry diets. It will cover the following 

aspects: developmentd history of feed enzymes, mechanism of action of NSP enzymes such 

as xylanases, the nature of the complex target substrates of xylanases (structure, content, and 

anti-nutritive properties), the multiplicity of action of xylanases (structure-fùnction 

relationship), site of action of exogenous enzymes in the gut, and the current methods for 

evaluating the effects of NSP enzyme preparations and their Iimitations. Several reviews on 

different aspects of the above topics have been previously published (Classen and Bedford, 

1991; Chesson, 1993; Bedford, 1995; Jeroch et al-, 1995; Bedford and Morgen, 1996; 

Guenter, 1997b; Marquardt, 1 997; Marquardt and Bedford, 1 997,200 1 ; and Kulkarni et ai-, 

1999). Finally, the hypothesis and objectives of rny research proposa1 will be briefly discussed. 



DEVELOPMENT OF FEED ENZYMES 

Enzymes have been widely used in difEerent industries, such as food-processing, brewing, 

riuit juice-making, baking, leather-working, and was hing (detergents), for severai decades. 

For example, in the fniit juice-making or baking industries, enzymes improved yields by as 

much as one third. An increased understanding of the properties and functions of these 

enzymes has led to their use in the animai-feed industries, especially for poultry (Guenter, 

1997b; Marquardt, 1997). 

Enzymes as a means to improve the nutntional value of cereal grains for poultry has been 

extensively studied since the mid 1950's (Friesen, 1993). The results of early studies on water 

soaking of barley grain (Fry et al., 1957; Willingham et al., 1959) suggested that the increased 

nutritive value of water-treated barley for chickens was due to activated B-glucanases of 

barley. However, the commercial use of feed enzymes in animal nutrition started at the end 

of the 1980's with the supplementation of j3-glucanases to barley-based diets. The feed 

industry, before commercial B-glucanases were available, had to limit the amounts of barley 

in broiler diets so as to avoid sticky droppings and poor performance. At first, yeast cultures 

were mixed with the feed with the intention of having them secrete a cocktail of enzymes 

when they were present in the gut. Gradually, these cultures have been replaced by well- 

defined enzymes. Now, commercial enzymes are crude mixtures of activities with known 

levels of specific enzymes, or cocktails based on mixtures of specific activities (Classen, 1996; 

Ziggers, 1999). 



Most feed enzymes are primarily derived from bacteria (e-g. BuciIIris sp.) and fungi (e.g. 

AspergfI2cis and Trichodema spJ Recently, genes encoding for dEerent enzymes, such as 

p hytases, f3-glucanases and xyIanses have beenexpressed in different systems (microorganisms 

and plants) to enhance the production of specific enrymes and the corresponding nutritional 

values of the feedstuffs (Marquardt, 1997). The major enzymes, such as xylanases for wheat 

and rye-based diets, in many commercial enzyme preparations are oflen labeled as ifthey have 

the sarne fiinction in the hydrolysis of their target substrates- These enzymes, however, are 

often different in pH optimums, substrate preferences, temperature optimums and thermal 

stabilities. In addition, the reaction conditions where these exogenous enzymes act in the gut 

are determined by nature with very limited possibilities for modification (Classen, 1996; van 

de Mierop and Ghesquiere, 1998). Consequently, the effkacy of most enzyme preparations 

varies considerably for a specific diet. In addition, the structure and content of the target 

substrates within and between cereals for enzymes are complex and Vary in nature. Therefore, 

successful evaluation of the efficacy of a feed enzyme relies on the knowledge of the target 

substrates, mechanism of action, the nature of the enzyme, and the conditions in the intestine 

under which the reaction occurs. 

MECELANISM OF NSP ENZYME ACTION 

There is considerable evidence that supplementation of cereal-based diets for poultry with 

exogenous enzymes can overcome some limitations of these cereals for digestion and 

absorption of nutnents. The limitations are rnainly a result of the physical and chemical 

structure of NSPs in these cereals, their anti-nutritional activity, and the limited time for 
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hydrolysis of nutrients in the gastrointestineal tract- Enzymes have been shown to improve 

the efficiency of animal production, improve the nutritional value of lower quaiity feedstuffs, 

reduce the excretion and waste of nutrients, and maintain beneficial microflora in the gut 

(Choct and Annison, 2992; Jeroch et al., 1995; Choct et al-, 1996; Marquardt, 1997). 

A question that has to be asked is, what is the mechanisrn of action of enzymes that enable 

them to overcome these limitations? Two hypotheses for the action of NSP enzymes have 

been proposed: 

1) they improve the physico-chemical conditions of the digestive contents (e-g., viscosity 

reduction); and 

2) break down ce11 walls ailowing digestive enzymes access to nutnents (release of 

entrapped nutrients). 

The first hypothesis proposes that the predominant NSPs of cereals are arabinoxylans in rye, 

wheat and triticale and P-glucans in barley and oats. Both NSPs are partially soluble in the 

gastro-intestinal tract, resulting in an increased viscosity ofdigesta(Anitoniou and Marquardt, 

1982). This in turn reduces the difision and interaction of endogenous enzymes with their 

substrates and increases the resistance to passive diffusion of digested nutrients across the cell 

wall of the villi Iining the small intestine, thereby altering digestive efficiency (Fengler and 

Marquardt, 1 988b; Choct and Annison, 1990). In addition, the increased viscosity in the small 

intestine has been shown to increase the thne required for feed to pass through the digestive 

tract (Almirall and Esteve-Garcia, 1994)- This in turn increases the concentration of 

microorganisms (Choct and Annison, 1992; Choct et al., 1996). Two negative consequences 

of the change in the number of microorganisms are deconjugation of bile salts which can 
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reduce fat digestion, and the production of toxins. The overd consequences of the viscous 

NSPs are a reduction ingrowthrate and feed efficiency, a deterioration of barn environmental 

conditions due to production ofwet, sticlq excreta, and an increased incidence of dirty eggs 

(Classen, 1996)- The effects of the exogenous NSP enzymes can be rnainly ascnbed to their 

ability to reduce the viscosity of digesta in the intestines. Therefore, NSP enzymes with 

appropriate activities have been used to successfùlly enhance the nutritional value of oat, 

barley, rye, triticale, and wheat for poultry. On the other hand, NSPs may work in another 

way as they may prevent nutrient release through the complex structure of  the cell wall of 

cereals. NSPs, such as arabinoxylans and P-glucans, which are the major components of 

endosperm and aieurone, are maidy insoluble. They can therefore prevent the release of 

nutrients from the ce11 (Petterson and Aman, 1989)- 

It is well documented, however, that the viscosity effect in cereai-based diets is the major 

problem rather than that of the impervious nature of the ce11 wall (Annison, 199 1; Choct and 

Annison, 1992; Bedford and Morgan, 1996). Firstly, if this latter hypothesis was correct, the 

action of NSP enzymes in a cereal-based diet would be only expected to increase starch 

digestibility rather than that of other nutrients. The data do not support this expectation 

(Fengler et al., 1988; Carré et al., 1992). In addition, the results from a study, in which 

isoiated wheat NSP were added back to a sorghum-based diet, indicated that the negative 

effects of viscosity were equalIy apparent on starch and protein digestion, and even more 

apparent on fat digestion (Choct and Annison, 1992). Secondly, pelleting and expansion of 

the diet have been shown to increase the response of birds fed NSP enzyme supplemented 

diets. Such treatments not only increase the release of entrapped nutrients by damage or 
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perforation of the ce11 wall, but dso increases intestinal viscosity in birds fed these diets 

(Teitge et al., 199 1; McCracken et al., 1993). These results indicated that ce11 wall integnty 

is not the major problem, but perhaps that dissolution of arabinolrylans is; again this favors 

a viscosity-based hypothesis (Bedford and Morgan, 1996). 

I t  is important to understand the mechanism of action of NSP enzymes in order to 

accurately evaluate their efficacy. The two hypotheses are not necessarily independent of one 

another, but a preponderance ofone effect over the other has significant consequences for the 

evaluation of enzymes. If viscosity reduction is required, then soluble rather than insoluble 

NSPs should be the target, and perhaps oniy one enzyme rather than a multi enzyme 

combination would be  required. Viscosity reduction c m  be effectively achieved with a single 

enzyme that bas a lirnited abiiity (oniy a few cut on a NSP molecule) to hydrolyze the NSPs 

of concern (Bedford and Classen, 1992). However, if dismption of intact ce11 walls and 

release of entrapped nutrients make a greater contribution to the antinutrïtive properties of 

NSPs, then many more enzymes would be required in order to provide access to nutrients that 

may be entrapped in a NSP matrix (Chesson, 1993). Consequently, different mechanisms may 

result in different methods for evaluating the efficacy of feed enzymes. 

COMPLEX TARGET SUBSTRATES OF XYLANASES: STRUCTURE, CONTENT, 

AND PROPERTIES 

Grain Structure and NSPs 

The structure of a cereal kernel is shown in Figure 1. It is comprised of the caryopsis and 

the enclosing hull or husk. The caryopsis consists of the pericarp, aleurone layer, endospem 



S tarchy Endosperm 

FIGURE 1. Anatomical structure of cereal grains (Source: Kent and Evers, 1994). 
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and gerrn or embryo. The most important nutrient in cereal grain is starch, which accounts 

for approximately 49 to 70 % of grain weight (Chesson, 1993)- The whole endosperm is 

enclosed by a thin layer of cells with very thick ceIl walls, known as the aleurone Iayer* It 

contains enzymes for digestion of the endosperm dunng germination. The outside of the 

aleurone layer is the pericarp which acts as a protective cover over the entire grain (Jadhav, 

et al, 1998). Thus, in order for a non-ruminant to access the starch contents of a grain, it must 

be able to penetrate the three barriers: the tough or fibrous pericarp, the aleurone layer and 

the endosperm ce11 wall. 

Cell walls are pnmarily composed of the NSP carbohydrate fractions with lesser amounts 

of protein, lignin, and polyphenols (Classen and Bedford, 199 1). The carbohydrate fiactions 

consist of cellulose microfibrils embedded in non-cellulose polysaccharides. Cellulose is a 

srnall proportion of grain ce11 walls and is thought to be of little nutntional value for poultry. 

The major NSP carbohydrate fractions are derived fiom heteropolymers such as P-glucans 

and arabincqlans (pentosans) with both being present in most grains, but their total amount 

and proportions varies considerably (Henry, 1985; 1987). Arabinoxylans in the ce11 walls of 

wheat, Te7 and triticale are present at higher concentrations, while the P-glucans are 

predominant in barley and oats. Protein and phenolic acids are both present in small amounts 

but may play an important role in ce11 wall stability. 

Content of Arabinoxylans in Cell Walls 

Rye and wheat are characterized by endosperm walls in which arabinoxylan is dominant 

compared to P-glucans in barley and oats (Table 1). Arabinoxylans consist of a backbone of 

p- 1,4-linked xylopyranosyl residues with terminal 1,2 and 1,3 arabinotùranosyl substitution. 



TABLE 1. The total and water-soluble arabinoxylan and fl-glucan content of cereal 
grains (mg) and the contribution of the arabinorylans and fbglucans in the starchy 
endosperm waUs as a percentage (%) of the dry natter content of the grainL 

Cereal Arabinoxylans f3-glucans 

Grain Grain Endospenn Grain Grain Endosperrn 
total soluble (Yo) total soluble (Yo) 

R Y ~  84.9 26.0 44 18.9 6.8 71  

Wheat 66.3 11-8 35 6-5 5.2 48 

B d e y  56.9 4.8 22 43 -6 28 -9 99 

Oats 76.5 5.0 12 33 -7 21.3 47 

'Source: Chesson, 1993. 
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Arabinofiiranosyl substitution reduces the ability for hydrogen bonding between carbohydrate 

chains and consequently results in fractions which are water soluble and highly viscous. A 

considerable degree of variation in the contents of soluble arabinoxylans or P-glucans has 

been reported. This occurs not only among the different cereals but also arnong varieties 

within a given cereal (Table 2) .  The content of soluble NSPs in a given cereal varies with 

method of isolation, variety, soi\ and climate, agronomie practices, degree of maturity at 

harvest, storage condition, etc. (Henry, 1986; Saastaminen et al., 1989). 

Structure of Arabinoxylans 

Arabinoxylans differ between and within grains with respect to the degree of 

arabinofuranosyl substitution and other characteristics (Table 2). For example, Bengtsson et 

aI. (1 992) indicated that there were two type of arabinoxylans in rye grain, arabinoxylan 1 and 

II. The xylan backbone chain when substituted with mono-arabinose termi-na1 residues has 

been classified as arabinoxylan 1, whereas the backbone chain when substituted with double- 

arabinose terminal residues bas been classified as arabinoxylan II (Figure 2). In general, 

arabinoxylans found in the bran or outer aleurone layer have fewer arabinofiiranosyl 

substitutions and are less water soluble than those found in endosperm fractions (McNeil, et 

al., 1975; Henry, 1987; Hromadkova, et al, 1987). The degree of arabinofiranosyl 

substitution influences not only the ability of the arabinoxylan to bind to other ce11 wall 

constituents but also its susceptibility to hydrolyzing enzymes. Water-soluble arabinoxylan 

fiom rye has only 50 % substitution of its xylopyranosyl residues at position 3 while about 

2 % of the residues are double substituted at positions 2 and 3 ( Bengtsson and Aman, I W O ) .  

In contrast, arabinose substitution in wheat tends to occur more fiequently at the 2 and 3 



TABLE 2. Variation in content, structure, and molecular weight of non-starch 
polysaccharides (NSPs) in sir European wheat floun' 

Eüropean Wheat Flours R W e  

NSP Contents (% Dry Basis) 

Water soluble 

Total 

L-arabinose 

S tmcture 

Water soluble 

Total 

Water Soluble NSP ' 

'Source: modified from Cleemput et al., 1993, 
Di/Mono = disubstituted/monosubstituted D-xylose, X, = unsubstituted D-xylose, XI 

= monosubstituted D-xylose, X, = disubstituted D-xylose- 
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P-(1-4)-D-xylan backbone 

FIGURE 2. Structure of arabinoqdan {a-( 1 -2,3)-L-arabinofuranosyl-}-P-(1-4)-D- 
xylopyranan (top) and the structural features of arabinoxylans 1 and II in rye grain (bottom). 
A, terminal a-L-arabinofùranosyl; X, 4-linked P-D-xylopyranosyl residues (Source: Bentsson 
et al., 1992; Marquardt, 1997). 
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positions compared with rye; the values being 55 and 8 % of xylopyranosyl residues, 

respectively (Classen and Bedford, 199 1). 

The three-dimensional structure of v l an  has been elegantly described by Atkins (1992). 

The xylan backbone shows a threefold left-handed conformation when crystallized. The 

geometry of the glycosidic linkage is not afliected by the side chains. The chains are organized 

in a tngonal lattice with hexagonal norphology. The three-dimension structures of xylan 

molecules containing none, one or two arabinose substitutions are shown in Figure 3.  

Knowledge of the structure of xylans has provided an insight into the understanding of the 

mechanism of reaction between xylanases and xylans. 

Xylans are heteropolysaccharides with a homopolymeric backbone chah of P-(1-4) linked 

P-D-xylose unit. Based on the cornmon arabinose substitutions found on the backbone, the 

cereal xylans are categorized as arabinoxylans. However, other substitutions such as O-acetyl, 

a-(1 -2)-glucuronic or 4-O-methylglucuronic acid have also been found. In addition, feruloyl 

groups may form crosslinks between xylan and lignin through substitution (Timell 1965; Das 

et al., 1984; Scalbert et al, 1985; Mueiler-Harvey et al., 1986). Thus, the side chains 

determine the solubility, physical conformation and reactivity of xylans with other 

hemicellulosic components. 

Anti-nutritive Properties of Water Soluble Arabinoxylans 

Previous studies have indicated that, water-soluble NSPs were mainiy responsible for the 

anti-nutritive properties of wheat, rye, triticales, barley and oats (Annision and Choct 199 1; 

Campbell and Bedford 1992; Bedford 1995; Jeroch et al., 1995). There appears to be a good 

association between the growth-depressing effects of cereals and their content of viscous 



a: xylan backbone b: backbone with one c: backbone with two 
without substitution arabinose substitution arabinose substitution 

FIGURE 3. Three-dimensional structure of xylans. Projections perpendicular (top) and 
parallel (bottom) of xylan backbone. Hydrogen bonds are shown dotted. In each case the 
backbone is a lefi-handed threefold helix (Source: Atkins, 1992)- 
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water-solubIe NSPs (Marquardt, 1997), and dso a high corretation between the amount of 

soluble arabinoxylans in these cereals and extract viscosity (Boros et ai., 1993). Bengtsson 

et al. (1992) found that the  type of arabinoxylans may also affect viscosity. They 

demonstrated that arabinoxylan II fiom rye was considerably more viscous than arabuioxylan 

i. In addition, Bedford and Classen (1992) demonstrated that there is a negative tinear 

conelation between chick performance and the log of viscosity of digesta in the srnall 

intestine. Intestinal viscosity was mainly associated with the concentration of soluble high- 

molecular-weight carbohydrates (HMC) in the gut. The molecular weight of HMC was more 

than 500 KD. Overalt, it has been well documented that the content, structure, and molecular 

weight of arabinoxylans between or within cereais varies considerably. This in turn greatly 

influences the mode and extent of e q a t i c  clezvage. 

MULTIPLICITY OF XYLANASES : STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION 

The xylanases used in the feed industry corne mainly from different species of fùngi (eg. 

Trichodema and AspergiZ[zts) and bacteria (eg. BaciIItrs) (Bedford, 1 997a; Ziggers, 1 999). 

These microorganisms differ substantially in their requirements for growth. As a result, the 

xylanases they produce are different in their properties- 

Biochemical Properties 

Microbial xylanases are single subunit proteins with molecular weights in the range of 8 to 

145 KD (Sunna and Antranikian, 1997). The optimal temperature for endoxylanases from 

bacterial and fùngal sources varies between 40 and 60 C- Fungal xylanases are generalIy less 

thermostable than bacterial. Xylanases from different organisms are usually stable over a wide 
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p H  range (3- 10) and show optimum pH in the range nom 4 to 7. The xylanases fiom fùngi 

such as A. karvachii (Zto et al., 1992) and PeniczIIiz~m herpie (Funaguma et al., 199 1) exhibit 

optimum pH towards the acidic side (pH 2 to 6). In contrast, the xylanases produced by B. 

srbtilis has a pH optimum of above 6, which enables the enzyme to act very efficiently at a 

neutrai or stightly acidic pH. In addition, bacteria are aiso known to produce two xylanases, 

high molecular weight having acidic optima and low molecular weight xylanases having basic 

optima. However, this type of relationship is not observed in fun@, but low molecular weight 

basic xylanases are cornmon. The amino acid compositions ofxylanases reported from various 

sources are predominantly aspartic acid, glutamic acid, glycine, serine and threonine 

(MacLeod et al., 1994; Krengel and Dijkstra, 1996; Kulkarni et al., 1999). 

The occurrence of glycosylated enzymes is a common phenornenon among many 

eukaryotic xylanases (Funaguma et al., 199 1). The qlanases fiom prokaryotic sources have 

aIso been found to be glycoproteins (Berenger et al., 1985; Mami et al., 1985; Dey et ai., 

1992). Glycosylation has been implicated in the stabilization of glycanases against extrerne 

environrnents (Merivuori et al., 1985). The recombinant xylanase expressed in Escherichin 

coli from an dkaliphilic and thermophilic BnciIIzis sp. (Kulkarni et al., 1 995) showed lower 

stability at higher temperature and reduced ability to bind xylan compared to xylanases fiom 

the parent strain; this is attfibuted to deglycosylation. 

Substrate Specificity 

Knowledge of the mechanism of action of xylan-degrading enzymes has been obtained fiom 

studies on substrate specificity, the role of side chah substitutions on their activity, the 

specificity for bonds that are cleaved and the end products. The xylanases of fùngaf origin are 
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well studied. They are rnainly of two types; non-debranching enzymes which do not liberate 

arabinose, and debranching enzymes which liberate arabinose fkom the side chain 

substitutions, in addition to cleaving the main chain linkages (Reily, 198 1)- Many xylanases 

of hngal orïgin, such as A. niger (Takenkhi and Tsujisaka, 1973), were found to release 

arabinose from arabinoxylan. However, xylanases from another strain of A- niger did not 

release free arabinose Corn arabinoxylan- 

It is cornmonly observed that substitutions in the highly brancheci polysaccharides interfere 

with xykinase activity. However, enzymes having more afEnity for main chain linkage, near 

branch points, were reported from A. niger, T. viride and other sources (Deklrer and 

Richards, 1 976). 

Domain Structures of Xylanases 

Generally, xylanase is comprised of fbnctional or non-fiinctional domains and linkage 

regions. The fiinctional domains are tùrther dissected into the cataiytic and the substrate- 

binding domains. It had been assumed that the catalytic domain and the substrate binding 

domains of the xylanases were spatialiy separate or distinguishable. However, an analysis of 

a farnily 10 xylanase (Xyn A) has revealed that the spatial separation of the protein domains 

is not necessary (Ferreira et ai., 1990). The substrate binding domain was found to be a 

cellulose binding domain (CBD) with no affinity towards xylan. Truncated derivatives of a 

xylanase, Xyl A, that lacks the cellulose binding domain were found to be less active against 

xylan contained in a cellulose-hemicellulose complex as compared with the full length 

xylanase (Black et al., 1996). 

In general xylanases consist of a single catalytic domain. However, two catalytic domains 
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have dso  been reported (Black et al., 1996). The arnino acid sequence of endoxylanase from 

Ctyphxocnrs n/bidus has some homology with the catalytic region of egg white lysozyme 

(Morosoli et al., 1986). The catalytic domain of the xylanase fiorn C. saccharoijfieurn was 

found to be homologous with the catalytic domain of cellubiohydrolase, bifùnctional 

exocellulase, endocellulase and xylanase h m  other microorganisms (Boucher et al-, 1988; 

Grapinet et al., 1988; O'Neill et al., 1988; Luthi et al., 1990). At the sme  tirne , a striking 

absence of homology between two xylanases derived corn B. cirarians (Yang et al., 1989) 

has also been documented. 

Structural studies using NMR (nuclear magnetic resonance) have revealed the presence of 

very few charged amino acids and an unusually large number of conserved aromatic residues 

in the celIulose binding domain- NMR analysis and chernical modification studies contirmed 

that the exposed aromatic residues play a direct role in binding to cellulose; their interaction 

with cellulose appeared to be reversible (Bray et al-, 1996). The domain seems to play two 

possible rotes, i-e., they either open the structure of the plant ce11 wall making it more 

accessible to enzymic hydrolysis or provide a general rnechanism by which a consortium of 

hydrolases accumulate on the surface of the plant ce11 wall, resulting in synergistic action 

between the enzymes. Full length and truncated forms ofxylanase D €tom C-fimi were found 

to be equally effective in hydrolyzing pulp xylans (Rixon et al., 1996). The deletion of the 

CBD was found to abolish the cellulose binding capacity of the enzyme without affecting the 

xylan binding properties and xylanase activity. However, the Km value of the truncated 

xylanase for insoluble xylans was higher than that of the naturai xylanase (Black et al., 1995). 

In addition, CBD of Xyl A from Thermotoga maritirna exhibits extremely high intrinsic 
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stability. For example, the apparent denaturing temperature of the xylanase protein exceeds 

100 C (Doris et al-, 1997)- 

The Three-dimensional Structure of Xylanases 

The three-dimensional structures of many xylanases fiom both bacterial and fiingal species 

have been determined using x-ray difkaction techniques. The structure of xylanases are 

sirnilar although they are from difEerent sources and have dserent molecular masses. The 

enzyme molecule is of ellipsoidal shape with a well-defined cleft down one side (Fig 4). 

Generally, it consists of a single domain where the main chah folds to form two mostly 

antiparallel B-sheets. The two P-sheets are twîsted and form a large clefi which is the putative 

binding sites for at least four xytose residues. The two conserved glutamate residues, for 

example, Glu" and G l ~ " ~ o f  xylanase I from A. niger, reach into the clefi fiom opposite sites 

(Krengel and Dijkstra, 1996) to form the active site of the xylanase. 

In addition to conserved residues in the active site of xylanase, there are a number of other 

conserved residues. Many of these residues are believed to be structurally important. The 

catalytic residues of Xyn II from T. reesei are Glug6 and GluL7'. Around Glug6, a clear cluster 

of conserved residues consists of Tyr ", and Tyr ". However, the residues around 

Glu1" are much less conserved (Torronen et al., 1994). 

Catalytic Mechanism of Xylanases 

It has fiequently been suggested that the catalytic mechanism of glycosidase action 

resembles that of lysozyme (Kelly et al., 1979). The hydrolysis reaction cataiyzed by xylanases 

as well as cellulases proceeds through an acid-base mechanism involving two residues. One 

of the residues acts as a acid-base catalyst and protonates the oxygen of the glycosidic bond. 



FIGURE 4. (A) Ribbon representation of the xylanase ( XYN II) molecule showing an a- 
helix and B-strands. The structure is reminiscent o f  the shape o f  a 'right hand' @) and this 
analogy is shown- (C) The Ca skeleton o f  XYN II in stereo. The putative catalytic residues 
(Glu86 and Glu 177) and aromatic binding residues (Tyr96, Tyr 179 and Trp 18) are shown 
(Source: Torronen et al., 1994). 
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The other residue acts as a nucleophile which interacts with the oxocarbonium intermediate 

or promotes the formation ofan OH-ionfiom awater molecule. The reaction involves a two 

step rnechanism in which proton transfer occurs to and fiom an oxygen atom in the equatonal 

position at the anomenc center (Figure 5, Lawson et al., 1997). Therefore, the distance 

between the two catalytic carboxylic acids are essential for the eficacy of xylanases. For the 

xylanase from B. cirailans, this critical distance is 5.5 A Previous studies identified that Glu" 

ofthe xylanase was the nucleophilic residue (Miao, et al., 1994, Lawson, et al., 1996) and the 

G1dR was the acidhase catalyst. In order to alter the distance between Glu78 and Glu1", a 

strategy of selectively replacing Glu" with its shortened o r  lengthened analogue was used 

by Lawson et al. (1997). Glu1'* was substituted with aspartic acid as its shortened analogue 

using site-directed mutagenesis. To produce the Iengthened  lu'" analogue, the combined 

techniques of site-directed mutagenesis and chemical modification were employed. A cysteine 

was introduced at the position of GIdR and was selectively carboxymethylated with 

iodoacetic acid, yielding a carboxylic side chain which was approximately 1.6 A longer than 

Glu'72. Their results indicated that an increase in the separation (Glu 172Asp) resulted in a 

400-fold decrease in the Kcat (turnover number) value that represents the catalytic activity 

of a typical enzyme for xylan hydrolysis. By contrast, a decrease in separation (Glu 172Cys) 

caused only a 25-fold reduction in the rate of xylan hydrolysis (Wakarchuk et al., 1994). The 

reduction of catalytic activity of the mutants was partly associated with an increase in the pKa 

value of ~ lu l " ,  cornpared with that of the native xylanase. For exarnple, the pKa values are 

6.8,  8.0, and 6.7 for Glu 172, Glu 172Asp and IAA-Glu 172Cys, respectively. In addition, the 

high correlations of log Kcat /Km with the aglycone-leaving group ability was demonstrated 
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FIGURE S. Proposed mechanism of action of xylanases. OR represents the aglycon where 
R corresponds to an aryl group or more xylose residues (Source: Lawson et al., 1997). 
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for the three enzymes for a range of q l  xylobioside substrates. This indicates that Kcat / Km 

reflects the first irreversible step, glycosylation, since this step involves sugar aryl bond 

cleavage. Therefore, the catalytic properties of the whole xylanase may be directly affected 

by the pKa value of its acidhase catalytic residues. Torronen et al. (1994) demonstrated that 

Xyn II from T. ressei have two conserved catalytic residues, Glu7' and GluL". There is also 

a clear cluster of conserved residues around Glug6. The situation is different around GluL7', 

where the surrounding amino acids are much less conserved. The pKa value for 'fieeY 

glutarnic acid is 4.6 to 5.0. Xyn II has been reported to be most active in a pH range of 5.0 

to 5.5 (Tenkanen et al., 1992; Torronen, et al., 1992). In other xylanases, the pH optimum 

has been reported to Vary between 3 -5 to 7.0 (Wong and Saddler, 1992). The variations are 

probably due to the different amino acid residues in the neighborhood of Glu177. A clear 

structural change of Xyn II was observed especially in the position of the side chain of Glu177 

when determined at pH 5.0 (optimal pH of Xyn II) and pH 6.0, where enzyme activity is 

reduced considerably. The distances between two catalytic residues of Xyn II were 10.7 A 

at pH 5.0 and 8.1 A at pH 6.5. 

Therefore, the efficacy of different xylanases as feed enzymes varies considerably. Efficacy 

is determined by the distance between the two arnino acid residues at the active site of the 

enzyme, the pKa value of the residue as an acidhase catalyst, the binding ability of the 

enzyme to the complex target substrates, and even the stability of the enzyme during the 

processing or storage periods. It is also dependent on whether the substrate of a xylanase is 

a highly branched or less substituted structure, or how it interacts with other hemicelluloses 

or cellulose. Furthermore, the conditions under which xylanase acts greatly influences its 
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efficacy. Whatever the sources of xylanases, the overail efficacy of the enzyme as a feed 

additive will greatly be infiuenced by the reaction conditions in the gut where the enzymes act. 

Therefore, successful evaiuation of the efficacy of an enzyme relies on the fiindamental 

information on the site and conditions of action ofthe enzyme in the gastrointestinal (GI) tract 

where it produces most of its beneficiai effects- 

SITES OF ACTION OF NSP ENZYMES SUCH AS XYLANASES 

General Consideration 

Animals cannot produce enzymes for breaking down the NSPs that exîst in almost al1 

animal feeds. They rely on the micro-organisms in the digestive tract to achieve this. 

Ruminants have evolved a specific digestive system, where the micro-organisms degrade 

NSPs in the early absorption site of the gut (the rumen), while monogastric species, such as 

poultry, expose feed to micro-organisms in the later stages of gut digestion. Cornparing the 

two systems, it is easy to imagine a way in which the enzyme added to a diet of monogastric 

species can enhance degradation of NSPs in the upper section of the gut (Hotten, 1992). 

It has been assumed that a favorable response of supplemental enzymes in the feed is 

greatIy dependent on specific conditions such as the pH of the digestive tract, the time of 

exposure to enzymes, and the concentrations of the substrates. The endogenous enzymes 

within the digestive tract are mainly located in the stomach (primarily protein degradation) 

and the small intestine (protein, lipids and carbohydrates degradation). Therefore, the site of 

action of exogenous NSP enzymes should be before or at least should coincide with those of 

the endogenous enzymes. 
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Feed Passage Pattern in Different Sections of the Gut 

Broiler chicks are meal eaters in a cornfortable environment with fidl light and constant 

access to feed. Under these conditions, they will eat about every 4 hr and dnnk several times 

during the 4 h feeding cycle. M e r  eating, a broiler dnnks some water, solubilizing part ofthe 

feed in the crop. This liquid portion passes into the proventriculus (stomach) and on into the 

giuard. Thus, the feed is metered out of the birds' crop. The gizzard is also a metering 

device, liquefied feed entenng the top of the giaard from the crop, via the stomach, is 

squeezed by contractions. The emptying time of feed from crop is about 2 h in birds with a 

normal pattern (ad libitum), but highly variable depending on the method of feeding (Classen, 

1996; Savage, 1998). Agizzard havïng received wet mushy feed will contract and expel haif 

the new feed and an equal volume of old feed in 5 to 15 min. Feed entering the duodend loop 

passes down the intestine by penstaltic contraction of the intestine. With a normal pattern, 

feed entering the duodenum exits the intestine in 1.5 to 2 h. 

Mean Retention Time (MRT) of Feed 

Transit time can be defined as the time it takes the digesta of a meal to pass through the 

GI tract and can be estimated by the inclusion of a marker in the diet. The time for 50 % of 

excretion of the marker is an appropriate way to express the rate of feed passage (Ferando 

et al., 1987; Vergara et al., 1989; van de Klis et al., 1990; van de Klis and Voorst, 1993a). 

One simple way of calculating transit time is by determining MRT (Coombe and Kay, 1965), 

based on a steady-state assumption (van de Klis et al., 1990). This implies that the rate of 

intake of marker is equal to its rate of excretion throughout the day. Using this technology, 

the MRT for each part ofgut can be estimated. The MRT in successive parts of the GI tract 
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for broilers are listed in Table 3 (Shires et al., 1987; van de Klis et al-, 1990 and Danicke et 

al., 1999). The variation of MRT as indicated by the data in Table 3, especially in that of the 

crop, rnight be caused by ciifferences in feed composition, age, and type of birds (Shires et al., 

1987). The MRTs in the duodenum plus jejunum are closer to those of the ileum (77 vs. 83 

min) and longer than those of the proventriculus plus giuard (43 min). Theoretically, the 

Ionger the MRT is, the better the site is a candidate for enzyme action- In addition, the total 

amount of feed passing through a site in the gut within a certain time period should also be 

addressed. 

Total Dry Matter Passing through a Section of the Gut 

Danicke et al. (1999) recently studied the MRT and the apparent digestibility of DM (dry 

matter) in each section of the gut (Table 4). The results suggested that the total DM passing 

through crop, proventriculus plus giuard, duodenum plus jejunum, and ileum, which could 

be estirnated by the product of the DM and relative MRT, were nearly the same except for 

the crop which will change according to feeding conditions. The results indicated that crop, 

proventriculus plus giuard, and jejunum could be equally important as the main action site 

for exogenous enzymes. 

Action Site of Erogenous Enzymes 

Most enzymes of fungal origin show a pH-optimum in a range from 2.5 to 5.0, and therefore 

they give the best results when used in this pH range. The xylanase produced by B. strbrilis 

has a pH-optimum of above 6, which enables the enzyme to act efficiently at the neutral or 

slightly acidic pH present in the small and large intestine (van de Mierop and 

Ghesquiere, 1998). Nevertheless, the best sites for the action of NSP enzymes ideally should 



TABLE 3. The mean retention time (iMRT) in successive segments of the 
gastrointestinal (GI) tract of broilers as published by several authors (h) 

Segment of Source1 

GI tract 1 2 3 

Crop 

Proventnculus 
+gizzard 

Duodeunum 

Jejunum 

Ileum 

Rectum 

'Source: (1) Shires et al. (1987), (2) van de Klis et al. (1990), and (3) Danicke et al. 
(1 999). 



TABLE 4. Mean retention time (MRT) of digesta and apparent digestibility of dry 
matter (ADDM), and total passing dry matter(TPDM) in the section of gastrointestinal 
tract of broiïers ' 

Intestinal MRT 
segment (hl 

Crop 0-86 

Proventriculus + 
Gizzard 0-73 

Duodenum 0-22 

Jejunum 1-65 

Ileum 

Rectum 

'Source: modified fiom Danicke et ai., 1999. 
2 ~ ~ ~ M  = DM x MRT / Totai MRT, which represents the relative DM passing through 

each section of gut per day- Feed intake = 78.8 (g/d); Total MRT = 6-89 (h)- 
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be at least before or within the jejunum to overcome the anti-nutritional factors in the digesta- 

Classen (1996) suggested that the major site of action of NSP enzymes could be in the 

duodenum plus jejunum of the gut for poultry. Most research has focused on reducing digesta 

viscosity in the upper part of the smail intestine- Boros et aL(1998) suggested that the main 

site of action for NSP enzymes in broilers occurs in the section of the gastrointestinal (GI) 

tract below the gizzard on the basis of change in viscosity and reducing sugar level in the 

different seagnents of the gut. They demonstrated that most of the viscosity reduction and 

reducing sugar refease occurred in the antenor srnail intestine- To the contrary, Liebert et al. 

(1  993) demonstrated that 69 to 86 % of exogenous phytase activity was detected in the crop, 

and that 3 1 to 38 % of the phytase activity was detected in the proventriculus. No phytase 

activity was detected in the smdl intestine. In addition, the optimal pH of phytase showed two 

response peaks, the highest one was observed at pH 5.0 to 5 S  and the second peak was at 

pH 2.5 (Irving and Cosgrove, 1974; Shieh et al., 1969; Simons et al., 1990; Nys et al., 1996). 

This irnplies that the crop and proventriculus could be the best action sites for phytase. 

Therefore, the main action site for exogenous enzymes requires further study. 

The pH of Digesta 

The pH of digesta in different segments of the gut in poultry has been detennined (Table 

5). These data indicated that an acidic pH persists throughout the GI tract, although neutrality 

is approached in the lower section of the small intestine and the rectum. The average pH in 

the crop, proventriculus, giuard, duodenum, jejunum and ileum was 5.8, 4.7, 5.8, 6.2, and 

6.8, respectively. However, different pH values have also been reported; for example, the pH 

of the giuard has been reported to be as low as 2.5 (Denbow, 2000). The variation in pH in 



TABLE 5. The pH of digesta in different sections of the gastrointestinal tract of 
chickens 

Treatment Crop PVCL+ Duodenum Jejunu Ileum Source 
Giuard m 

Corn 
ControI 
0.5 % CMC 
1-0 % CMC 

R Y ~  
Control(-) 
Cellulase 
Ecozyme 

Wheat 
Control(+) 

R Y ~  
Control 
Xylanase 

Average 

van de Klis 
7-2 et al., 
6.7 1993 b 
6-0 

Boros et 
6-28 ai., 1998 
6-96 
6-97 

Danicke et 
7-16 al-, 1997 
7.23 

'PVC = proventriculus; CMC = carboxymethyl celiulose. 
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each section of the GI tract is largely influenced by the type of diet, content of NSPs, type of 

chicken, age of the chicken and the method used to measure pH (e-g-, Iive vs, dead bird)- It 

is important for evaluating the efficacy of feed enzymes to know the pH at the site where an 

enzyme acts. For example, a pH range fkom 5.8 to 6 2  may be considered as the optimal pH 

for evaluating the efficacy of feed enzymes if the main sites of action are located in the 

duodenum and jejunum. However, fundamental information is stiil lacking on the location in 

the GI tract where the exogenous enzymes produce most of their beneficial eEects. It is not 

known, for example, whether the main site of enzyme action in chickens is in the crop, 

proventriculus, duodenum, jejunum, ileum, or al1 of the GI tract (Marquardt, 1997). 

CURRENT METHODS FOR EVALUATING TEiE EFFECT OF NSP ENZYMES 

AND SOME OF THEIR LIMITATIONS 

The effects of NSP enzyme supplementation on the performance of chicks fed cereal-based 

diets are influenced by enzyme source, enzyme dosage, cereal type and variety, amount of 

cereal in a diet, and even the age of chicks (Jeroch et al., 1995). These efTects are generally 

evaluated by chick performance, rnetabolizability ofenergy, digestibility of feed nutrients, and 

the reduction of viscosity of digesta. Currently, broilers are usuaity used as the test animal for 

the assessrnent of the NSP enzyme effect. T raditionaily, the test period frequently only lasted 

14 to 2 1 days, beginning immediateiy or a few days after hatching. Dramatic effects of NSP 

enzymes on chick performance during these short-term tests are often observed. 

The improved growth of chicks with enzyme supplementation appears to be mainly 

associated with improvements in energy utilization and nutrient metabolizability (Rotter et al., 
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1989a; Carrè et al., 1992). Carrè et ai. (1992) demonstrated over a 42-d period that 

supplemented enzymes improved the metabolizable energy of the diet and thus chick 

performance. This substantiated the investigation by Choct and Annison (1 990) and Anaison 

(199 1; 1992) which proved that variations in the content of metabolizable energy of 

Australian wheats were caused by varying concentration ofwater-soluble NSP. The improved 

availability of energy obtained with NSP enzyme when added to diets containing barley, oats, 

rye or wheat as the grain component has been attnbuted to improvements in the digestibility 

of nutrients in generai, especially that of fat (Fengler et al., 1988; Carrè et ai., 1992; Fnesen 

et al., 1992), but also starch (Annison, 1990, 1992; Carrè et al-, 1992) and amho acids 

(Bedford and Morgen, 1996). Starch digestibility has been reported to account for up to 35 

% of the improvement in apparent metabolizable energy (AME) as a result of xylanase 

supplementation, whilst fat accounts for 35 % and protein for 30 % of the improvement in 

AhlE (Carrè et al., 1992; Bedford and Morgen, 1996). The benefits of improved digestion 

of nutnents can be most likely attnbuted to the ability of the NSP enzyme to reduce the 

viscosity of digesta. 

Results fiom studies (Fengler and Marquardt, 1988b; Choct and Annison, 1992), where 

wheat NSPs were added back to a sorghum-based diet, indicated that the negative effects of 

viscosity were equally apparent on the digestion of fat. Other studies in Our laboratory by 

Fengler and Marquardt (1 988a), and Fengler et al. (1 988) confinned the observation that the 

viscous arabinoxylans were the factors in the rye grain that were responsible for its 

antinutritive effects and that partial hydrolysis of the arabinoxylans by an enzyme mixture high 

in arabinoxylanase activity reduced the viscosity of different mixtures of rye and wheat both 
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in vitro and in vivo. The reduced viscosity of the diet and digesta was associated with a 

marked improvement in nutrient retention, particularly fat, and increases in efficiency of feed 

utilization and growth. Therefore, the effect of NSP enzymes can be fùrther evaluated by its 

ability to reduce the viscosity of digesta- Bedford and Classen (1992) demonstrated that the 

improvements with increasing arnounts of enzyme in a rye based diet was highly and 

negatively correlated with a reduction in the viscosity of digesta in both the proximal and 

distd small intestine. These authors concluded that viscosity alone was responsible for 

approximately 80 % of the response to enzyme supplementation. In addition, a two-stage in 

vitro assay for evaiuating the effect of NSP enzymes on the viscosity of aqueous extracts of 

tye-based diets was developed by Bedford and Classen (1993). The in vitro assay could be 

used to predict the in vivo intestinal viscosity and final weight of birds at 19 d of age (r2 = 

0.66, p < 0.000 1). In generai there is a negative correlation between content of the viscous 

compounds and the digestion and absorption of al1 nutrients, the AME of the diet and chick 

performance, and a positive association between the viscosity of intestinal contents, the 

incidence of vent pasting, and the production of wet sticky droppings and excreta ammonia. 

The negative effect of the viscous water soluble NSPs could be neutralized by adding the 

appropriate mix of enzyme to the diet. 

Nevertheless, most of the evaluations, no matter what method that was used, have been 

based on cornparison of the response ofNSP enzymes added to a cereai-based diet with that 

of the control diet (without euzyme addition). However, it is difficult to accurately estimate 

the effectiveness of feed enzymes (xylanases) in vivo on the basis of their in vitro activities 

especially if different feeding prograrns are used. One of the problems encountered by feed- 
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industry nutritionists is how to select an entyme preparation that would be most appropriate 

to their particular products or to determine which of the rnany dflerent enzyme preparations 

would be the most effective. In most studies, the arnount of enzyme preparations added to a 

cereal-based chick diet was ofien selected on the basis of either the levels recommended by 

the manufacturer or  the sarne amounts of enzyme as determined by an enzyme activity assay 

(Rotter et al., 1989b; Boros et al, 1998). However, the usefiilness of this kind of evaluation 

could be questioned as discussed previously. 

S UNIRLARY 

The efficacy of feed enzymes such as xylanases can be defined as the ability of enzyme to 

improve chick performance or to reduce dietary viscosity when added to a cereai-based diet, 

and it should be a relatively constant vdue when other variables are held constant. However, 

many factors rnay influence the evaluation of the efficacy of enzymes. First of dl, the target 

substrates in cereals have a complex structure with variable physicai and chernical properties, 

which influence the interaction or reactivity of the substrate with the enzyme. Second, most 

enzyme preparations that are available corne f?om different strains of fungi and bacteria. They 

Vary considerably in pH optimum, substrate preference and temperature optimum, which in 

tum determines the ability of an enzyme to catalyze the hydrolysis of a specific substrate. 

Third, the major site of action of enzymes in the GI tract needs to be identified in order to 

develop effective in vitro methods for evaluating their eficacy- In addition, the mechanism 

by which feed enzymes are able to produce their beneficiai effects needs to be considered. 

Currently, it is not possible to compare efficacy of the many different feed enzymes that are 
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marketed as there is no standard assay, and as a result it is not possible to estabiish an 

accurate relationship between in vitro activity values as reported by the manufacturer and 

resulting efficacy of the enzyme when added to poultry diets. Therefore, the successfùl 

development of a method, that can be used to evaluate the efficacy of a feed enzyme and 

predict animal response, would greatly assist the feed industry in the selection of efficient 

enzyme preparations and would stimulate the improvement of the quality of feed enzymes. 

Therefore, this research should provide both basic and practical information on the use of 

enzymes as feed additives which in turn will tùrther enhance their use in the feed industry. 

HYPOTHESIS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH PROPOSAL: 

ESTIBMTING THE EFFICACY OF FEED ENZYMES 

Dose Response Studies 

Dose response studies are required to establish the nature of the response obtained per 

increment of an enzyme when added to a specific type of diet. Fnesen et ai. (199 1) carried 

out two dose-response expenments using direrent enzyme concentrations to determine the 

level of a crude enzyme preparation required to obtain maximum growth performance in 

broiler chicks fed a 60% rye-based diet. The results clearly indicated that a hyperbolic dose- 

response curve was obtained. Another study also confirmed this relationship (Marquardt et 

al., 1994). In this study, a dose-response experiment established the effect of enzyme 

supplementation on the performance of Leghorn chicks when added to diets containing high 

amounts of rye, barley, wheat or corn. The result clearly demonstrated that the effectiveness 

of an enzyme preparation was different when added to the different cereal-based diets but that 
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the dose-response curves for ai i  diets exhibited a saturation response pattem except for the 

corn-based diet which did not show a response to enzyme treatment. Studies by Bedford and 

Classen (1992) demonstrated that the effectiveness of an enzyme was also different when 

added to diets containing different levels of rye. They investigated the effect of  rye level (O, 

20, 40 and 60% in a diet) and xyianase inclusion (O, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 g/kg) in the diet on chick 

performance. The results demonstrated that the effect of the enzyme added to the rye-based 

diets was increased with Încreasing levels of rye in the diet. Also, the dose-response curves 

yielded a typical hyperbolic saturated pattem for al1 levels of rye in the diets. In addition, 

increasing concentrations of enzyme produced a corresponding hyperbolic decrease in the 

intestinal viscosity of digesta. It is concluded, on the basis of this review, that the hyperbolic 

response pattern in chicks fed increasing concentrations o f  enzymes is a general pattern, and 

the magnitude of the response refiects, arnong other things, the ability of the enzyme to act 

on its t q e t  substrates- 

Log-linear Model and Hypothesis 

The hyperbolic curve of dose response reflects a comrnon biological phenornenon, the Law 

of Diminishing Retums. The curve could be generated by several non-linear models. They 

include polynomial, exponentiai, logarithmical models (Almquist, 1952; SAS, l988), or  other 

models such as a segmented model or logistic model (Remrnenga et al., 1997). However, in 

the feed enzyme field, only a few studies applied some of these models to data. For example, 

in the study of Friesen et ai. (1991), the exponential model was applied to estimate the 

maximum effective dose required o f  a feed enzyme added to a 60% rye-based diet. In another 

study, Hesselman et al. (1982) applied the polynomial model (Iinear and quadratic model) to 
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predict the level of a fLglucanase preparation required to maximke the productive value of 

broiler chick diets containing barley harvested at two stages of npeness. Almquist (1 952) 

demonstrated that a logarithmic method for evaluating data was extremeiy usefùl in many 

diversified applications of biology since these relationships were merely expressions of the 

Law of Diminishing Returns. A particularly vaiuable feature of the logarithmic method of 

expressing the relationship between intake and biological response is the fact that it provides 

a simple but accurate estimation of the slope of the response Iine. The dope of the line in the 

study was mainly associated with the magnitude of the conversion rate constant for a 

provitarnin to vitamin in the intestinal wall- The constant was dependent upon many dietary 

and physiological factors in an absolute sensq but was relatively constant within any one 

bioassay. Therefore, we hypothesize that the logarithrnic method could be used to predict the 

response of chicks to a feed enzyme as shown in equation 1 : 

Y = A + B l o g X  r u  
Where, Y = response of an enzyme, X = amount of enzyme added to a diet, A = response 

without enzyme addition, and B = slope of the line. In addition, the enzyme added to a diet, 

in a manner similar to the conversion of a provitamin into a vitamin, would conven a nutrient 

fkom unavailable, because of anti-nutritive NSP in the digest* to available through the 

degradation of an anti-nutritive NSP. The magnitude of the conversion should reflect the 

ability of an enzyme to produce beneficial effects (Le., the efficacy of a feed enzyme). The 

ability or efficacy of a feed enzyme in tum could be readily obtained corn the slope of the log- 

linear model. Although Almquist (1 952) bas demonstrated that there is an accurate linear 

logarithmic relationship between dietary concentrations of certain nutrients and their 
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corresponding uptake or metabolic response, the nutrition comrnunity has essentially ignored 

these important observation for about a haif century. Perhaps one of the reasons is that 

suit able equations were not developed and computations were time consurning. The current 

availability of powerful computers has eiïminated the second factor. 

Objectives of the Research: 

The objectives of this research are: 

1) to determine ifthe response of chickens to dietary enzymes can be accurately predicted 

using a log-linear modei equation, 

2) to determine the utiiity of specific parameters of the model including its ability to assess 

the eficacy of an enzyme when added to the diet (Le., the dope of the model equation), 

3) to adapt the model to a least-cost analysis that will provide a basis for estimating 

economic retum per unit of enzyme added to a diet, 

4) to develop a simple in vitro dietary viscosity assay for estimating the amount of enzyme 

that needs to be added to a cereaI-based diet, and 

5) to demonstrate that the activity values of  diets containing different arnounts of enzyme 

as deterrnined in vitro when used in conjunction with performance parameters as obtained 

from the log-linear rnodel can be used to accurately assess the efficacy of an enzyme. 
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ABSTRACT Two expenments with Leghorn chicks and data from five publications were 

analyzed to determine whether a simple general equation could be used to predict the 

relationship between the arnount of a crude enzyme added to a diet and chick performance- 

The maximum improvements in weight gain and feed to gain ratio in Leghorn chicks fed rye 

diets containing different concentrations of enzymes were as high as 61 and 42%, 

respectively. Regression analyses demonstrated that there was a high linear correlation (8> 

0.91, P < 0.05) between the concentration of the enzyme when transformed into its 

Iogarithmic value and weight gain or  the feed to gain ratio. The general prediction equation 

was: Y=A + B logX where Y is the performance value (ie., weight gain, grarns), A is the 

intercept (y-axis), B is the slope of  the line (change in performance per log unit of enzyme in 

the diet) and X is the mount of enzyme in the diet. The slope of the line provides an index 

of the overall effiçacy of the enzyme treatment. The log-linear mode1 shows that for every 

ninefold increase in amount of enzyme in the diet (Le., when the amount was increased to 10 

times the starting amount), there was only a doubling of improvement in chick performance. 

High correlations (I values) were aiso obtained when data from the literature were analyzed. 

The equation was applicable to different classes and ages of poultry fed diets containing rye, 

wheat, barley, or  lupins. These studies demonstrate that there is a linear relationship between 

the amount of enzyme added to the diet, when expressed as a Iogarïthmic value, and the 

corresponding performance of chicks. 

(Key rvords: Enzymes, Poultry, Models) 
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INTRODUCTION 

The benefits of adding enzymes to the diets of nonruminant anirnals, particularly poultry, 

are well estabtished (Campbell and Bedford, 1992). Enzymes have been shown to improve 

performance and nutrient digestibility when added to pouItry diets containing cereals such as 

barley (Hesselman et al., 1982, Hesselman and Aman 1986; Friesen et al., 1992; Marquardt 

et al., 1994), oats (Friesen et al., l992), rye (Fengler and Marquardt, 1 988b; Fengler et al., 

1988; Bedford and Classen, 1992; Friesen et al., 1991, 1992; Marquardt et al., 1994), and 

wheat (Fengler et al., 1988; Friesen et al., 199 1; Marquardt et al., 1994), and in pulses such 

as lupins (Brenes et al., 1993). The beneficial effects of adding enzymes have been attributed 

to a reduction in viscosity of digesta in the intestine (Antoniou et al., 198 1; Hesselrnan and 

han, 1986; Fengler et al., 1988; Bedford and Classen, 1992; Marquardt et al., 1994). 

Although enzymes have been widely used in animal feeds, no suitable model has been 

developed that cm simply predict their effects on animal performance. The objective of this 

study was to determine whether the response of animals to dietary enzymes can be predicted 

using a simple model equation. In this study, rye grain was selected as one of the cereals 

because it contains high levels of viscous arabinoxylans (Antoniou et al., 1981) that are 

efficiently hydrolysed by xylanases (Fengler and Marquardt l988a; Fengler et al., 1988; 

Marquardt et al., 1994). Wheat was used to replace rye because it has much lower levels of 

these viscous compounds. Data fiom the literature were also analyzed. 

MATERIALS AND METEIODS 

Source o f  Cereals and Enzymes 
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Wheat (variety, Katepwa) and rye (varïety, Prima) were from local sources. Two enzyme 

preparations, Rh4 1 ' and NQ' were used in this study . T hey were high in xylanase (3,450 N/g 

and 7,700 IU/g, respectively), and B-glucanase (900 IU/g and 3,300 iU/g, respectively) 

activities. The activity of these enzymes was assayed by Fideeds  International using the 3,s 

dinitrosalicylic acid reducing sugar method for xylanase and D-glucanase. D-glucan (pH 5.0) 

was used as the substrate for the assay endo- 1, 4-f3-glucanase (Miller, 1959) and xylan (pH 

5 -3) as the substrate for xylanase (Bailey, 1988). Al1 enzyme preparations were also assayed 

for xylanase activity using the azo-dye method of McCleary (1 992) using arbinoxylan as the 

substrate. T hese values were 3 89 and 778 U/g for RM 1 and NQ, respectively and were used 

in the regression analysis study- 

Diets 

The diets were fonnulated as outlined in Table 6 and meet the National Research 

Requirernents for Leghorn chicks (NRC, 1994). In Experiment 1, difTerent amounts of  RMl 

(0, -25, -75. 2.25,6.75, and 20.25 g/kg) and NQ (O, -1, -3 -9, 2.7, and 8.1 gkg)  were added 

to the tye diet for a total of 12 different treatments. In Experiment 2, different concentrations 

of NQ and RM1 were added to the rye diet for a total of six treatments- The treatrnents, 

numbered consecutively from I to 6, were as follows: no enzyme, 1 g k g  NQ, 20 g/kg NQ, 

-33 g/kg RMI, 1 @cg RM1, 3 &kg RMl- 

Chick Management 

I -d-old Single Comb White Leghorn cockerels were fed a commercial starter diet for a 7-d 

'Finnfeeds International Ltd., Wiltshire, UK SN8 1XN. 

'Nutri-Quest, Chesterfield, MO 630 17. 



TABLE 6. Composition and calculated analysis of the experimental basal diets, as-fed 
basis (Experiments 1 and 2)' 

Ingredient, ./kg Experiment 1 Expenment 2 

Rye (9.4% crude protein)' 600 600 

Wheat (1 5.1 % cmde p r ~ t e i n ) ~  82.5 85-5 

Chromic oxide 3 O 

Soybean meal (45% crude protein) 245 

Vegetable oil 29 

Limestone 12 

Calcium biphosphate 13 -5 13-5 

Calcrdcrted composition 

MEn., MJ/kg 

Cnide protein, % 

Lysine, % 

Methionine and cystine, % 

Ca, % 

P available, % O -4 0.4 

l ~ h e  crude enzymes were added to the diet at the expense of cye. 
'The variety of rye and wheat were Prima and Katepwa, respectively. 
' ~ h e  vitamin mix and mineral mix supplied the following (per kilogram of diet): 

vitamin A, 8,250 TU; vitamin D,,l,OOO IU; vitamin E, 10.9 IU; vitamin B,, 0.01 15 mg; 
vitamin K, 1.1 mg; vitamin 8, 5.5 mg; d-Ca pantothenate, 1 1.0 mg; niacin, 53 -3 mg; folic 
acid, 0.75 mg; d-biotin, 0.25 mg; choline chlonde, 1,020 mg; Mn, 55 mg; Zn, 50  mg; Fe, 80 
mg; Cu, 5 mg; Se, 0.1 mg; 1, 0-1 8 mg and NaCl, 2.5 g. 
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pre-experimentai period and then after 4 h of food starvation were randomly distnbuted in 

groups in such a way that ail groups had the same average weight. The experimental diets 

were fed to birds tkom 7 to 2 1 d of age. The 7-d average weights of the chicks were 99 and 

95 g for Exp. 1 and 2, respectively- Chick weight and feed consumption were recorded 4 h 

after removal of feed at 14 and 21 d of age. In the course of the expenments, chicks were 

kept in the same Petersime batteries with constant light and heat and had fiee access to water 

and feed. In each of the two experiments there were six replicates per treatment and six birds 

per replicate (cage). The research proposai was reviewed and approved by the local animal 

care committee and followed the guidelines of the Canadian Council of Animal Care. 

Analyses of Data 

Data from Exp. 1 and 2 were analyzed according to SAS (1988). A completely 

randomized design was used with the experimental unit being a cage unit. Data were 

analyzed by ANOVA to determine significance of main effects. Duncan's multiple range test 

and orthogonal polynomial contrasts were used for multiple cornparison of means. The means 

of the data were also subjected to regression analysis using linear, quadratic and cubic 

poIynomiaIs. In most of these analyses the amount of enzyme or its activity was transformed 

into its iogarithmic value. The data were plotted using Sigma Plot O(uo and Norby, 1992). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

General Observations (Experiment 1) 

Analysis of variance of the data demonstrated that there were no interactions between 

enzyme source and enzyme amount for weight gain (P  > -05, Table 7). The interaction was 
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significant for feed to gain ratio only in wk 2 ( P > -05, Table 7) and was considered to be of 

rninor importance because it was responsible for only 3% of the total variance when the sum 

of squares were partitioned. Except for weight gain during wk 1, there was no difference in 

the response of chicks to the two enzyme preparations (P > .OS). The data for the two 

enzymes was therefore pooled (Table 7). There was, however, a marked effect of the amount 

of enzyme in the diet on the performance of Leghorn chicks for al1 time penods (P < -001). 

The overail irnprovernent in weight gain and feed to gain ratio with enzyme addition over the 

2-wk period were 28 and 12%, respectively (P < -05). Response in weight gain and feed to 

gain ratio to enzyme treatment was also greater during wk 1 (5 1 and 22%, respectively, P 

< -05) than in wk 2 (16 and 5%, respectively, P < -05). The response to enzyme treatment had 

linear (P > -00 I), quadratic (P < .O 17 to -00 I), and, in some cases, cubic (P < -00 1, expect 

for data from wk 2) components. This suggests that the response was not directly 

propoctional to the amount of enzyme added. For example, in wk 1 the addition of 88 U of 

enzyme/kg of diet to the control diet increased weight gain by 23% (P < .OS), whereas 

increasing the amount of enzyme from 2,363 to 7,090 Ukg diet (an increase of 4,727 U) 

improved weight gain by only additional 7% (P c .OS). Similar trends were obtained for al1 

other comparisons. Overall, the results indicate that the response to enzyme treatment was 

not proportional to arnount of enzyme added to the diet and that it was much greater in wk 

1 than in wk 2 of the study. 

Prediction Model from Curve Fitting Analyses (Experiment 1) 

The data fiorn Experiment 1 were subjected to different types of regression analysis (Table 

8). The arnount of enzyme added to the diet was generally not significantly correlated (P > 



TABLE 7. The performance of Leghorn chicks fed a rye-based diet containing different 
amount of two enzyme pnparations ( Experiment 1)' 

Weight gaidg, 6 birds)' Feed to gain ratio2 
Enzyme activity in diet, U/kg 

O 

88 

262 

788 

2363 

7090 

PooIed SEM . 

Source ofvanation 

E q m e  source (ES) 

Enzyme activity @A) 

ES x EA 

1 96d 34Sd 54 1' 2-64' 2-30' 2-42' 

242' 360d 602d 2-3zb 2-27" 2-29' 

26jb 363'* 628& 2-20' 2.26'' 2-24" 

276b 37tk 64Sk 2-10d 2,23b 2.1Sd 

27Gb 3 goab 666ab 1 2-18' 2, 16d 

296' 3 99' 693' 2-07d 2- 18' 2. Ud 

5 8 11 0.03 0-02 0.02 

Probabilities 

0-023 0-93 0.37 0.17 0-4 1 0-5 

0-00 1 0-00 i 0.00 1 0.00 1 0.00 1 0.00 1 

0-1 1 0.65 O -76 0.48 0.024 0-48 

T-ype ofresponsc due to enzyme activity 

Linear 0.00 1 0-00 1 0.00 1 0-00 1 0-00 1 0.00 1 

Quadratic 0.00 1 0.0 17 0.00 1 0-00 1 0-00 1 0.00 1 

Cubic 0-00 1 0.43 0.00 1 0.00 1 0.4 0.00 1 

'The values represent weight gains for the treatment group (six birds). The average initial 7d 
weight of chicks in each treatment \vas 99 g, n = 6 birds per replicate- Each treatment consisted of sis 
replicates. A total of 12 diets were fed: sis containing different amounts of Rh41 and sis different 
amounts of NQ. The xyfanase activity in the two preparations \vas 389 U/g RM 1 and 778 U/g for NQ- 
The mounts of RM ladded to the diets were 0, -25, .75,2.25,6-75, and 20.2 gkg to give final activity 
values of O, 97,292,875,2,626 and 7,877 Uikg, respectively. The amounts of NQ added to the diets 
were O, -1, -3, .9,2.7, and 8. i @kg to give final activity values ofO, 79,23 3,700,2,100,6,302 Ukg, 
respectively. 

'Means in each column not showing a common letter (a to e) are significantly different ( P c 
-05). 

'Mean weight gains for wvk 1 for RMI and NQ were 254 and 263 g/6 birds, respectively. 
'Feed to gain ratio values for RMl for the interaction frMn the Iowest to the hîghest amount 

of added enzyme were 2.30,2.30,2.28,2.2 1,2.18, and 2.12; corresponding values for NQ were 2.3 1, 
2.24, 2.25, 2.26, 2.18, and 2.23. 
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-05) with chick performance during wk 1 when the data were subjected to linear, quadratic, 

or cubic regression analyses. The exception was for weight gain and feed to gain ratio in wk 

2 (P c -O6), a time penod where the response to enzyme treatment was the least (Table 7). 

However, when the dietary enzyme concentration data were converted into their logarithmic 

values and subjected to linear regression analysis, al1 of the log-linear values were sigdicant 

(P s .005), with ail regression values (3 ) being greater than -88. The I? values for the 

combined wk 1 and 2 data for weight gain and feed to gain ratio were .99 (P < -001). 

Although some numerical improvements were obtained using quadratic and cubic terms, these 

were generally not significant improvements (P < -05). 

Not oniy did the log-linear model have the highest ? and lowest P values among the 

models tested, but it is also a prediction equation (Table 9) that is simple to interpret with the 

performance of chicks being a linear fùnction of the loganthm of  the amount of the enzyme 

added to the diet- The model predicts that a ninefold increase in enzyme concentration in the 

diet (Le., an increase to 10 times the starting amount) will result in a onefold (100%), not a 

ninefold, improvement in animal performance (Le., an increase in enzyme fiom 10 to 100 

relative concentration units represents corresponding logarithmic values of 1 and 2).  It is 

obvious from this relationship that relatively small amounts of enzyme can have a dramatic 

effect on performance while much larger amounts are required for each additional incremental 

improvement. 

In regression analyses, the selection of an appropriate intercept value for diets that do not 

contain any added enzyme (zero enzyme), however, must be made as a value for the 

logarithm of zero cannot be calculated. Because the value for the logarithm of zero cannot 
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be calculated, any value close to the zero value can be substituted for the zero value (Cody 

and Smith, 1991). However, the substitution of various small values for the amount of 

enzyme can result in ? values that are quite ditferent. Under such conditions a value for zero 

should be selected that is close to the zero value and yields the largest 8 and lowest error 

mean square values. The value used to represent the diet with zero enzyme supplement was 

3 -2 Ukg diet (see footnotes of Table 9). 

The validity of this approach can be  proven mathematically as outlined below using the 

general equation: 

Y = A + B l o g X  111 

where Y = the performance value (Le., weight gain, grarns), A = the intercept @ axïs), B = 

the dope of the line, and X = the arnount of enzyme (grams or units per kiiogram diet). 

Assume Yo = the weight gain over a certain period of time without added enzyme. Under 

such conditions X = Xo = O and Equation [2] is as follows: 

Y - Y o = A - Y o t B l o g X  P I  

Substitute X + E for X as E is a very small value relative to X. Under such conditions the i 

of the equation would not be affected and Equation [3] is: 

Y - Y o = A - Y o + B l o g ( X + ~ )  P l  

When X = Xo = 0, the total amount of enzyme added in diet is zero. Under such conditions, 

Y = Yo and Equation 141 equals: 

A -  YO + B  l o g & = 0  141 

E = 10 C o -  N / B  CS1 

The value E,  is denved from Equation 5 for each set of data and used as a substitute for 
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zero value of enzyme concentration. Under such conditions, an E value that yields the highest 

i value and the correspondhg smallest e m r  (sums of squares) can be cdculated. Using these 

assurnptions, regression equations were obtained that predicted weight gains and feed to gain 

ratios for chicks of different ages (Table 9). 

A cornparison of the actual performance values obtained with the two enzymes for the 

combined results of wk 1 and 2 of Experiment 1 with those predicted corn the equation 

demonstrated that the two sets of values, in al1 cases, were nearly the same; the maximum 

differences between them was less than 1% (Figure 6). These differences are relatively s m d  

compared to the response obtained with enzyme supplementation. The inset of Figure 6 

showed that there was a linear change in weight gain and feed to gain ratio when the 

concentration of enzyme was plotted on a logarithmic scale. The intercept (A) of the 

equation represents the weight gain or the feed to gain ratio for a preselected amount of 

enzyme [the E value (log 3.2)], whereas the dope of the curve (B, weight gain or feed to gain 

ratio per log unit of enzyme) provides a basis for evaluating efficacy of an enzyme preparation 

(çee footnote in Table 9). Data from the slopes of the equation as shown in Table 9 suggested 

that the response to enzyme treatment was more effective during wk 1 than dunng wk 2. The 

weight gain per log unit of enzyme added per kilogram of feed was 29 g for wk 1, 16 g for 

wk 2, and 45 g for wk 1 + wk 2 (29 + 16 g). Corresponding B values for the feed to gain 

ratio values were 4 7 ,  -.04, and -.09, 

General Applicability of Mode1 (Experiment 2 and Literature Data) 

The general applicability of the mode1 was tested using data from a second experiment 

(Table 10, Experiment 2) and those fiom the literature. The objective of these analyses was 



Amount of enzyme in diets ( U x 10 / kg 

FIGURE 6. The predicted relationship between chick performance during the 1" plus 2nd wk 
of experiment, and the amount of crude xylanase added to a rye-based diet as determined 
from the equation Y= 5 17 + 45 logX (6 = 1.00, residual SD = 3 g) or Y = 2.46 - -09 logX 
(or i = -99, residual SD = -01) where X = units of enzyme in the diet and Y = weight gain 
(g) or the feed to gain ratio, respectively, (Table 9, Experiment 1). Mean experiment values 
for weight gain (M) and feed to gain ratio (A) are aiso shown. Inset figure represents the 
sarne data except the amounts of enzyme have been transformed into their logarithrnic values. 



TABLE 10. The performance of Leghorn chicks fed a rye-based diet containing several 
combinations and concentrations of four crude enzyme preparations (Experiment 2)' 

Weight gain (g per 6 b ~ d s ) ~  Feed to gain ratio2 

Diet Enzyme, g k g  diet Wk1 Wk2 Wk 14-2 Wkl Wk2 ml+-2 

1 No enzyme (O U)' 174 327 500 2.92 2-16 2.42 

Pooled SELM 16 22 32 O ,  13 0.04 0.08 

Linear contrast (% increase or decrease 
relative to first comparkon3) 

1 vs- 2 (O vs. NQ) 42* 5 18* -20* 1 -7+ 

2 vs. 3 (1 NQ vs. 20 NQ) 14* 1 l* 12* -7 -4 -5 

1 VS. 4 (O VS. -33 RML) 21* -2 6 - lS* 3 -3 

1 vs. 5 (O vs-1 RM1) 33 * 3 13* - 18* 1 -5 

4 vs. 6 (-33 RMl VS. 3 13* 12* 13 * -5 4 -5 
RM1) 

5 VS. 6 (1 RM1 VS. 3 Ml) 2 7 5 O -5 -3 

1 The average initial weight of chicks in each treatment was 95 g, n = 6 birds per 
replicate. Each treatment consisted of six replicates. The xylanase activities of RMI and NQ 
were 389 and 778 U/g. See Materials and Methods for fùrther detail on the enzyme 
preparations. 

'Values in brackets indicate units of xylanase added per kilogram of diet. 
'Contrats with superscripts differ, * P < -05. The experiment-wise Type 1 error rate 

was set at a = .OS by using a cornparison-wise Type I error rate of -0517 where there were 7 
a priori cornparisons among the rneans (SAS, 1988). 
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to d e t e m e  whether the log-linear mode1 also yielded high values with these data when 

there was a significant response to enzyme treatment. The second experiment involved the 

use of severd different concentrations of the two enzyme preparations, each preparation 

having different xylanase activity (Table 10). Linear contrast cornparisons demonstrated that 

the trends for both enzymes were similar to the results obtained in Expenment 1. In general, 

the response to enzyme treatment was greater in wk 1 than in wk 2, and the response to 

enzyme treatment was not directly proportional to the arnount of enzyme added in the diet. 

For example, the maximum improvement in weight gain obtained in wk 1 with enzyme 

addition was 6 1% (P <-OS) (O vs. 20 U/kg NQ), whereas the corresponding improvement in 

wk 2 was only L7% (P <.OS). Likewise, the addition of a smail amount of enzyme ( O tu 1 g 

of NQAcg diet ) improved weight gains by 42% ( P <.OS), whereas the addition of much 

greater amounts of enzyme (1 to 20 g of NQ) to the diet produced an additional incremental 

improvement of only 14% ( P <.OS)- Similar trends were observed with the feed to gain ratio 

and Rh41 for both response variables. 

Regression anaiysis of the data corn Table 10 is outlined in Table 1 1, data sets 1 to 3 (NQ) 

and data sets 4 to 6 (RMI). The results demonstrated that high 9 values (-84 to -999) were 

obtained dunng wk 1 and during wk 1 + 2 of the experiment but not during wk 2. The slope 

of the lines @) shows that the response to enzyme was also high in wk 1 and wk l+ 2 but not 

in wk 2. This pattern of response can be attnbuted to a high degree of response to enzyme 

supplementation of Leghom chicks dunng wk 1 but not wk 2. Overall, the data demonstrates 

that it is possible to evaluate the response to xylanase supplementation in chicks at difEerent 

ages even though the enzyme is fiom different sources. 
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Data from the literature were used to determine whether a similar relationship was also 

obtained between the log of the amount of enzyme added to the diet and chick performance 

(data sets 7 to 19, Table 11). Among the 13 comparisons, nine yielded ? values for weight 

gain of greater than -9 1 with al1 but one cornparison being greater than -77- Regression analysis 

of the feed to gain ratio also yielded similar trends- 

In addition, high ? values were obtained under different feeding conditions (e-g., when 

enzyme was added to different cereals [rye, wheat and barley] and a grain legume [lupins]), 

with different enzyme preparations that were high in xylanase and B-glucanase activity, with 

different types of entymes (O-galactosidase, O-glucanase and ylanase), with different 

concentrations of two cereals in the diet (wheat and rye), and with different age and type of 

chickens (Leghorn vs. broder). 

Prediction of Response to Enzyme Treatment in Chicks Fed Diets Containing Variable 

Amounts of Two Cereals 

The objective of this study was to determine if the model could be used not only to predict 

the response of a given diet to different amounts of one enzyme but also to determine whether 

this model could be extended to include different amounts ofany two dietary components such 

as cereals. To achieve this goal, an experiment must be performed in which different amounts 

of an enzyme are added to diets containing different proportions of two cereals. Such an 

expenment was conducted by Bedford and Classen (1992). They fed four different 

concentrations of rye each with six dflerent concentrations of enzyme (xylanase from 

Trichoderma longibrachioricm) to broiler chicks fiom 1 to 19 d of age in a 4 x 6 factorial 

arrangement of treatments. The diets consisted of the following proportions of rye and wheat: 



TABLE 11. Prediction of goodness of fit between chick performance and enzyme concentration as obtained from several different 
studies 

Wcighi gnin' Fccd 10 gain ratio' 
Data Dict Chick Ayc 

Expcrimcn12, Dicb 1,2,3 

Bxperimcni 2, Dicir 1,2,3 

@npUimen\ 2, Dicta 1 ,Z,3 

Expuimcnt 2, Dieu 1,4,5,6 

Expuimcni 2, Dicts 1,4,5,6 

Exl'crimcnt 2, Dieu 1,4,5,6 

Friuen el al., lm1 

Bcdi'wb & Clusen, 1992 

'Results for data set 1 to 6 were obtained from Experiment 2. The basal diet contained rye grain with different amounts of two 



types of enzymes in each data set. Diets in data set 1 to 3 each contailied NQ at dillèrent conceiitntions; diets in data set 4 to 6 each 
contained different concentrations of RMI. The diet number, units of enzyme activity per kilogram diet and type of enzyme were as 
foilows: 1, O U; 2,778 U NQ; 3, 15,560 U NQ; 4, 128 U RM 1; 5 , 3 8 9  U RM 1; and 6, 1,167 U RM. The xylanase activity of RM land NQ 
as determined by the method of McLeary (1 992) were 389 and 778 U of xylanase per gram. See Materials and Methods and Table 5 for 
fùrt her information. 

2 ~ a t a  for data sets 7 to 19 were from the literature, 
JThe value in brackets represents percentage of cereal or other constituents that were in the diets. 
4The amount of enzyme added to the diets were expressed as gram per kilogram of feed except for diet 8 to 1 1, where enzyme 

concentrations were expressed as a percent value. 
'Chick types were: L, leghorn, B, broiler. Age refers to age of chick during the test period. 
6Enzyme activity values were converted to their logarithmic value prior to regression analysis. ln this study the relationship (r2) 

between the log of the amount or percentage of enzyme in the diet and chick performance was determined by regression analysis. The 
A values represents the intercept and the B value is the dope of the line for the equation Y = A t B log X (see Equation [Il in the text. 
The E values (see Equation (51 in the test) was ,001 d enzyme/kg diet and is the value used for the treatment with no enzyme addition. 

'The units for weight gain are grams (A value) and grams weight gain per gram enzyme added to 1 kg of diet ( B value) for diet 
1 to 7 and 12 to 19. Amount of enzyme added to diets 8 to 1 1 were expressed as a percentage of the diet and therefore percent is used in 
place of grams of enzyme per kilogram of diet. The corresponding units for the feed:gin ratio were gradgram (A value) and yrarns/gram 
per gram of enzyme added to 1 kg of diet ( B value). The weight gain values represents weight gains per six birds for data sets I to 6 and 
weight gain per bird for al1 other data sets. 
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00, 0:60; 20, 20:40; 40, 40:20; and 60, 60:0, respectively. The amounts of enzyme added to 

each of different diets were O, -1, -2, -4, -8, and 1.6%. The prediction equations as derived 

from Equation Cl] for each diet for weight gain and the feed to gain ratio, as obtained fiom an 

analysis of the mean data fiom Bedford and Classen (1992), are sumarized in Table i 1 ( data 

sets 8 to 11). 

Multiple regression (SAS, 1988) was used to relate the response in chick gain (Y) to the 

enzyme concentration (X) and the proportion of rye (Z) in the diet. 

Y=B,+B , logX+B,Z+B,Z logX FI 

This model is an extension of the models used previously in this work in the sense that chick 

performance is regressed on the logarithm of enzyme concentration. Rye content of the diet 

(2) is also accounted for, as is the interaction between rye content and enzyme concentration 

(the last term in the above model). The response surface for the above model is shown in 

Figure 7. Similar prediction equations can be generated for the feed to gain ratio or any other 

variable that fits the model, 

An important observation fkom data presented in Figure 7 is that the amount of enzyme 

required to obtain a given level of performance is much greater when the concentration ofthe 

antinutritive factor (Le., arabinoxylan) in the diet is high. For exampie, the arnount of enzyme 

(percentage of diet) required to obtain a weight gain of 400 g for chicks fed 20, 40, and 60% 

rye would be -09, -5 1, and 1.07%, respectively, an 1 1-fold difference between the high and low 

values. These data were cdculated for the equation shown in Figure 7 but cm  also be 

calculated fiom the parameters given in Table 1 1 (data sets 9 to 11). 



FIGURE 7. Effect of enzyme concentration (X) and rye content of diet (2) on chick gain (Y). 
Y = 436.11 + 7.58 log X - -63 Z + -75 Z log X; al1 coefficients in the equation were 
significantly different nom zero (P < -00 1 )  with the exception of the coefficient for log X ( P 
< -1); ?= -94, resislual SD = 12-56 g. 



General Discussion 

A sirnilar model, as far as we are aware, has not been used before to  predict the 

enhancement of the nutritive value of dBerent diets by enzyme treatment Ln this study, the 

mode1 equation was able to predict the performance response of chicks when fed diets 

containing different amounts ofan enzyme and different proportions of two cereals. In many 

of the comparisons, 8 values ofgreater than -90 were obtained indicating that the prediction 

equation is accurate. The equation is also simple, because the irnprovement in performance 

with enzyme addition is directly related to the logarithmic concentration of the enzyme in the 

diet. The results demonstrate that for each ninefold increase in the amount of enzyme (Le., an 

increase to 10 times the starting amount) there is a 100% improvement in chick performance. 

Under such conditions a small amount of enzyme may produce a significant improvement, 

whereas, near maximal improvement would require as much as 100- or 1000-times more 

enzyme. The data also suggests that much higher arnounts of enzyme may be required for diets 

that contain a high amount rather than a low amount of the anti-nutritive factor. The efficacy 

of the enzyme can be readily obtained nom the dope of the regression equation (B, 

performance change per log of units of enzyme in the diet) and is influenced by many factors, 

such as the amount of anti-nutritive factors in the diet (i-e., arbinoxylans), age and type of 

chick, type of enzyme used, method of expressing arnount of enzyme added to the diet (Le., 

units of activity vs. an amount per unit weight of diet), and the particular performance criterion 

measured (Le., weight gain, feed to gain ratio, absorption of nutnent from the diet, etc.). The 

log-linear model can be used to estimate the efficacy of an enzyme preparation with regards 

to its effect on such other factors as nutrient digestion and absorption (unpublished 
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obsenrations). Overall the mode1 provides a new approach to estabiish efficacy of an enzyme 

when added to chicken diets and may possibly apply to other species of  animais. 

IMPLICATIONS 

This study dernonstrates that it is possible to accurately predict the response of chicks to 

dietary enzyme supplementation using a relatively simple equation. The equation shows that 

successive nine-fold increases in the arnount of enzyme are required for each incremental 

improvement in animal performance; ie, if .  1% enzyme produces a 10% increase in weight 

gain, then 1 % enzyme (10 times more) would only produce an additionai 10% improvernent. 

The equation provides a simple means of estimating the efficacy of the enzyme and is 

influenced by factors such as type of enzyme, processing of the diet, type and variety of cereal 

fed, and class of poultry. 
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ABSTRACT A previous study dernonstrated that a log equation could be used to predict 

the relationship between the amount of  a crude enzyme added to a diet and chick 

performance. The objective of the current study was to determine if a modification of  the 

original equation, in conjunction with a computer program, would overcome some of its 

limitations. The rnodified equation was Y = A + B log ( C X + l), where Y is the estimated 

perf5rmance value; A is the intercept that represents the performance without enzyme 

supplementation; B, the slope of the equation (performance change per log unit of an enzyme 

in the diet), is a measure of an enzyme efficacy; C is an amplified factor; and X is the amount 

of enzyme in the diet. The results demonstrated that the new model more accurately predicted 

chick performance than that of the original equation with correlations (r) between chick 

performance and amount of different enzymes added to the diet ranging from r = 0.80 to 0.99 

(P < 0.05). In addition, the same trends were found when the mode1 was used to assess the 

efficacy of a given enzyme added to corn-, wheat-, barley-, and rye-based diets o r  for 

combinations of two dietary components (rye and wheat). The model proposed in this study 

provides a new means of assessing the overall efficacy of an enzyme preparation. This mode1 

could be routinely used by enzyme and livestock producers to establish the best combination 

of different cereals and enzymes so as to maximize net returns. 

(Key words: prediction, efficacy, enzymes, chick performance, log-linear model) 



INTRODUCTION 

The use o f  enzymes in the animal feed industry has greatly expanded in the past LO yr, 

especially in countries Iike Canada that utilize large quantities of cereals such as barley, oats, 

wheat and rye in poultry and pig diets- Enzymes are biological catalysts that are able to 

hydrolyze and thereby neutralize the negative effects produced by certain viscous compounds 

in these cereals. The compounds are referred to as nonstarch, water-soluble polysaccharides. 

Enzymes are able to eliminate the effects of the nomutritive, nonstarch, water-soluble 

polysaccharides when added to poultry and pig diets, which results in increased efficacy o f  

feed utilization, increased rates of growth, and reduced environmental pollution due to a 

decreased output of manure and gases such as ammonia (Campbell and Bedford, 1992; 

Chesson, 1993; Bedford, 1995; Marquardt, 1997; Marquardt and Bedford, 1997; Zhang et 

al., 1997). 

Recently, we have developed a simple log-linear mode1 using two sets of data and data 

from the literature to predict the response of chicks to dietary enzymes (Zhang et al., 1996). 

The mode1 equation was able to predict the performance of chicks fed diets containing 

different amounts of  enzyme and diferent proportions of two cereals. In many of the 

comparisons, ?values greater than 0.90 and in some studies as high as 0.99 were obtained, 

indicating that the prediction equation is highly accurate, especidy where there is a significant 

response to enzyme treatment. The equation is also simple because the improvement in 

performance with enzyme addition is lineady related to the logarithmic concentration of 

enzyme in the diet. The overall efficacy of any enzyme preparation for a particular cereal or  

class of poultry with regard to any index of arümal performance, such as weight gain and feed 
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to gain ratio, can be assessed fiom a single value B, the slope of the model equation 

(Marquardt et ai., 1996; Zhang et al., 1996). in addition, we also compared this log-linear 

model with several other nonlinear models, such as a saturation mode1 and a polynomial 

model (unpublished data). The results demonstrated that the models were either not a good 

fit (Le., saturation model) or too complex to explain its parameters (Le., polynomial model). 

Moreover, no other studies have demonstrated the ability of these models to accurately 

predict the response of chickens to a feed enzyme. 

The model clearly demonstrates that there is a linear relationship between chick 

performance and the log of the arnount of an enzyme added to the diet. This model can be 

used to1) predict chick performance for any amount of enzyme and any combination of 

cereals such as barley, oats, wheat, and cye when the values of enzyme activity or its relative 

concentrations are converted to logarithmic values, 2) assess the overall efficacy of an enzyme 

preparation when added to the diet, and 3) predict least-cost or economic retum per unit of 

enzyme added to a diet when used in conjunction with other equations. However, the 

assigned E value in the model equation, as defined in a previous study, Y = A + B log O( + 

E) ,  for the diet without enzyme addition can only be seiected when input data are available 

(Zhang et al., 1996). This E value is used to correct for log zero (no enzyme), which camot 

be calculated. This correction results in two problems: 1) the correction does not provide 

accurate performance values, as indicated by the intercept of the model, A, when the diet 

contains no added enzyme (a negative control) and 2) an E value or a set of E values are 

difficult to assign to diets that not oniy contain different amounts of a given enzyme but also 

different proportions of two cereais (Le., wheat and barley). 
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The purpose of this study was 1) to mocii$ the previous model, 2) to demonstrate the 

utility of specific parameters that could be used to assess the efficacy of an enzyme when 

added to the diet (Le., B, the slope ofthe equation), and 3) to calculate the parameters of the 

modified equation using the specially developed cornputer program. Ln addition, the 

implications of the modified model are discussed. 

MATERIALS AND METEIODS 

Sources of Data 

The data used in this study were obtained fiom three previous studies: Zhang et al- (1996), 

Bedford and Classen (1 992), and Marquardt et aL(1994). In the first study, rye grain (Prima) 

was selected as the cereal in the diet because it contains high levels of viscous arabinoxylans 

(Antoniou et al., 198 1). The soluble arabinoxylans in rye grains, which have been reported 

to have a concentration of 1.7 to 2.1% (Antoniou et al., 1981; Marquardt, 1997), are 

primarily responsible for their antinutritive effects (Antoniou et al., 1981). They greatly 

reduce chick performance but are eficiently hydrolyzed by enzyme preparations containing 

xylanase activity (Fengler et al., 1988; Fengler and Marquardt, 1988; Marquardt et ai., 1994; 

Zhang et al., 1996, 1997). Two enzyme preparations, RM1 (a test sample)' and NQY2 were 

used in the first study (Zhang et al., 1996). The xylanase activity of the two enzyme 

preparations was assayed by the azo-dye method of McCleary (1992) using dye-labeled 

arabinoxylan as the substrate. These values were 389 and 778 U/g of enzyme preparation, 

'Finnfeeds International Ltd., Wiltshire, üK SN8 1 XN. 

2Nutri-Quest, Chesterfield, MO 630 17. 
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respectively, and were the values used in the regression anaiysis study. The diet cornpnsed 

the following ingredients: 60% rye, 8.25% wheat, 24.5% soybean meal, 2.4% vegetable oïl, 

and 4.3 5% other ingredients. The final caiculated protein concentration and MEn of the diets 

were 180 g/kg and 12.34 MJ/kg diet, respectively, which met the requirements for Leghom 

chicks (NRC, 1994). In this experiment 1-d-old Single Comb White Leghom cockereh were 

fed a commercial starter diet for a 7-d pre-experimental penod, and after 4 h of food 

deprivation, were randomly distributed into experimental groups in such a way that al1 groups 

had the same average weight. The experimental diets were fed to birds fiom 7 to 2 I d of age. 

The rye diets contained different concentrations of NQ and RM 1 as shown in Table 12- Bird 

weight and feed consumption were recorded 4 h after removal of feed at 14 and 2 1 d of age 

(Zhang et al- 1996). 

The data for the second study was obtained from Bedford and Classen (1992). In this 

experiment, 1-d-old male broiler chicks were fed four diets supplemented with diffierent 

amounts of a pentosanase preparation (experimental product' from Trichoderma 

longibrnchintzim) in a 4 x 6 factorial design from 1 to 19 d of age. The diets consisted of the 

following proportions of rye (Musketeer) and wheat (unknown): 0:60,20:40,40:20, and 60:O 

with the other ingredients: 32.05% soybean meal, 4% corn oïl, and 3.95% remaining 

ingredients. The calculated MEn ofthe four diets were 12.85, 12.50, 12.15, and 11 -80 MJ/kg, 

respectively. The enzyme preparation added to each of the different diets was 0, 1. 2, 4, 8, 

and 16 glkg. The xyianase activity of this enzyme preparation was 2,150 U, as determined by 

the reducing sugar method when assayed on oat spelt xylan (Seeta et al., 1989). 

The data for the third study were obtained from the Expenment 2 of Marquardt et al. 



TABLE 12. The relationship between the arnount of enzymes (RM1 and NQ) added to 
a rye-based diet and chick performance (Experiment 1)' 

Enzyme preparationZ 

'The raw data are from Zhang et al. (1996). 
2Enzyme preparations, RMI (Fideeds International Ltd., Wiltshire, UK SN8 1XN) 

and NQ (Nutri-Quest, Chesterfield, MO 630 17), which contained 389 and 778 Ulg of 
xylanase activity, were added to diets to give the indicated percentage or activity values (Ukg 
diet). 

'Yi and Y, represent the respective observed values of chick performance for the 
indicated periods when different concentrations of enzyme ( i ) or no enzyme (0) was added 
to the diet (O to 7,877 U/kg for Ml and O to 6,302 U k g  for NQ). These values are not the 



calculated values. YttY0 = net improvement in performance relative to the diet without 
enzyme addition when a certain concentration of enzyme is added to the diet. 

'WG = weight gain; F/G = feed to gain ratio. 
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(1994). In this experiment, 1-d-old Single Comb White Leghom chicks were fed a 

commercial starter diet for a 7-d pre-experimental penod. The experimental diets were fed 

to birds fkom 7 to 21 d of age in a factoriai arrangement of treatments: 4 (cereals) x 4 

(enzyme doses). The cereals used in the diets were 63% corn (unknown), 67% wheat 

(Katepwa), 66% hulless barley (Scount), and 64% rye prima), respectively. The cdculated 

MEn of the four diets were 3,024, 3,194, 2,976, and 2,869 kcaükg. The diets were 

supplemented with different concentrations (0, 0.5, 1-0, and 2.0 g/kg) of a cnide enzyme 

preparation (Kyowa Cellulase)'. The xylanase and cellulase activities as determined by the 

Japan Food Laboratory were 1,500 and 1,000 U/g, respectively. 

Analyses of Data 

Development of Cornputer Rogram. The outline of the program that was developed to 

calculate the parameters for the modified log-linear model was written in Quickl3~SLC' 

(Figure 8). The input for model derivation included data from chick performance such as 

weight gain (g) or feed to gain ratio (dg) with the corresponding enzyme activity ( U k g  diet) 

or amount of enzyme (%). A range for C was defined (usually 10J to 10LO), and the lowest 

value was the starting value. A least squares regression for each C values was evaluated 

between chick performance and the log of enzyme activity or log amount of enzyme ('XO). In 

order to obtain the best fit value, an iterative step was incorporated in which a set of C was 

calculated. The parameters selected for the equation (intercept A, slope B and constant C) 

were those that had the highest correlation coefficient (?) and the lowest standard error of 

the estimated mean (S,), as determined by the method of least squares. The F-value was also 

3 Microsof? Canada, Inc., 6300 Northwest Drive, Mississauga, Ontario, L4V 1 J7, Canada. 



DATA INPUT: 
F-nzymeacriMty@) 
Chick performance Cr) 

IMTlAL C VALUE 
b 

EXCEEDS PREVIOUS 

OUTPUT 1: 
Intercept 

Adjusted factor C 

FIGURE 8. Flow diagram for BASIC program used to estimate the parameter of the 
prediction equation, Y = A + B log ( C X +1 ), where Y is the chick performance; X is the 
amount of enzyme in the diet; A is the intercept of the equation which represents the 
performance with enzyme supplementation; B, the dope of the equation, is a measure of 
enzyme efficacy; and C is an amplified factor. The correlation coefficient (?), the standard 
error of the estimated mean (Sa, and the F-value test for the best fit of the data set. 
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calculated to test the hypothesis of the regression model. The same 8, Y, and A values were 

obtained, irrespective ofwhether the enzyme was expressed as a percentage or activity value. 

The value of the slope, however, was different, depending on whether it was expressed as 

performance per unit of activity or per relative amount of enzyme (%). These values can, 

nevertheless, be readily interconverted if activity and amounts of enzyme are known- 

Statistical Analysis. Data for the feeding trials were andyzed according to the Statistical 

Analysis Systern (SAS, 1988). A completely randomized design was used with the 

experimental unit being a cage unit. Data fiom the previous experiments, as discussed above, 

were analyzed by ANOVA to determine signïficance of main effects. The means of the data 

were subjected to regression analysis to calculate the parameters of the modined equation Y 

= A + B log ( C X + l), where Y is the estimated performance value; A is the intercept that 

represents the performance without enzyme supplementation; B, the slope of the equation 

(performance change per log unit of an enzyme in the diet), is a measure of an enzyme 

efficacy; C is an arnplified factor; and X is the amount of enzyme in the diet. The equation 

describes the relationship between the chick performance and the amount of entyrne added 

to the diet by using the cornputer program discussed above. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Dose Response of an Enzyme When Added to Cereal-Based Diets 

Dose-response studies are required to establish the nature of the response obtained per 

increment of enzyme when added to a specific type of diet. Such studies must be carried out 

1) to establish the optimal amounts of xylanase and possibly, arabinofuranosidase required 
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to degrade the target substrate, arabinoxylan, in wheat and rye or the amounts of xylanase, 

P-glucanase, and phytase that must be added to barley-, wheat-, and cye-based diets so that 

poultry and swine can efficientiy utilize dietaxy nutnents; 2) to predict the least-cost analysis 

for the best retum; and 3) to facilitate research on certain physiological fbnctions such as the 

passage rate of digesta as aEected by enzyme supplernentation (Chesson, 1993; Forsberg et 

ai-, 1993; Guenter, 1997% b; Marquardt and Bedford, 1997). 

The results shown in Table 12 indicate that the amount of enzyme preparation in the rye- 

based diet had a marked effect on the performance of Single Comb White Leghom chicks at 

different ages (P < 0.05). The overall improvements were 28 (L49/541 x 100) and 13% for 

weight gain and 30 and 1 I % for feed to gain ratio during the 2-wk period for the RM I and 

NQ enzyme preparations (Table 13). The responses in weight gain and feed to gain ratio for 

Rh4 I and NQ were greater dunng Week 1 [45, 22% and 57, 2 1 %, respectively (P c 0-OS)] 

thm during Week 2 [ 17, 8%; and 14, 3% respectively (P < O.OS)]. In addition, our results 

demonstrated that the improvement in the performance of chicks due to an increasing amount 

of dietary enzyme was typical ofthat obtained with a mixed-order saturation curve (Lehninger 

et al., 1993; Zhang et al., 1996). The response in chick performance to enzyme addition was 

not only affected by the concentration of enzyme but by the age of the chicks and the type of 

enzyme used. The results of a previous study, however, clearly demonstrated that the 

response to enzyme under defined conditions was linearly related to the log of enzyme 

concentration but that there were some problems with this equation. This latter observation 

formed the basis for the development of the modified prediction model as oudined below. By 

using this equation, as shown subsequently, it is possible to accurately predict performance 



TABLE 13. Evatuation of the performance of Single Corn White Leghom chicks fed a 
rye-based diet with different concentrations of enzymes (RM1 and NQ) using different 
parameters calculated in mode1 Equations L and 2 (Experiment 1)L2 

RMl NQ 

(Zlj"g) W g )  ("/O) 

Item3 WkL Wk2 2wk W k 1  W k 2  2 Wkl W k 2  2 w k  
wk 



Data for this Table are fiom Zhang et al., 1996. 
'RMl enzyme preparation was from Finnfeed International Ltd., Wiltshire, UK SN8 

1XN; NQ enzyme preparation was fiom Nutn-Quest, Chesterfield, MO 630 17. 
'4 B, and C are the parameters calculated frorn Equation 2, Y = A + B log ( CX + 

l ) ,  using the newly developed computer program, where Y is the chick performance [Le., 
weight gain (g), feed to gain ratio (g/g) J; X is the enzyme preparation added to the diet (Ukg 
or %); A, the intercept of the equation, represents the chick performance without addition of 
an enzyme preparation (g, dg ) ;  B, the slope of the equation, provides an index for evaluating 
the eficacy of an enzyme added to the diet (g or g/g per log U/kg; g or  glg per log %), and 
C is an adjusted factor used to correct the X value when enzyme is not added to the diet- X 
in Equations is the amount of enzyme (U/kg or %) added to the diet. A, values are the A 
values as estimated fiom Equation 1, Y = A + B log ( X + E ) that were originaliy reported 
by Zhang et al. (1996). Y, and Y, represent the respective observed performance values of 
chicks [weight gain (g) or feed to gain ratio (dg)] for the indicated periods when the highest 
enzyme concentration or no enzyrne was added to the different diets. ? is the correlation 
coefficient between the observed experimental values and predicted values when Equation 2 
(3) or Equation 1 (ra was used. 

*WG = weight gain; F/G = feed to gain ratio. 
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of chickens when fed different combinations of specific cereals and different concentrations 

of a given enzyme preparation. 

Development of the Prediction Mode1 

Zhang et al. (1996), based on the results of two experiments and published data, developed 

an accurate but simple model equation to predict the response of an ani-mal to a feed enzyme. 

The critena for developing the model were that there should be a good fit (high ?, large F 

value and low standard deviation; SAS, 1988) between the observed and predicted data, that 

the model should be simple to interpret, and that it should provide information that is usefùI 

to animal scientists and enzymologists. The mode1 equation was as follows: 

Y = A + B L O ~ X  COI 

where Y is the estimated performance vaiue [for example, weight gain (g)], X is the 

concentration of an enzyme (g  or U/kg diet or % diet) added to the diet, and B is the slope 

of the equation (performance change per log unit of an enzyme in the diet). B is a measure 

of the efficacy of an enzyme preparation. A, the intercept (Y axis), theoretically represents 

performance without an enzyme added to the diet; however, this value is not readily obtained, 

as there is no value for the log of zero (the vaiue without enzyme supplementation, Le., when 

X = O). Therefore Equation O cannot be used to calculate chick performance for diets that do 

not contain added enzyme. In order to obtain an A value, an arnount of enzyme (E) was 

selected that was very small and close to zero (Equation 1). 

Y = A + B l o g ( X + & )  [Il 

Zhang et al. (1996) reported that the E value was constant, as it was not Sected by enzyme 

concentration for a given diet. Therefore, it was possible to select an appropriate s for 



Equation 1 (high ? and tow standard deviation). 

The data fiom several experiments f5tted this model (Equation 1) well(? > 0.90; P < 0.00 1 

). The model appears to be universal in nature, as it can be used to descnbe the relationship 

among different enzyme concentrations; different enzyme preparations such as phytase; 

different classes of poultry and other livestock; and different amounts o f  a given cereal or 

different cereals- .It may even be used to describe the efect of  enzyme on the rate of 

absorption of nutrients (Le., glucose o r  amino acid) in the gut of animals such as swine 

(Zhang et al., 1996; Marquardt, 1997)- 

Modification of the Log-linear Equation and the Application of Some of Its Parameters 

Background The model equation as described above not only can be used to describe the 

relationship between the amount o f  an enzyme added to a diet and its effect on chick 

performance, but can also be utilized for other applications. For exarnple, the slope of the 

equation, B, is a measure of the overall efficacy of an enzyme and, therefore, provides a basis 

for cornparison of al1 enzymes, each on  the basis of a single value, the B value. However, the 

intercept, A, in Equation 1 actually represents chick performance when a preselected and 

substituted value for zero (E) is used. As such A = Y - B log E may not yield an accurate 

estimate of chick performance for diets that do not contain added enzyme. In turn, the 

selected E may also affect the dope B o f  Equation 1 [B = (Y-A) / log ( X + E )]. These are 

weaknesses of the previous model developed by Zhang et al. (1 996). The following equations 

were utilized to overcome these weakness- 

Modiflcntiort of Equation 2. As discussed before, the introduction of  an E value into 

Equation 1 not ody decreases the accuracy of certain parameters, such as A or B, but its 
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value is difficult to calculate; therefore, an arbitrary E value must be selected (Zhang et ai., 

1996). A different approach as outlined below can be used to solve this problem. In this 

approach E, in Equation 1, is assigned a value of 1 (E = l), and X is amplied several-fold by 

use of a constant (C)- Therefore, the newly modified equation is as Follows: 

Y = A + B  I O ~ ( C X +  1). C21 

The intent of this modification is the same as the E treatment; that is, the value of 1 relative 

to CX should be very smail as is E relative to X. Equation 2, when X = O ( Le-, without 

enzyme addition), therefore becomes: 

Y = A + B I Q ~ ( C X O + I ) .  C31 

Because C x O = 0, and B log Z = O, then 

y() = A, r41 

The value of A in Equation 4 clearly indicates that it represents the predicted performance of 

chicks without addition of an enzyme preparation (Y,), whereas this is not accurately 

estimated using the value of E in Equation 1. Another problem is the calculation of the three 

p arameters (A, B, and C) fiom Equation 2, as the equation is denved from only two vaxiables 

(performance of the animal and the amount of enzyme). Based on the sa& criteria for 

selection of E (Zhang et al., 1996), a cornputer program using BASIC language was 

developed based on a leasï squares procedure and a stepwise technique to calculate the 

different parameters ( A, B, and C) of Equation 2 (Figure 8). In this program A, B and C 

values were selected when these values yielded a maximum ? and a minimum standard error 

(best fit values). 
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The results presented in Table 13 clearly demonstrate that in al1 cases the A value, as 

determined by use of Equation 2, provides a better measure of observed performance values 

(Y,) than the A, values that were derived using Equation 1. Similar results were obtained in 

Tables 14 and 15. These data indicate that Equation 2, in conjunction with the developed 

computer program, is more suitable than Equation L, as it provides a more accurate estimate 

of the A value than Equation 1 as discussed above and overcomes the main shortcoming of 

Equation 1 (Le., an arbitrary E value used to calculate the log zero value). 

The B Values 

The Shpe of the Equation and the Efficacy of an Enqyrne. The B value, which is the 

dope of Equation 1 or 2, is a measure of performance per log unit of  enzyme. This value can 

be considered a measure of the etFcacy of any given enzyme preparation, irrespective of the 

arnounts of enzyme used to establish this value. In one study (Table 12), similar activities of 

two enzyme preparations (RM1 and NQ) were added to the rye-based diet- The net 

improvement in performance (Yi -Y,) with different dietary concentrations of entyme ( i ) 

was used to calculate the corresponding B values (Table 13). The respective B values of NQ 

compared to RMI in the first week for weight gain and the feed to gain ratio were 22.3 vs. 

18.0 g weight gain per log unit of enzyme added and -0.13 vs. -0.09 g gaidg feed intake per 

log unit of enzyme added. This result agrees with the trend observed for the corresponding 

overali net improvements (Y, -Y,) [Le., 1 12 vs. 88 (g), and -0.58 vs. -0.55 (g/g)J during 

the sarne period (Table 13). In addition, the net performance of chick CT, -Y,) on RMI 

compared with NQ in the second week was 60 vs. 38 g for weight gain and -0.19 vs. -0.08 

g/g for feed to gain ratio. The corresponding B values in Table 13 were 11  -0 vs. 9.3 g per 



TABLE 14. Evaluation of the perCormance of broiler chiclrp fed diets containiog 
different proportions of rye and wheat and diffennt amounts of enzyme as determined 
from different parameters calculated in Equation 1 or 2 ( Experiment 2)L 

Enzyme, % 

l Data were calculated nom that reported by Bedford and Classen (1992). 
A, B and C are the parameters calculated nom Equation 2 using the developed 

cornputer program. The relative units for A and B are grams or grarns per gram (A) and 



gram or grams per gram per Log units per kilogram or gram per gram per log percentage 
of enzyme added to the diet (B), for weight gain or feed to gain ratio, respectively. Parameter 
C is the amplified factor. The A, values, in contrast to A, were calculated with Equation 1. 
8 and r,' values are the correlation coefEcients behveen the observed experimentai values and 
the predicted values when Equation 1 ( r 3  or Equation 2 (1) was used. 

'Y, and Y, represent the observed performance values ofchicks [weight gain (g) or 
feed to gain ratio (g/g)] when either the highest enzyme concentration or no enzyme was 
added to the diEerent diet. 

T h e  values refer to percentage rye gain in diet. Wheat was the other cereal. Total 
cereal in diet was 60%. 

'WG = weight gain; F/G = feed to gain ratio. 



Table 15. Evaluation of the pedorrnance of Single Comb White Leghorn chicks fed 
different cereal-based die& with different concentrations of enzymes as determined 
from parameters calculated in Equation 1 o r  2 (Experiment 3)' 

Itemu Corn Wheat Barley Rye Corn Wheat Barley Rye 

'The data are fiom Marquardt et aL(1994). 
2 A, B, and C are the parameters calculated fiom Equation 2 by using the newly 

developed computer program. The relative units for A and B are grams or grams per gram 
(A) and gram or grarns per gram per log units per kilogram or gram per gram per log 



p ercentage of enzyme added to the diet (B), for weight gain or feed to gain ratio, respectively. 
The parameter C is the adjusted factor. A, and A values were calculated using Equation 1 or 
Equation 2, respectively. 

3Ym and Y, represent the observed performance values o f  chicks [weight gain (g) or 
feed to gain ratio (dg)] when either the highest enzyme concentration or no enzyme was 
added to the different diets. 

'WG = weight gain; F/G = feed to gain ratio. 
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log unit of enzyme added for weight gain and -0.034 vs. -0.020 g/g per log unit of enzyme 

added for feed to gain ratio. Although the B values and the Y, - Y. vdues followed a similas 

trend ( r = 0.99, P c 0.001 ), they did not change proportionately. 

These relationships are also supported by andysis of other data from the literature (Table 

14). Bedford and Classen (1992) carrïed out a dose-response experiment of an enzyme 

preparation by using fourdifferent ratios oftwo cereais (Le-, wheat to rye, 0:60,20:40,40:20, 

60:O) and six doses of enzyme (O, 0.1, 0-2, 0-4, 0.8, and 1,6%), Their results demonstrated 

that the net performance response of chicks to an enzyme preparation that was high in 

xyianase activity increased dramaticaily as the proportion of rye was increased. The relevant 

B values for weight gain during the 2-wk expenmental penod for diets containing 60,40,20 

and0 % rye as calculated by Equation 2 were 54.4,26.1, 6.3, and 0-36. The B values for feed 

to gain ratio were -0.103, -0.01 8, -0.0 16, and -0.0 13, respectively. The B values, as were 

the improvements in observed performance values (Y,,, -Y,), were considerably higher for 

diets containing a high, cornpared to a low, concentration of Te, which also reflects the 

overall efficacies of an enzyme to degrade the different concentrations of its antinutritional 

substrate (Le., arabinoxylan) in the diet. Again as shown in Table 14, the B values and Y,,, -Y, 

were highly related ( r = 0.95, P < 0.001), but they did not change proportionally with the 

percentage of rye in the diet- 

Another dose-response study was conducted by Marquardt et al. (I994), who studied the 

effect of different concentrations of an enzyme (high in both xylanase and B-glucanase 

activity) when added to diets containing high concentrations of different cereais and corn (Le., 

corn, 63%; wheat, 67%; barley, 66%; and rye, 64%) on the performance of Leghom chicks. 
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Their results indicated similar trends for the effect of the enzyme on chick performance and 

the B value as calculated from Equation 2. For example, the observed weight gain values (Y, 

-Y,) in Table 15 for the corn, wheat, barley, and rye diets were -6, 7, 22, and 29 g, 

respectively, whereas the B values calculated from Equation 2 were - 1.67,0.0.8 1,226, and 

8 -76 =/log of percentage enzyme added to the diets, respectively. The correlation between the 

two sets of data were r = 0-90 (P < 0.001)- Therefore, the B value is a measure of 

performance change per log of enzyme concentration and shows a Linear relationship between 

performance and amount of enzyme in the diet, whereas the (Y, -Y,)/amount of enzyme 

yields a curvilinear relationship for net improvements per unit of enzyme. As a result, the 

former value is constant for any given set of data, irrespective of the arnount of enzyme used, 

whereas the (Y, -Y,)/amount of enzyme under the same conditions decrease with increasïng 

amounts of enzyme added to the diet- These data demonstrate that the B value provides a 

value that can be used to assess overali efficacy of a given enzyme, whereas the 01, - 

YJarnount of enzyme value cannot provide such a value- Also, the B value could be 

estimated from as few as two data points, whereas this cannot be achieved fiom (Y, 

- Y,)/amount of enzyme. 

Therefore, the slope of Equation 2 yields a single value, the B value, which is an index of 

the efficacy of an enzyme. This value not only rneasures the efficacy of  diEerent enzymes 

when the same diet is used but can also provide a measure of the efficacy ofan enzyme when 

added to different diets or when different amounts of their target substrates are present in the 

diet. Practically speaking, the B value represents the net improvement ofperformance per log 

unit of an enzyme added to the diet as shown in the following Equation 5: 
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B = ( Y - A ) / l o g ( C X +  1) -  P l  

Relative B value ( &/A) and the Relative Epcacy of an Enqyrne. The relative 

improvement of chick performance [(Yi - Y,)/& or (Y, - Y,,) / Y, ] for RMI and NQ is 

greater in the first week than in the second week with the value for the two periods being 

approximately the mean of the two values between them (Table 12 and 13). In contrast, the 

B values in Table 13 are not approximate and are additive for Weeks 1 and 2, which are 

consistent with the equation- However, amore meaningfùl comparkonamongB values would 

be weight gain per log unit of enzyme divided by the weight gain without enzyme, which 

would eliminate weight dzerences caused by different treatment times. The forrn of Equation 

5 can, therefore, be changed as follows: 

B / A = [ ( Y - A ) / A ] / l o g ( C X +  1). CG1 

The right side of Equation 6 represents the relative improvement in chick performance per log 

unit of  an enzyme, and the B/A value is a B value relative to A. It can be simply called the 

relative B value. This value, @/A), which could be considered as the relative efficacy of an 

enzyme, is given in Tables 13, 14, and 15. 

The B Values and the Overd  Efjieacy of a Dietary Enzyme From Equation 2, we know 

that the efficacy of an enzyme preparation, B, is a constant value, independent of the activity 

of the enzyme added to a given diet. However, the B values caiculated fiom the data of 

Bedford and Classen (1992) and Marquardt et ai. (1994) indicated that the efficacy of an 

enzyme will change with the concentration of the viscous substrates in the diet such as 

arabinoxylans. It is not clear, however, why the efficacy of an enzyme preparation varies with 

the concentration of substrates rather than being constant as expected. The reason for this 
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result may be that the efficacy of an enzyrne relative to its substrate is constant, irrespective 

of the amount of antinutritive factor present in the diet- The overail efficacy of an enzyme 

preparation, as measured by the degree of improvement in chick performance, is variable and 

is a function of arnount and type of dietary enzyme and the amount o f  antinutntive factors in 

the diet. Diets containing high levels of rye, wheat (in some studies), barley, or oats can cause 

severe problems for growing chicks that have been attributed to the highly viscous nonstarch 

polysaccharides. The lower nutritive value of these cereals is probably related to their high 

content of water-soluble arabinoxylans in rye and wheat and j3-giucans in barley and oats. 

These highly viscous compounds decrease digestibility and absorption of d l  nutrients as they 

prevent access of digestive enzymes to the nutrients and the movement of the nutnents in the 

intestinal lumen (Antoniou et al., 198 1; Fengler et al., 1988; Annison and Choct, 1991; 

Bedford, 1 997 b). The addition of enzyme preparations containing xylanase and B-glucanase 

activity overcomes the antinutntive problems of these cereals, as their viscosities can be 

reduced to values similar to that of water. Under such conditions, enzyme addition can 

dramatically improve chick performance and yield a correspondingly high B value. In contrast, 

ifthe cereals have low concentrations of the viscous carbohydrates, enzyme additions would 

have littie effect on chick performance, and the enzyme would not be considered efficacious 

and wouId yield a low B value* Therefore, the overail eficacy of  an enzyme on chick 

performance depends upon the arnount and type of enzyme, and the amount and type of its 

target substrates in the diet, the maturity of the digestive system, and other factors. 

Other Applications of the B Value. To Our knowledge, there is no suitable standard to 

evaluate the quality of an enzyme preparation as an additive in animal feeds (Marquardt, 
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1997). It is difficult to make a meaningful cornparison arnong different enzyme preparations 

based on stated activity values, as conditions Vary for the assay of a given enzyme such as pH, 

temperature, and substrates used- In addition, the efficacy of an enzyme preparation is 

sometimes not sirnply dependent on its activity as determined by in vitro assay. The efficacy 

rnay be influenced by the relationship between its pH optimum and the pH at the site where 

hydrolysis occurs in the gut, its ability to resist the low pH and proteolytic activity in the 

digestion tract, and the presence of other enzymes that may synergistically enhance or 

antagonize its activity. Feeding studies are commonly used to evaluate the quality of difFerent 

enzyme preparations. Usually, 0-1 to 0.3% (log value = - 1 to -0-52) enzyme is added to the 

test diet, according to recommendations of most companies. However, it is dE~cult or 

impossible to determine the tme efficacy of enzyme by using enzyme assays or dose-response 

feeding trials. This situation is applicable to previous dose-response studies, especially those 

in which relatively small dserences in arnounts of enzyme were used. The use of the B and 

B/A values from the Equations 2 and 5 should, therefore, provide the nutntionist with a 

useful and new approach to evaluate the efficacy of an enzyme preparation when added to the 

diet. In addition, it may be possible to use these values to: 2 )  determine the site of action for 

an enzyme preparation in the gut, 2) design a new enzyme preparation having a high efficacy 

(i.e., high B value instead of high enzyme activity under arbitrary conditions), 3) develop an 

in vitro method to evaluate the quality of an enzyme preparation, and 4) study the relationship 

between the B or B/A value and the turnover number, Kcat, Kcat / Km, etc., for an enzyme. 

The focus of basic research by scientists could attempt to more clearly resolve some of the 

many problems associated with the application of enzyme research in animals. 
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The C Value 

Value C in Equation 2 is the adjusted factor calculated Corn the cornputer program and is 

required to calculate performance of chicks fed the diet without added enzyme. The values 

of C for NQ using enzyme activity and expressed as units per kilogram and percentage of the 

diet were 10 and 1 O3 for weight gain or 10' for feed to gain ratio as shown in Table 13. In 

addition, the ratio between the two terms expressed (CX and 1) as units of NQ was 

approximately 103. Therefore, the addition of 1 to the CX number is relatively insignificant. 

Similar large ratios were also used in Tables 14 and 15. These values for C guarantee that 1, 

relative to CX, is very smail, and as a result the actual and the calculated vaIues for chick 

performance without added enzyme are essentially the same (see Tables 13 to 15). The use 

of the adjusted factor C in Equation 2 only resulted in a paralle! movement of the regression 

Iine with a constant unit ( B log C) when 1 relative to CX was very small. Therefore, it 

theoretically will not affect the calculated overd response when different amounts of enzyme 

(X) are added to the diet. Further research needs to be carried out to indicate whether the 

vahe of C might provide other usefùl information such as an index of experiment variation. 

Aiso this model is suitable only as an analytical model of expenmental data and currently 

cannot be used as a general prediction model, as C changes depending upon the conditions 

under which the birds are reared. 

Other Factors Affecting the Prediction Equation 

Throughout the study, the amount of enzyme was expressed as either units per kilogram 

of feed or a percentage of the feed. Either value can be used to accurately predict chick 

performance as the ? values, when either is used, are in al1 cases nearly the same (Tables 13, 
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14, and 1 5). For exarnple, in Table 13 the 12 values for feed to gain ratio with NQ enzyme for 

Wk 1, W k  2 and 2 wk were 0.92, 0.66, and 0.96, irrespective of whether units per kilogram 

or percentage enzyme values were used in the equation. Likewise, the correspondhg Y,-Y, 

values were almost the same. The B and C values, however, are different as they depend on 

the whether values of are expressed as units or as an amount. Therefore, within a given data 

set, the ability to predict chick performance is independent of how the amount of enzyme is 

expressed- This statement would aiso apply to studies in which the antinutritive, viscous 

carbohydrates were the same and if the enzymes were the same. However, an accurate 

prediction of chick perfomaace to feed enzymes by use of the equation is affected by many 

factors including age of chickens activity of enzyme at the site at which digestion occurs, the 

absolute amount of enzyme in a given preparation or its activity as determined under specified 

conditions of temperature, substrate type and concentration, and pH. Currently, no standard 

reference target substrate is available for the different enzymes. The sites of action of enzymes 

have not been identified, and standard enzyme assays have not be developed. These problems 

have been discussed in greater detail by Marquardt and Bedford (1997) and Zhang et al. 

(2000a). Standardization of enzyme assays would, therefore, further improve the accuracy 

of the prediction equation when different enzyme preparations are used. 

Least-cost Analysis with the Equation 

Equation 2 indicates that the response to an enzyme supplementation is a function of 

enzyme concentration when converted to a logarithmic value for any given feedstuffs. It can 

aiso simultaneously predict the response to any proportion of two cereal diets supplemented 

with any given amount of an enzyme preparation (Zhang et al., 1996). Therefore, it is possible 
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to correctly estimate the least-cost economic retum per unit of an enzyme added to a diet, 

provided accurate input data are available. This estimate would provide a means of 

deterrnining the optimal amount of different cereais and supplemental enzyme that should be 

added to a diet to maximize economic return- By using this analysis, the pnces that can be 

paid for an enzyme preparation or substitute cereals could be estimated for a maximum net 

return. A simple computer program with several applications included in predicting the pnce 

of an enzyme, the optimum amount of enzyme addition when maximum economic return is 

required, and the price and amount of a substituted cereal could be developed. 

In conclusion, this study has demonstrated that it is possible to accurately estimate the 

overall efficacy of an enzyme preparation when added to the diet of poultry by using a new 

model equation. Future studies using this model will fùrther demonstrate its utility for basic 

and applied research and as a tool in assessing economic return when feed enzymes are used. 
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ABSTRACT Previous studies demonstrated that a log-linear equation could accurateiy 

predict chick performance when a feed enzyme was added to a diet and that the dope of the 

equation provided a measure of the efficacy of different enzymes. The objective of the study 

was to develop a software package fkom the equation, a Multiple Purpose Enzyme Analyzer 

(MPEA), for evaiuating the profitable effect of enzymes when added to poultry feeds- A high 

correlation between the efficacy of dEerent feed enzymes (B values, the slopes of the 

equations) and the maximal profits was obtained when feed enzymes were added to a barley- 

based diet (? = 0.99, P < 0.005). In contrast, there was a low correlation between the B 

values and the maximal profits when a feed enzyme was added to different cereal-based diets 

(? = 0.6 1, P = 0.21 7 1). This suggested that there is not always a close association between 

efficacy of an enzyme when added to different cereals and the correspondhg profitability- The 

MPEA was highly versatile as any combination of inputs such as the amounts of a feed 

e q m e  and a substituted cereal required to yield a profit level could be determined. In 

conclusion, the MPEA c m  accurately evaluate profitability of using different feed enzymes, 

select the most profitable cereal for a given feed enzyme, determine the optimal amounts of 

a feed enzyme and/or a cereal, and even estimate the alternate price for a feed enzyme and a 

cereal. It should provide a usetùl tool for nutritionists. 

(Key words: feed enzymes, maximal profit, profit fûnctions, log-linear model) 



INTRODUCTION 

There has been increasing interest in quantitatively studying the effect of difEerent levels 

of feed enzymes (inputs) when added to a diet on the performance (outputs) of chickens 

(Friesen et al., 199 1; Bedford and Classen, 1992; Marquardt et al., 1994; and Zhang et ai., 

1996; 2000 b)- The primary objectives of the former studies were 1) to estimate the optimai 

level of feed enzyme addition required to obtain maximal chick performance (Friesen et al., 

199 1; Bedford and Classen, 1992), and 2) to evaiuate the efficacy of feed enzymes added to 

a diet (Rotter et al., 1989b; Zhang et al., 1996; 2000a, b). Frequently, the experimental 

designs and statistical procedures have only provided trends on the effects of enzyme 

treatrnent but have not provided precise prediction values that can be obtained when a given 

enzyme is added to a given diet. Therefore, it has been impossible to accurately estimate the 

relationship between inputs (enzyme or cereal) on outputs (chick performance), or to establish 

the most profitable combination of inputs for a specified output- In addition, researchers in 

nutrition have generally been concerned only with biological rather than economic criteria to 

evaiuate and make recommendations on the effects of feed enzymes. The criteria that have 

been used for the evaluâtion of performance often were the treatments yielding the largest 

weight gain or the lowest feed to gain ratio per unit of enzyme addition (Friesen et al., 199 1; 

Bedford and Classen, 1992). However, these maxima or minima have seldom been utilized 

to estimate the most profitable output or optimal input. Even where the objective was the 

prediction of the physical maxima or minima, the exact values could only be accurately 

estimated by use of a prediction equation (Zhang et al., 1996). 
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Recently, we have developed a simple log-linear model to accurately predict the response 

of chickens to dietary enzymes (Zhang et al., 1996). The model equation was able to predict 

the performance of chickens fed diets containing different amounts of an enzyme and different 

proportions of two cereals. Simple but accurate log-linear equations were denved from many 

previous dose response studies with feed enzymes, even though they were not designed for 

this purpose. In addition, the efficacy of any enzyme preparation for a particular cereal or 

dass of poultry with regards to any index of animai performance such as weight gain o r  feed 

to gain ratio could be assayed fiom a single value of B, the slope of the model equation 

(Zhang et al., 1996,2000b; Marquardt and Bedford, 1997). Therefore, it should be possible, 

using this equation dong with other analyses, to correctly estimate the maximum economic 

return obtained when a feed enzyme is added to a diet. A requirement is that accurate input 

data be available. The objective of this study was to develop a Multiple Purpose Enzyme 

Analyzer (MPEA) for estimating the profitability of using enzymes in pouitry feeds. Three 

main applications of the MPEA were to: 1) evaluate the effects of different enzyme 

preparations when they are added to a cereal-based diet using maximal profit as a standard, 

2) determine the amounts of  an enzyme preparation and/or a substituted cereal that should 

be used in a diet to obtain maximal profit, and 3) to establish the relationships among the price 

of an enzyme preparation, the price of the substituted cereal, and the economic return. 

Therefore, the use of the modelling method in conjunction with nutrition knowledge and 

computer technology should provide researchers and managers that use feed enzymes a 

powerfil new approach for the analysis and interpretation of their data. 



MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Sources of Data 

The data used in this study were obtained from four previous studies: Rotter et al. (1989b), 

Zhang et al. (1 W6), Bedford and Classen (1 W2) ,  Marquardt et al. (1994). The data for the 

first study was obtained fiom Rotter et al- (1989b) and Zhang et ai, (1996). In Experiment 

3 of the study from Rotter et al. (1989b), 1-d-old Single Comb White Leghorn chicks were 

fed a commercial starter crumble for a 7-d pre-experimental penod. A bariey-based diet was 

fed to birds fiom 7 to 14 d of age in a completely randomized design. The diet consisted of 

the following ingredients: 65.50% barley, 23.07% soybean meal, and 11.43% other 

ingredients. The calculated MEn of the diet was L2.20 MJ/kg. Five enzyme preparations used 

in the study were: Cellulase TV concentrate (Trichodema viride)', Celluclast (Z ressei)', 

S P 24 9 spergiIItrs niger)', Finizym (A. niger)', and Cereflo (BaciiIzrs sirb tiiis)? The enzyme 

activities as determined by manufacturer were: Cellulast, 1633 NCU/g; SP249,11240 PGU/g; 

Finizym, 217 FBG/g; Cellulase TV concentrate 23880 CU/g; and Cereflo, 67.5 KNU/g. AU 

of the enzymes at amounts of 0.003125, 0.00625, and 0-0125 % were added to the 

experimental diet for the dose-response study. Performances per chick were recorded at 14 

d of age. 

Another data set used in the first study was obtained fiom Zhang et al. (1996). In this 

experiment, 1 -d-old Single Comb White Leghom cockerels were fed a commercia1 starter diet 

for a 7-d pre-experimental period. The experimental diets were fed to birds from 7 to 2 1 d of 

'Miles Laboratories Inc., Elkhart, M. 

'Novo AIS, Bagsvaerd, Denmark. 
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age. The diet consisted of the following ingredients: 60% rye, 8.25% wheat, 24.5% soybean 

meal, and 6.75% other ingredients. The calculated MEn of the diet was 12.34 MJ/kg. Rye 

grain (Prima) was selected as the substituted cereal for wheat in the diet as it contains high 

Ievels of viscous arabinoxylans. The arabinoxylans in rye grains are primarily responsible for 

its antinutritive effects (Antoniou et ai., 1 98 1). They greatly reduce chick performance but 

are efficiently hydrolysed by enzyme preparations containing xylanase activity (Fengler et al., 

1 988; Fengler and Marquardt, 1988; Marquardt et al., 1994; Zhang et ai., 1996, 1997). Two 

enzyme preparations, RM 1 ( I: lottgibrachiatum)' and NQ (I: reesei),' were used in t his study 

(Zhang et al., 1996). The xylanase activity of RMl and NQ was 389 and 778 U/g of enzyme 

preparation as assayed by the azo-dye method (McCleary, 1992) using dye-labelled 

arabinoxylan as the substrate. Different amounts of RMl (0, 0.25, 0.75, 2.75, 6.75, 20.25 

g k g )  and NQ (0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.9, 2.7, and 8.1 gkg)  were added to the diet, at the expense of 

rye, for a total 12 different treatments. Bird weight and feed consumption based on six birds 

were recorded 4 h after removal of feed at 2 1 d of age- 

The data for the second study were obtained fkom expenment 2, Marquardt et al. (1994). 

In this experiment, 1 -d-old Single Comb White Leghom chicks were fed a commercial starter 

diet for a 7-d pre-experimental period. The experimentd diets were fed to birds corn 7 to 2 1 

d of age in a factorid arrangement of treatrnents: 4 (cereals) x 4 (enzyme doses). The cereals 

used in four diets were 63% corn (unknown variety), 67% wheat (Katepwa), 66% huliess 

barley (Scout), and 64 % rye (Prima), respectively. The calculated MEn of the four diets were 

3~innfeeds International Ltd., Wiltshire, UK SN8 1 XN. 

'Nutri-Quest, Chesterfield, MO, 63017. 
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12-66, 13.37, 12-46? and 12-01 MJ/kg. The diets were supplemented with different 

concentrations (0, 0.5, 1, and 2 gkg) of a crude enzyme preparation, Kyowa Celiulase (i? 

reesei)? The xylanase and celiuiase activities as detennined by the Japan Food Laboratory 

were 1500 and 1000 U/g, respectively- The chick performances based on a bird basis were 

recorded at 2 1 d of age- 

The data for the third study was obtained from Bedford and Classen (1992). In this 

experirnent, 

1-d-old male broiler chicks were fed four diets supplemented with different amounts of a 

pentosanase preparation (experimentai product6 fiom Z Iongibrachiaturn) in a 4 x 6 factorial 

arrangement of treatments fiom 1 to 19 d of age. The diets consisted of the following 

proportions of rye (Musketeer) and wheat (unknown variety): 0:60,20:40,40:20, and 60:O 

each with 32.05% soybean meai, and 7.95% other ingredients. The calculated MEn of the 

four diets were 12-85, 12-50, 12.15, and 1 1-80 MJ/kg, respectively. The enzyme preparation 

added to each of the four diets was 0, 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 gkg. The manase activity of this 

enzyme preparation was 2,150 U/g as detemined by the reducing sugar method when assayed 

on oat spelt xylan (Seeta et al., 1989). Chick performances, based on six birds, were recorded 

at 19 d of age. 

For demonstration purposes, the price range for enzyme preparations was assumed to be 

from $3 to $7 per kg. The price for corn, wheat, barley, and rye was assumed to be $0.1 3, 

$0.12, $0.08, $0.08 per kg, respectively. The barley and rye were used as substituted cereals 

for wheat in the diet, therefore, their pnce was assumed to be less expensive than that of 

wheat. The average price of other ingredients in a diet was $0.08 per kg and the price of 
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chickens was $1-23 per kg live weight. Other prkes can be inserted into the equations as 

desired as outiined below. 

OutIine of a MPEA 

We have developed a log-linear model equation to predict the performance of chickens fed 

a cereal-based diet supplemented with different concentrations of a feed enzyme. The model 

can estimate maximal economic return when a feed enzyme is added to a diet. Based on the 

log-linear model, we have fùrther developed a software package, a MPEA. The MPEA 

consists of two parts: a modelling and application part (Figure 9). The modelling part has 

revenue, production cost, and profit tùnctions. The applications of MPEA are at least three. 

The first application is the evduation of the profitable efficacy of different enzyme 

preparations when they are added to a specific diet and the determination of the most 

profitable cereal for a specific enzyme preparation based on maximal economic returns. The 

second is to determine the optimal amount of a feed enzyme and a cereal used in a diet to 

obtain maximal profit. The third is to determine the altemate price that should be paid for a 

given enzyme preparation and a cereal. 

Principle of the MPEA: Maximal Profit with the Optimal Inputs 

From the dose response study with varying the Ievels of a feed enzyme added to a diet, the 

log-linear model equation was selected to fit the data of the output o r  chick performance and 

the input or amount of enzyme. The general models as proposed by Zhang et ai. (1996) for 

weight gain (Equation 1) and feed intake (Equation 2) were: 

Y = A + B 1 o g ( C X E + 1 )  

F = a  +blog (cXE+L) 



FIGURE 9. Principle and application of the Multiple Purpose Enzyme Analyzer for use of 
enzymes in poultry feeds. 
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where, XE was the amount of an enzyme (percentage of diet), Y and F were weight gain (g) 

and feed intake (g), A, B, C and a, b, c were the corresponding coefficients of the two 

regression equations, respectively. Based on the two equations, we have developed a profit 

fiinction (Equation 3) in general: 

~ I = P , Y - F I  (P~XJ ~3 1 

where, il is the profit, P, is the price of chickens, Pi is the price of ingredients in a diet and 

is the amount (%) of the i-th variable such as rye, wheat, enzyme preparation, and other 

ingredients in a diet. The maximal profit can, therefore, be calculated when the partial 

derivatives of Equation 3 are equal to zero (Heady and Dillon, 1961). A more detailed profit 

equation can be deduced when other variables are utilized (Equation 4). Let us use the data 

set fiorn Bedford and Classen (1992) as an example, the optima1 amounts of a feed enzyme 

and a substituted cereal (rye) for wheat in a diet for maximum profit can be detennined using 

the following objective function: 

n = P, Y - F (P,x, + P,x,+ P,X, + P,&) P I  

where: Y (weight gain, kg) and F (feed intake, kg) are the regression equations 1 and 2 for 

estimating the revenue function (P, Y) and the cost function (F (PwXw + P& + P,X, + 

Po&)} in Equation 4. We let P, ($ / kg) = price of chicken per kg, P, = price of wheat per 

kg, PR = pnce of rye per kg, PE = price of enzyme per kg, and Po = price of other ingredients 

per kg; and assume wheat is a standard cereal used in a diet, and rye, a cheaper cereal relative 

to wheat, is selected as a substitute cereal for wheat. The percentages of wheat (X,), rye 

(XR), feed enzyme (Xd, and other ingredients (&) in a diet are the decision variables of the 

equation. In addition, the constraints of the equation are set as follows: 
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X, + Xw = 60, (O s XR s 60); c51 

XE+&=40,  (O s XE s 2); L61 

x , + x w + x , + x , =  100- 171 

When rewriting the Equations 5 and 6, the variables, X, and Xo, can be represented by 

Equations 8 and 9, 

X,=60 - XR PI 

&=40 -x, cg1 

Therefore, substituting Equations 8 and 9 into Equation 4, the optimum amounts of &and 

X, for maximum profit can be calculated when the denvatives XE (Xi /dXa and X, (dm 

/aXd of Equation 4 are equal to zero- 

Analyses of Data 

The parameters (A, B, C or a, b, c) of the log-linear mode1 for weight gain or feed 

consumption for the data fiom the first and second study were calculated using a program 

developed by Zhang et al. (2000b). A multiple regression analysis was used for the data tiom 

the third study to establish the response of chick perlormances, such as weight gain (Y) and 

feed intake (F), to the amount of enzyme (Xd and the proportion of iye (Xd in the diet. The 

general regression equations are shown in the following equations (Equations 12 and 13). 

Y =(A, ,+A,~,+A,x~+A,  x;) 

+ (Bo + B,XR + B2X2 + B3 X?) log (C XE + 1) 

F = (a, + a , ~ ,  + a,~: + a3 x:) 

+ (bo + b,X, + b,X2 + b, X,') log (C XE + 1) 
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These models are an extension of the models used in our previous research (Zhang et al., 

1996). The coefficients of the two regression equations, with the two variables such as the 

amounts of enzyme and the amount of rye relative to wheat in the diet as the inputs of the 

equation, were calculated by the stepwise regression method (SAS, 1994) where the C values 

of the log-linear equation were assumed to be 2,150. The data for the third study were also 

analyzed using Sigma Plot (Kuo and Norby, 1992) to determine the level of profit that was 

obtained with different amounts of an enzyme and different proportions of a substituted 

cereal, such as rye substituted for that of wheat, in a diet. 

The standard error of means for al1 of the data are given in the original studies. The residual 

standard deviations of regression for the log-linear mode1 equations are listed in Table 16. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Evaluating the Effect of Different Feed Enzymes 

One of the problems encountered by nutritionists in the feed industry is how to select a feed 

enzyme that would be most effective for a particular feed. The effect of diSerent feed 

enzymes are generdly evaluated by biological criteria such as their effect on chick 

performance, digestibility offeed nutrients, and degree of reduction of the viscosity of digesta 

or the diet (Bedford and Classen, 1992; Joroch et al, 1995; Zhang et al, 1996). In rnost 

studies, cornparisons among different enzyme preparations have been often carried out using 

the same amount of different enzyme preparations in a cereal-based chick diet as determined 

by an enzyme activity assay or the levels of inclusion in the diet as recornmended by the 

manufacturers (Rotter et al., 1989b; Guenter 1997b; Boros et al., 1998; Zhang et al., 2000b). 
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However, it is dificult to correctly evaluate different enzyme preparations based on their 

activities, since many enzyme preparations are tiom dïfEerent sources. Ln addition, they often 

contain a different spectnim of enzymes with different catalytic properties. Therefore, the 

sekction of the proper assay conditions such as pH, especialiy when comparing the activity 

of different feed enzymes, is essentiai because the selected pH will bias results in favou of 

an enzyme whose optimal pH is closest to the selected pH, which in tum may not be the 

optimal pH in vivo (Marquardt and Bedford, 1997; Ziggers, 1999, Zhang et al, 2000% 6)- 

Recently, we have developed a new approach to accurately evaluate the effects of different 

enzyme preparations. The approach uses a new concept for estimating the efficacy of a feed 

enzyme, the slo pe of a Iog-linear mode1 (Zhang et al., 1 996). This evaluation, although very 

useful, is only based on the biological data- However, the goal of many studies is often to 

select an enzyme preparation that wili yield the greatest profit. 

The objective of the first study was to determine if the effects of dïfEerent feed enzyme 

preparations on maximal profits could be evaluated using the MPEA. The profit fùnctions 

(Table 16) were readily derived using Equation 4 together with the production (Equation 1) 

and feed consumption (Equation 2) Functions. The maximal profit and the optimal amount of 

an enzyme that should be added to a diet were calculated using Equations 5 and 6. The results 

in Table 17 indicated that the maximum profits per 1000 birds whengiven the optimal amount 

of each ofthe five enzyme preparations, Ceiiulase TV, Celluclast, Finizym, Cereflo, and SP249 

were $67.29, $6 1.27, $5 1.9 1, $49.27, and $46.79, respectively. In this analysis, the assumed 

price of the enzymes were the same. The sequence of these values also agrees with that of the 

B values for the feed to gain ratio as determined from the log-linear equation ( 3 = 0.99, P 



TABLE 16. The production and feed consumption functions established from a log- 
linear mode1 for the data from Zhang et al. (1996), Rotter et al. (1989), Marquard et 
at.(1994), and Bedford and Classen f 1992) 

Cereal' Y = Weight gain r SD3 F = Feed intake @)' r SD3 
(Enzyme) 

Barley (CT)' 

Barley (CC) 

Barley (FZ) 

Barley (CF) 

Barley (SP) 

Rye (RM1)' 

R F  (NQ) 

Corn (KC)" 

Wheat (KC) 

Barley (KC) 

RF (KC) 

0% rye (PP)7 

20% rye (PP) 

40% rye (PP) 

60% rye (PP) 

3 1-4 + 7.68 log (lOS X +1) -99 2.03 80.2 + 7-27 log (IO5 X +1) -99 1.67 

3 1.0 + 6-79 log (IO* X +1) -99 0.04 80-1 + 7-72 log (IO5 X +l) -99 -66 

30.8 + 4-99 log (IO5 X +1) -99 1.06 79-9 +- 5-75 log (LOS X +l) -99 -28 

30.3 + 4.49 Iog (Io5 X +1) -92 3.21 79-3 + 5-6L log (10' X +1) -93 3.28 

30.6 + 4-00 log (105 X +1) -96 1.91 79-5 + 4-63 log (105 X +l) -91 2-94 

536 + 45.6 log (103 X +1) -99 7.3 1309 + 45.6 log (IO3 X +1) -98 13.4 

549 + 52-2 log (10% XI) -98 13-1 13 17 + 59.6 log (103 x +1) -91 26.2 

135 - 1.67 log (104X +1) -96 0.9 275 - 1-16 log (lOLoX +1) --8 4.3 

125 + 0.81 log (10" X +1) .98 0-8 248 + 0.43 log (lOIOX +1) -90 1.1 

113 + 2.26 log (101° X +1) -99 2.0 220 + 4.87 log (10" +l) -99 0.3 

97 + 8.76 log (IO" X +1) -99 0.3 220 + 9.09 log (10" X t l )  -99 2.0 

399 + 3.55 log (lOLOX +1) -81 11.4 664 + 13-1 log (10 X +1) -52 10.0 

359 + 6.28 log (log X +1) -99 2-5 622 + 8.01 log (IO4 X +l) -57 20.1 

306 + 21.6 Iog (los X +1) -98 9.2 56 I + 30.8 Iog (10' X +I) -93 2 1.0 

232 + 54.4 log (103 X +1) -98 13.7 530 + 63-7 log (10' X +L) -94 20.6 

'Data f'iom four studies were used to develop the prediction equation for weight gain, 
Y = A + B log ( C X +l), and feed consumption, F = a + b log ( c X + l), where Y and F are 
weight gain (g) and feed consumption (g), X is the amount of an enzyme (%) added to a 
cereal-based diet, A, B, C and a, b, c are the coefficients of the log-linear equations for weight 
gain and feed consumption, respectively. The performances of chicks predicted by the 
equations were the values per bird when Leghoms were fed from 7 to 14 d (4: Rotter et al., 
1989a) and fiorn 7 to 21 d (6: Marquardt et al., 1994), and the values per 6 birds when 
Leghorns were fed corn 7 to 21 d (5: Zhang et al., 1996), and when broilers were fed from 
1 to 19 d (7: Bedford and Classen, 1992). 



T h e  enzyme preparations used in the studies were RMI and PP (a pentosanas 
preparation) from FiMfeed International Ltd; NQ and KC (Kyowa Cellulase) nom Nutri- 
Quest; CT (Cellulase TV concentrate) from Miles Laboratones Inc.; and CC (Celluclast), FZ 
(Finizym), CF (Cereflo), and SP (SP249) fkom Novo A / S  Denmark- 

'SD represents the residual standard deviation of regression for the log-linear 
equations. 



TABLE 17. Effect of different enzyme preparations added to a barley-or rye-based diet 
on the efficacy of enzyme (B values), the optimal amounts of enzymes and the maximal 
profits obtained from Leghon chicks in a one-week (Rotter et al., L989a) or two-week 
(Zhang et al., 1996) feed studyl 

- -- - - - - - 

Source of Enzyme B value3 Optimal Enzyme4 Maximal Profit 
Data Preparation2 (%) ($/IO00 birds) 

Rotter et Cellulase TV -0.247 0-6557 67.29 
al., 1989 

Celluclast -0-21 13 0,5603 61.27 

Cereflo -0.1386 0.43 86 49.27 

Zhanget RMl -0.0943 0.3 152 101.19 
al., 1996 

NQ -0.0963 0.348 1 104.38 

' The assumed pnce for enzyme preparations used in the two studies was $5 per kg. 
* The enzyme preparations used in the study of Rotter et aL(1989a) and Zhang et al. 

(1 996) were Cellulase TV concentrate (Tnchoderma virïde) from Miles Laboratones Inc. and 
Ceilucas t ( Trichodermn reesei) Finizym (AspergiIIzis niger), Cereflo (BaciIiz>rs su btilis) , and 
SP249 (A. niger) fiom Novo A/S Demark; and RMl (T: bngibrachiatum) fiom Finnfeeds 
International Ltd. and NQ (T reesei) ftom Nutri-Quest, 

The B values were the slope of log-linear mode1 equation calculated from the feed 
to gain ratio data. The values are the indexes of the efficacy of a feed enzyme added to a diet 
(Zhang et al-, 1996; 2000a, b), 

'Amounts of enzyme to yield a maximum profit. 
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< 0.0005). The same trend was also observed in this study using data fiom Zhang et al- 

(1996). These results, in contrast to subsequent results with different cereals o r  cereals plus 

enzymes, suggest that both the B values and the maximal profit provided similar indices for 

the evaluation of diEerent enzyme preparations. This reiationship, however, wouid not 

necessarily be the same if the pnce of the dEerent enzyme preparations was different. In 

addition, the advantage of the two methods, especiaiiy for the method using maximal profit, 

is that they do not require a knowledge of enzyme activiw the combination of dinerent 

enzymes used in a preparation, and the site of action of the enzymes in the gut- The 

information required for the latter method (the maximal profit) is that 1) the model equations 

be used to estabIish the influence of different concentrations of different enzyme preparations 

on chick performance and 2) the price of the major ingredients used in a diet. The method 

proposed in this study therefore provides a simple way to evaluate the collective economic 

effect of different enzyme preparations when incorporated into chick diets based on maximal 

economic returns. 

Identifying the Most Profitable Cereal When Used With a Feed Enzyme 

On the basis of the proposed method (Zhang et ai., 1996), the most suitable cereal for a 

target enzyme preparation can be determined fiom the slope of a log-linear model. In this 

study (study 2), the B values for the feed to gain ratio were calculated fiom the data of 

Marquardt et al. (1994). The sequence of cereals producing the greatest response to an 

enzyme preparation in decreasing order were rye, barley, wheat, and corn (negative control) 

(Table 18). However, the sequence of the cereals that yielded the maximum profit following 

enzyme addition was different. The maxi*mal profits obtained when the enzyme preparation 



TABLE 18. Effect of cereal prices on optimal amounts of an enzyme added to different 
cereal-based diets and their maximal profits 

Value Same Optimal Ma,- Dmerent Optimal hiaümal 
Cereal of Bi Pricez Enzyme3 Profit Price2 Enzyrnt? Profit 

($/kg) (%) ($/IO00 birds) ($/kg) O ($/IO00 birds) 

Corn 0.0 1 0.08 O 134.15 O, 13 O 126 

Barley -0-04 0.08 0-08 15 135 0.08 0.08 15 133 

Rve -0-09 0.08 0.3419 123-96 0.08 0-34 19 123 -96 

'The B values are the slope of log-linear mode1 equation calculated from the feed to 
gain ratio data. The values are the indexes of the efficacy of a feed enzyme added to different 
diets. Therefore, the suitable cereal for a feed enzyme cm be determined by this value (Zhang 
et al., 1996; 2000a, b). 

'These values represent the price of the cereals. The assumption was that the enzyme 
(Kyowa Cellulase, Finnfeeds International Ltd.) Cost was $5 per kg. 

'The optimal amount of enzyme caiculated is that amount of enzyme that yield 
maximal profits. 
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was added to a bariey-, corn-, wheat-, and rye-based diet were $13 5.00, !§ 134.45, $133 -55,  

and $123 -96 per t O00 birds, respectively when the pnce of al1 cereals were the same (Table 

18). Therefore, under these conditions, the relationship between the magnitude of the B 

values for feed to gain ratio and the maximal profit was low ( 6 = 0.61, P = 0.2171). This 

disagreement was also observed in the third study ( l= 0.59, P = 0.2340). The reason for this 

discrepancy is attributed to the fact that the B values reflect the overall response of chicks to 

dserent amounts ofan enzyme added to difFerent cereal-based diets whüe the maxi-mal profits 

are not onIy affected by the efficacy of the enzyme (B value) but also by the response of 

chicks when fed different cereai-based diets without enzyme addition (A), 

and by the cost of the feed and the enzyme. The results therefore demonstrate that the latter 

method (maximal profit) is more usefiil than the former procedure @ value) for the feed or 

enzyme industry in determinating which cereal should be used with a given feed enzyme to 

obtain the maximum profit. In addition, if the pnces of wheat and corn were assumed to be 

$0.12 and $0.13 per kg, wheat yielded a greater profit than corn and the rye grain at $0.08 

per kg becomes a cornpetitive cereal with wheat or corn ($123.96 per 1000 birds for rye vs. 

$126.00 or $126.73 per 1000 birds for corn or wheat). These results demonstrate that the 

price of a cereai also influences profitability when a special feed enzyme is added to the 

cereal-based diet. Therefore, an acceptable pnce for a substituted cereal such as Te, when 

used with an enzyme, could be detennined by comparing its maximal profit with that obtained 

by the use of the standard cereal such as wheat- 

Optimal Amounts of Enzyme and Cereal That Should be Used in a Diet 

One of the important applications of MPEA is to determine the arnounts of an eozyme and 
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a cereal that should be used in the diet to obtain a maximum profit. GeneraUy, the 

performance response of chicks fed a diet with increasing amounts of an enzyme is a 

hyperbolic saturated response pattern. It is well known that equal incremental amounts of 

enzyme when added to a diet results in diminishing incremental changes in chick performance 

(Friesen et al., 199 1 ; Bedford and Classen, 1992; Marquardt et al., 1994, Zhang et al-, 1996)- 

However, this study demonstrates that the dose response of profit obtained with the addition 

of a feed enzyme yields a quadratic rather than a hyperbolic pattern. The results, as shown in 

Figures 10 and 1 1, indicate that the profit obtained with increasing amounts of a feed enzyme 

was increased to a certain point. M e r  that, the profit decreased with increasing amounts of 

the enzyme (Figures 10 and 11). This point can be readily calculated using the MPEA. The 

results demonstrated that the optimal amounts of different enzyme preparations that should 

be  added to a diet (Table 17) were considerably different for a given feed enzyme when added 

to different cereal-based diets (Table 18), and for a feed enzyme when added to a diet with 

varying the proportions of two cereals (Table 15). These results, however, demonstrated that 

there was the high correlation between the values of B for feed to gain ratio and the optimal 

arnount of an enzyme that should be used in a diet ( ? = 0.99, P< 0.0005 for the first study, 

Table 17; ? = 0.92, P < 0.05 for the second study, Table 18; 8 = 0.89, P c 0.06 for the third 

study, Table 1 9). Therefore, the amount of an enzyme that should be used in a diet to obtain 

maximal profit increases with an increasing B value for the feed to gain ratio. In addition, the 

optimal amounts of the two inputs to obtain maximum profit can also be determined by the 

MPEA. This is shown by the arrows indicated in Figure 12. The two variables used in this 

study were variable amounts of enzyme and variable proportions of cye and wheat. 



FIGURE 10. Estimated effect of the price of enzymes and the amount of enzymes added to 
a barley-based diet on the profit per 1000 birds in a one-week feeding study. The enzyme 
preparations used in this figure were CC (Celluclast ) from Novo AIS Demark and CT ( 
Cellulase TV concentrate) from Miles Laboratones Inc. Data used for the calculations were 
fkom Rotter et al. (1989b). 
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FIGURE 11. Profit as Sected by cereal price and amounts of an enzyme added to the cereai- 
based diets. Different (A) and the same (B) pnce of cereals were used to calculate profit 
(Ubird). The assumed cost of the enzyme was !§S/kg. Data used for the calculations were 
from Marquardt, 1994. C, corn; W, wheat; B, barley; and R, rye. 



TABLE 19. Effect of price of an enzyme and cereals on the maximal economic returns 
and the optimal amounts of an enzyme to be added to diets with different proportion 
of rye 

Price of Enzyme ($/kg) 

Price DiEerence of CerealsL $0.02 $0-04 $0.02 $0.04 $0-02 $0.04 

Optimal enzyme YO 

RyeO%' 0.273 0.273 0-159 0.159 0.113 0.113 

Rye 20 % 0.461 0,462 0.27 0.271 0-191 0.192 

Rye 40 % 0.738 0.742 0,435 0.438 0.309 0-3 11 

Rye 60 % 1-262 1.272 0.748 0.754 0.537 0,537 

Maximal profit $/ 1000 birds 

Rye O % 2  71.72 71.72 71.27 71.27 70.98 70.98 

Rye 20 % 68.15 68.59 67.4 67.83 66.91 67-34 

Rye 40 % 65-21 66.07 64.01 64.86 63.23 64-08 

Rye 60 % 63-27 64-58 61-19 62.48 59.85 61.13 

'This pnce presents the net dEerence between the pnce ofwheat and the price of rye 
that assumes a cheap cereal for substitution of wheat in diets. 

2The corresponding amount of wheat in the four diets was 60, 40, 20, and O%, 
respectively. 
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FIGURE 12. Effect of different combination of two variables, amounts of enzyme (Xd and 
rye (XR) added to diets on the profit of chickens fed diets fiom 1 to 19 d of age. Cereals in 
the diet were wheat plus rye (60 %). The profit function were: ïI = P, Y - F 1 ( Pi Xi ), 



where Y = (404 -2.04XR+ 5.25 x 10 " X2 -3.20 x 1 0 ~ x 2 )  + (9.78 t 3  -49 x 10XR - 1.29 
x 10" X:+ 1.06 x 1OiX;) log(2,150 XE+ 1), andF=(648 - 8 . 5 2 x 1 0 - ~ ~ ~ + - 8 . 3 3  x 10 
-1 x$) + (2.64 + 2.27 x 10 -' XR2-2.10 x 10 JX,)) log (2,150 XE + 1); Il = profit ($/Io00 
birds), Y = weight gain (g), F = feed consumption (g), Py and Pi represented the price of 
chickens and the pnce of the i-th ingredient (Xi) in a diet. The plots on the lefi gives the 
three-dimensional relationship for relative amount of rye in the diet (the balance is wheat), the 
arnount of enzyme added to the diet, and the profits obtained assurning wheat and rye costs 
are $0.12 and 0.08 per kg, respectively, and that o f  enzyme is 33,5, or 7 per kg. The figures 
on the right are the profit contours o f  two-dimensional slices of that on the right for diets 
containing different amounts of enzyme and different percentage of rye in the diet. The 
number in each line represents the fixed profit that can be obtained by feeding different 
amounts (%) of  rye and enzyme. The arrow indicated the amount of enzyme that should be 
used to obtain maximal profits. Data used for the calculations were from Bedford and 
Classen, 1992. 



Profit Contours or Isoquants 

The objective of obtaining maximal profit by enzyme addition to a given diet may not be 

the only goal for a feed Company or poultry fann. In some cases, the question that has to be 

asked is, does the enzyme and substituted cereal, used at varïous levets and in different 

combinations, give the expected profit? The relationships among amounts of enzyme added 

to the diet, the relative concentrations of two cereals (rye vs. wheat), the cost of the enzyme 

preparation, and the resulting profit are illustrated in Figure 12. The two-dimensional figures 

on the right side of Figure 12 represents the contour of response associated with horizontal 

slices of the figure on the left. These lies,  called profit contours or isoquants, provide a 

useful tool to determine any combination of inputs such as amounts of an enzyme and rye 

used in a diet for any fixed level of profit. For example, if the price of enzyme was $5 / kg 

(rniddle figure), it is possible to obtain $65 (line labelled 65) of profit per 1000 birds with 

varïous combinations of rye (levels from 7 to 38%) and an enzyme (levels from O to 1.6 %). 

The arrows (1) in the figures indicates the amount of enzyme that should be used to yield 

maximal profits. For example, maximum profits of $7 1-72, $7 1.27, or $70.98 per 1000 birds 

was obtained when the enzyme content was 0.27, 0.16, or O. II%, the rye content was O%, 

and enzyme cost was $3, $5, or $7 per kg, respectively. Different combinations of these 

inputs represent the optimal amounts of the enzyme and the rye that should be used in the diet 

to obtain maximum profits. 

Decision Mnker for Price of Enzyme and Cereal Used 

There are many factors that influence the profit obtained when a feed enzyme is added 

to a diet. They included the amount of enzyme added, the type and amount of cereals, the 
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. efficacy of the feed enzyme, and the price of enzyme and cereals used. Once the profit 

finction is established, any variable in the equation can be calculated and anafyzed when other 

variables are fixed. Therefore, the pnce that should be paid for an enzyme and a substituted 

cereal can be determined. This can be illustrated by the cornparison of two enzyme 

preparations, Cellulase TV concentrate (CT) and Celluclast (CC). The results in Table 17 

indicated that the maximal profits per 1000 birds for CT and CC were $67.29 and $6 1-27 per 

1 O00 birds when the price of both enzyme preparations was f 5 per kg. Ifthe maximal profit 

of $67.29 per 1 O00 birds was the target for both enzyme preparations, the pnce of CC should 

be  reduced fTom $5 to $0.9 (Figure 10). The result suggest that the cornpetitive price of CC 

can be determined by comparing its maximal profit with that of CT. Let us assume that CC 

was an enzyme preparation being developed to compete with CT for rye-based diets. Two 

possible methods could be used for CC in order to obtain the sarne maximal profit as that of 

CT. The first would be to reduce its pnce and the second would be to improve its efficacy (B 

value). The results indicated that an 82% decrease in the price of CC ($5 to $0.9) would be 

required to yield the same maximal profit ($67.29 11000 birds) as obtained with CT at $5/kg. 

However, the same results could be obtained with a 17% improvement in the efficacy of CC, 

an increase in its B value for the feed to gain ratio fram -0.21 1 to -0.247. This suggests that 

an improvement in the efficacy of an enzyme is a much more effective means of increasing 

profitability than that obtained by reducing its pnce. In some cases, it is not possible to obtain 

an equivalent maximal profit by changing the price of a feed enzyme. For example, the oniy 

way that Finizyrn could yield the same maximal profit as CT would be to improve its efficacy, 

Le., improvement of its B value fiom -0.172 to -0.247 as shown in Table 17. 
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In addition, the maximal profit is also ïnfiuenced by the price of the cereai used in a diet. 

As indicated in Table 18, rye grain cannot compete with wheat when the price of these cereai 

are the same. However, when a higher pnce ofwheat was used, rye grain could yield a simiiar 

maximal profit to that obtained with wheat. This strategy could also be used by a feed 

industry to determine the expected pnce of a target cereai in order to obtain a certain Ievel 

of maximal profit. 

In conclusion, the MPEA that was developed in this study c m  be used by the enzyme and 

feed industries to evaluate difEerent enzyme preparations based on their profitability, to 

determine the maximal economic return that cm be obtained with the optimal inputs of feed 

ingredients such as type and amounts of cereais and enzymes, and to analyze the relationship 

between the pnce of a feed enzyme or a cereai and the economic retum. This study 

demonstrates that a knowledge of nutrition in combination with cornputer technology and the 

modeling method can provide nutntionists and managers in the enzyme and feed industry with 

usehl information for their research activities and business decisions- 
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ABSTRACT We studied whether a single-step dietary viscosity assay could be used to 

evaluate the efficacy of an enzyme when added to a poultry diet. The results demonstrated 

that there was a linear relationship between the log of the dietary viscosity change in vitro as 

detennined using the new assay and the log of the enzyme activity (xylanase) added to a rye- 

based diet The sensitivity of the dietary viscosity assay was high, as little as 0.19 U of 

xylanase per gram of diet could be detected- In addition, there was a high correlation ( r 2 

0.97; P < 0.005) between chick performance and the log of the amount of enzyme added to 

the diet or the Iog of its viscosity change in rye-based diets that contained different amounts 

of xylanase as deterrnined by the in vitro dietary viscosity assay. Further, the dose response 

data fiom the dietary viscosity assay, when incorporated into a log-linear mode1 that we 

developed, was able to distinguish between the efficacy of two enzymes with regards to their 

ability to hydrolyze the viscosity factor in rye grain. Therefore, it was possible to accurately 

evaluate the efficacy ofenzyme preparations in a rye diet and predict chick performance using 

the new assay in conjunction with a mode1 equation. 

(Key rvords: viscosity assay, enzymes, efficacy, chic ks, rye-based diet) 
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INTRODUCTION 

Exogenous enzymes have been shown to dramaticaily irnprove the utilization of certain 

feedstuffs, such as barley, wheat, rye and oats, especiaiiy in poultry (Fengler and Marquardt, 

1988; Fnesen et al., 1991 ; 1992; Bedford and Classen, 1992; Marquardt et al., 1994; Zhang 

et al., 1996; 1997). This effect is associated with reductions in intestinal viscosity of digesta 

(Antoniou et ai., 1981; Hesselman and Aman, 1986; Fengler et al., 1988; Bedford and 

Classen, 1992; Graham et al., 1993; Marquardt et al., 1994; Zhang et al., 1996, 1997). 

Therefore, it should be possible to evaluate the efficacy of an enzyme preparation by its ability 

to degrade viscous compounds, such as arabinoxylan in iye and wheat and B-glucan in barley 

and oats, in pure target substrates, feedstuffs, diets and intestinal digesta. 

Many problems in the use of enzymes need to be solved before the full potentiai of enzymes 

is reached. As far as we are aware, no satisfactory assay has been developed for monitoring 

the amounts of enzyme in diets and for evaluating the efficacy of an enzyme preparation. Part 

of the reason for this is that many different enzyme assays are used to monitor enzyme activity 

under different assay conditions (Marquardt and Bedford, 1997). Also, it is difficult to cany 

out enzyme assays in dietary ingredients as they not only are present at low concentrations, 

but are often bound tightly to feedstuffs (Bedford, 1993; Bernier et al., 1994; Tenkanen et ai., 

1995). As a result, activities are low and the enzyme is not quantitatively extracted from the 

diet. In addition, it is dificult to evaluate the efficacy of an enzyme added to a diet based on 

its activity. The efficacy of an enzyme in this study is defined as the ability of an enzyme, 

when added to a diet, to improve chick performance or reduce dietary viscosity within a 

certain penod. [ Le., A chick performance or A dietary viscosity /A arnount of enzyme / 
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testing time, where A is the mathematicai tenn delta (change)]. Part of  the difficulty is that 

the response of an exogenous enzyme is not usually linearly related with the amount of  

enzyme added to the diet, because the ability of an enzyme to irnprove chick performance will 

decrease with increasing amounts of  enzyme added to a diet (Zhang et al., 1996). 

Currently the procedures for the assay of most enzymes in diets involve extraction of 

enzyme fiom the diet prior to mixture with substrates, resulting, as discussed above, in low 

and variable yields of enzyme in the extract. A different approach would be to incubate an 

enzyme with its substrate in the presence of the dietary matrix, thereby exposing the substrate 

to both the £iee and bound forms of the enzyme. The hydrolyzed product can then be 

separated from the particulate matter and anaiyzed. This type of assay should provide a basis 

for the development of a more accurate method to assess the activity of an enzyme when 

present in the diet. A viscosity assay was developed by Bedford and Classen (1993). The 

assay, however, involved a two-step digestion procedure that was time consuming. They 

reported the relationship between viscosity change and animal performance but did not report 

the relationship between the amount of enzyme added to diet and the viscosity change. The 

correlation (3) that was obtained between the in vitro assay and improvement in animal 

performance indicated that the in vitro assay only had moderate accuracy (? = 0.67). 

Therefore, there is a need to develop a simple one-step in vitro assay that not only predicts 

amount of enzyme in a diet but also can more accurately predict the relationship between 

activity of an enzyme preparation, as estimated from the in vitro assay, and animal 

performance- 

There has been increasing interest in developing methods to accurately assess the efficacy 
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of an enzyme preparation in poultry diets (Zhang et al., 1996; Marquardt and Bedford, 

1997). Recently, we developed a simple log-linear model equation [ Y = A + B log ( C X + 

l)] to accurately predict the response of poultry to a particular feed enzyme with the 

correlations ( r values) between log amounts of enzyme added to the diet and performance 

values as high as 0.99 (P < 0.001)- In this equation, Y is the estimated performance value 

[Le., weight gain (g) J; X is the amount of enzyme in the diet (Ukg); A is the intercept, which 

represents the performance without enzyme supplementation; C is the adjusted factor; and B, 

the slope of the equation, is a measure of the efficacy of enzyme. Therefore, the value of  B 

in the equation simply provides a new means to assess the efficacy or quality of an enzyme 

preparation when added to the diet. The value of B represents the increase of performance 

per log unit of an enzyme added to the diet of interest during a certain experirnental period 

(A performance improvement /A log of enzyme activity /a  certain experimental period) when 

fed to a certain class or type ofpoultry (Zhang et al., 1996; unpublished data). Furthemore, 

it is proposed that the log-linear model c m  be used, in combination with an in vitro dietary 

enzyme assay, to determine the amounts of an enzyme added to the diet and to assess 

accurately the efficacy of an enzyxne. 

The objectives of this paper were 1) to develop a simple in vitro dietary viscosity assay for 

estimating enzyme activities in the diet, 2) to determine if the activity obtained fiom the assay 

accurately predicts the actual amount of enzyme added to the diet, and 3) to demonstrate that 

the enzyme activity, when used in conjunction with the model equation (Zhang et al., 1996, 

unpublished data), can predict performance of chicks fed a highly Mscosity diet. The diet 

would contain different amounts of enzyme to accurately assess the efficacy of an enzyme- 



Therefore, the in vitro assay is designed to not only predict enzyme activity but also predict 

chick performance. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Enzyme Sources and Diets 

We used two enzyme preparations in this sîudy, RMl (a test samplel) and NQ.2 The 

xylanase activity of the two enzyme preparations was 389 and 778 U/g of enzyme 

preparation, respectively, as detennined by the azo-dye method of McCleary (1992) at pH 

4.7. Rye grain was selected as one of the cereals because it contains high levels of viscous 

arabinoxylans (Antoniou et al., 198 1; Fengler and Marquardt, 1988a; Marquardt et al., 1994; 

Zhang et al., 1996, 1997). The diet consisted of the following ingredients: 60% rye, 8_25% 

wheat, 24.5% soybean meal, 2.4% vegetable oil, and 4.35% other ingredients (Zhang et ai., 

1996). The final calculated protein concentration and MEn of the diets were 180 g/kg and 

2,948 kcai / kg diet, respectively, which met the requirements of National Research Council 

for Leshoni chicks (NRC, 1994). 

The Feeding Study 

A total of 432 1-d-old Single Comb White Leghom cockerels were fed a commercial 

starter diet for a 7-d pre-experimental period and after 4 h of food deprivation were randomly 

distributed in experimental units in such a way that al1 units had the same average initiai 

'Finnfeeds International Ltd. Wiltshire, UK SN8 MA. 

'Nutri-Quest, Chestertield, MO 630 17. 
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weight. Six different amounts of two enzymes, RMI (0, 0.25, 0.75, 2.25, 6.75, and 20.25 

g/kg) and NQ (O, 0.1, 0.3, 0-9, 2-7, and 8.1 g k g  ), were added to the diet for a total of 12 

treatments. The corresponding activity values of each enzyme were similar (Table 20). Each 

treatment consisted of six replicates per treatment with six birds per replicate (an experimental 

unit). The experimental diets were fed to birds from 7 to 2 1 d of age. Weight gain and feed 

consumption were recorded 4 h f i e r  removal of feed at 14 and 21 d of age. In the course 

of the expenments, chicks were kept in the same Petersime batteries with constant light and 

heat and had free access to water and feed. The research protocol was approved by the Local 

animal care cornmittee and followed the guidelines of the Canadian Council of  Animal Care. 

In Vitro Dietary Viscosity Assay 

Enzyme preparations (NQ or  RM 1) were dissolved in 0.2 M phosphate buffer, pH 4.8, for 

1 h at room temperature and centrifuged at 3000 X g f o r  15 min. Different concentrations (0, 

0.025, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.8, and 1.6%) of the two enzymes were added as extracts to the 

rye diet without enzyme addition, and were used for the development of the in vitro dietary 

viscosity assay. However, the diets that had been supplemented with the powdered enzymes 

for the feeding studies were used for subsequent studies to establish the relationships among 

performance of chickens, enzyme activity added to the diet, and dietary viscosity change 

measured by the in vitro viscosity assay. 

Preliminmy Stutlies. The first study was conducted to establish the influence of the 

concentration of the buffer and its pH on the pH and viscosity values of the dietary extract 

(4 mL / g diet). Solutions that contained 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0 M phosphate buffer at 

pH 5.0, 6.0, and 7.0 were compared. In a second study, the pH of the extracting buffer 



TABLE 20. Effect of two enzyme preparations (Rh41 and NQ), when aààeà to the 
rye-based diet, on the performance of Leghorn chickens and the log of dietary viscosity 
as determined by the in vitro viscosity assny' 

Enzyme Weight gain Feed to gain ratio Log dietary viscosity 
preparations (g per 6 birds) (g g) (log centipoise) 

Sources' Uhg Wkl W)r 1+2 Wk1 Wk 1+2 4 h  8 h  

RMI O 193' 543' 2.65' 2-43' 0.59 la 052P 

Pooled SEM 7 16 0.05 0-03 0.0002 0.0004 

Overall CV 2.7 2.5 2.2 1.3 0.05 0.1 

""Means in each columns not having the same superscnpt are significantly difTerent 
(P < 0-05). 

'The data for chick performance are from the original data of Zhang et al. (1996). 
Copyright permission was obtained fiom Joumai of Animal Science. The values are means; 
n = 6 for performance of chickens, and n = 2 for dietary viscosity assay. 

'RMl (Finnfeed International Ltd., Witshire, LIK) and NQ (Nutn-Quest, Chestefield, 
MO) contained 3 89 and 778 U of xylanase activity / g of original enzyme preparation (stock 
enzyme), respectively, as detennined by the colonmetnc method of McCleary (1992) at pH 
4.7. The stock preparations were added to the diets to give the indicated activity vaiues. 
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(0.2 M phosphate) that was required to give final extract pH of 5.0, 6.0, and 7.0 was 

determined. A third study established the effect of incubation time (Figure 13) and pH (Figure 

14) ofbuffered suspensions ofthe rye diet, with and without the enzyme, on the final viscosity 

of the extract. In these studies, the rye diet (1 g), without and with 0.1% NQ, was extracted 

for 0, 1,2,4, 8, 16, and 32 h with 4 m .  of 0.2 Mphosphate buffer having pH values of 4.8, 

6.4, and 7.5. The extracts were assayed for viscosity using the procedures described in the 

following section. The net effect of the enzyme was determined by subtracting the logarithmic 

viscosity vaIues obtained in the presence of an enzyme from those obtained in the absence of 

an added enzyme. The logarithmic transformation was used because the amount of viscous 

arabinoxylans that are extracted from rye are directly proportional to the log of their viscosity 

values (Boros et al., 1993). The final pH of the three extracts was 5, 6, and 7. Al1 extracts 

were prepared in duplicate. 

Assny Procedure. The extraction procedures were developed on the basis of results 

obtained in this paper. The method for viscosity measurernent was a modification of the 

procedures of Boros et al. (1 993). One gram of a diet for the viscosity assay was finely 

ground (passed through a 1 mm mesh) and mixed with 4 mL of 0.2 M, pH 4.8, phosphate 

buffer in duplicate; the suspension was vigorously shaken at 250 rpm at 40 C in a Controlled 

Environment Incubator Shaker) for a fixed incubation time, i.e.,l, 2, or 8 h. It was then 

centrifùged for 15 min at 13,000 X g  at 4 C, and the supernatant was stored until assayed in 

an ice bath to minimize fùrther enzymatic activity. The final p H  of the extracts was 5.0 * 0.1. 

3New Brunswick Scientific Co., Inc., Edison, NJ 088184005. 

*Brookfield Engineering Laboratones, Inc., Stoughton, MA 02072. 



Incubation tirne (h) 

FIGURE 13- Kinetics of in vitro dietary viscosity change of a rye-based diet without [(l), - 
Ci-] and with [(2), -A-] enzyme supplementation (0.1% NQ, Nutri-Quest, Chesterfield, MO). 
The differences [(1)-(2), -.-] between the two values represents the net effect of the enzyme 
added to the diet on dietary viscosity change- Viscosity changes were assayed ôt 40 C over 
32 11 and expressed as log centipoises (log CP). Overall standard errors for the data without 
and with enzyme were 0.0 1 1 and 0.0 17 log CP, respectively (n = 2). Extracts of the diet were 
prepared in 0.2 M phosphate buffers pH 4.8 (final extract pH = 5.0). 



FIGURE 14. Kinetics of net log of dietary viscosity change [log centipoises (log CP)] of a 
rye-based diet supplemented with a cmde fungal enzyme preparation (0.1% NQ, Nutri-Quest, 
Chesterfield, MO). The values represent the differences in log of viscosity change (log CP) 
between the unsupplemented and supplemented diets with enzyme following incubation at pH 
5(-W-), 6(-A-) and 7(-0-) for dinerent periods of time at 40 C. Overall standard errors for 
the pH 5, 6, and 7 data were 0.0 17, 0.0 14, and 0.028 log CP, respectively. 
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A 0.5-mL aliquot of the extract was transferred into the viscorneter chamber. The results were 

recorded at 1 min of operation. Viscosity measurements were carried out at 25 C using a 

Wells-Brookfield ConelPlate Digital Viscometer, model LVT DV-I CP4, with a 0.8 inchcone 

spindle at a shear rate of 4.5 to 450 pet second. Ail results are reported in centipoises ( CP 

= dyne s I cm' ). The extracts were assayed for viscosity within 1 h f i e r  centrifugation. 

Preliminary studies demonstrated that under the conditions ofthe assay no change in viscosity 

occurred over this time period. 

Analyses o f  Data 

Data from the feeding trial and the in vitro dietary viscosity assay were analysed by 

ANOVA to detennine significance of main effects. Duncan's multiple range test was used for 

multiple cornparisons of means (a = 0.05; SAS, 1988)- The means of the data were also 

subjected to regession analysis. A completely randomized design was used for the feeding 

trial with each cage being expenmental unit. 

The parameters for the log-linear rnodel were calculated using a specific computer 

program (Zhang et al., 2000b). Comparisons with the values of B (NQ vs. RMl) as 
- - 

calculated from the output values. such as log viscosity change (measure enzyme activity) 

as determined by the in vitro dietary viscosity assay developed in this study or the chick 

performance, and the input values, such as enzyme activities expressed as the amounts 

added to the diet, were made using a t-test with a = 0.05. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Developrnent of an Io Vitro Dietary Enzyme Assay 
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Previous studies have demonstrated that hydrolysis of the arabinoxylans in rye and 

wheat and P-glucans in oats and barley c m  result in a dramatic reduction in viscosity of 

digesta that is related to the activities of the added enzyrne(s) and the corresponding 

improvements of the nutritional value ofthe diet ( Hesselman et al-, 1982; Annison and Choct, 

199 1; Campbell and Bedford, 1992; Chesson, 1993; Bedford, 1995)- One of the objectives 

of this study was to develop and optimize conditions for the detection of enzymes when 

added to rye-based diets using a simple in vitro viscosity assay. This assay should be a usetiil 

approach because, as indicated above, one of the main fùnctions of exogenous enzymes is to 

reduce digesta viscosity. The principle of the assay was to allow the enzyme in the diet to 

interact with the substrates in a bufFered suspension of the diet for an appropriate time period 

followed by centrifûgation of the suspension and the measurement of the viscosity of the 

solution- The logarithmic value of the control diet without enzyme supplementation less the 

logarithmic value of the diet with enzyme supplementation is the net viscosity change due to 

the presence of the enzyme. This difference provides an indication of the net relative amount 

of the substrates, such as viscous arabinoxylans, that are hydrolysed (Boros et al., 1993)- 

Optimization of pH and Concentration of Extracting Buffer. A preliminary study 

suggested that lower concentrations of the pH 5.0 or 6.0 phosphate buffers (0.2 or 0.4 M) 

were sufficiently high in buffering capacity to control the pH of an extract of the diet and yield 

maximal viscosity reductions when the diet was incubated with enzyme- Higher icnic 

concentrations of buffer should not be used as they have an inhibitory effect on enzyme 

activity (Tenkanen et al., 1995; Zhang, unpublished data). Phosphate bufferat a concentration 

of 0.2 M was selected as the extracting buffer because it best met both criteria. In a second 
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study it was shown that the pH of the 0.2 M phosphate extracting buffer (4 d g  of diet) 

should be 4-8, 6.4, or 7.5 to yield an extract pH of the diet of 5, 6, and 7, respectively. 

Incubntion Tirne The time course changes in the log of viscosity of a buffered suspension 

(final pH = 5) of a rye diet without and with 0.1% NQ are illustrated in Figure 23. 

Approximately 1 and 2 h were required to reach maximal viscosity values with and without 

the enzyme after which there was a time dependent decline in viscosity of both extracts, with 

the rate of reduction being more rapid foc the sample containing added enzyme. The initial 

increase in viscosity over a 2-h period is probabLy a reflection ofthe amount ofthe soluble and 

highly viscous arabinoxylan that is being extracted from the rye (Boros et al., 2993). The 

decline in viscosity over t h e  for both diets can be attributed to the combined effects of 

endogenous plus added exogenous enzymes in the rye-based diet and the eEects of the 

endogeno~is enzymes alone in the rye diet. The difference between the two vaiues therefore 

represents the net change due to the presence of the added enzyme. In addition, the kinetics 

of the viscosity change for extracts prepared from the diet without enzyme supplementation 

clearly demonstrated that there was a period of 2 to 8 h during which the viscosity values 

remained relatively constant. The endogenous viscosity-reducing enzymes, however, were 

also able to significantly reduce the viscosity values of the extract over longer periods of tinie 

(8 to 32 h). In contrast, the exogenous enzymes drarnatically reduced the viscosity of the 

extracts after 1 h. The results indicated that near-linear net logs of viscosity changes were 

obtained within 8 h indicating that a time period between 1 to 8 h would be most suitable for 

monitoring enzyme activity. The time period of 4 h was selected so as to maximize viscosity 

changes and therefore the precision of the assay. 
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Figure 14 depicts the net change in log of viscosity when the assays were camed out at 

three different pH values- The greatest absoIute change in the Iog of viscosity occurred at pH 

5, followed by pH 6 and 7. The rate of viscosity change also was the greatest at pH 5, 

intemediate at pH 6 and much slower at pH 7. The selection of the appropriate assay pH, 

especially when cornparhg the efficacy of different enzyme preparations, is essentiai because 

the selected pH will bias results in favor of the enzyme whose optimum pH is closest to the 

selected pH. The strategy of selecting the assay pH should consider two points. Fûst, the 

assay pH should reflect the environment where the enzyme acts in the gut. However, it is not 

known whether the main site of action of exogenous enzymes in chickens is in the crop, 

proventriculus, giuard, duodenum, ileum, rectum, or al1 or  part of the gastrointestinal tract 

(Marquardt and Bedford, 1997). Second, the sensitivity and accuracy of the assay should also 

be considered. In this regard, most enzymes of fiingai origin show a pH-optimum in a range 

of 2.5 to 5.0 (van de Mierop and Ghesquiere, 1998). The two enzyme preparations in this 

study, RM1 and NQ, were fiom the sarne species of fiingus, Trichodema l~n~brnchinfz~rn 

or T. reesei. The xylanase activities of the two enzymes at pK 5.3 and 6.0 were 3,450 and 

7,700 U/g for RMI , and 2,250 and 6,000 U/g for NQ, respectively, as assayed by Fimfeed 

International using the 3,s-dinitrosalicylic acid reducing sugar rnethod. These data plus Our 

preliminary data (not shown) indicate that the optimal pH for xylanases was approximately 

5.0. Considering these two points, a pH of 5.0 was selected as the assay pH for routine 

analysis because it yielded the maximum rate of viscosity change, whereas the pH at which 

the enzyme is effective in the intestine was not considered as it is unknown. This pH, 

however, is not greatly different than the pH of digesta in the crop (4.5 to 6.5), but is lower 
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than that of the duodenurn (5.8 to 6.5) (Duke, 1986; van de Mis et al., 1993b; Danicke et al., 

1997; Boros et al., 1998). However, fùrther studies need to be carried out to identifjr the pH 

that reflects the in vivo pH at which the enzyme is most effective. 

Standard Curves. The objective of the final study was to establish the relationship between 

dietary viscosity change and the amount of enzyme added to the diet and to determine the 

incubation time that most accurately predicts the arnount of enzyme in the diet (Figure 15). 

Viscosity was expressed as its log value because this yields values that are equivalent to the 

arnount of substrate hydrolyzed (Boros et al., 1993)- The results demonstrate that there was 

a linear relationship ( r > 0.99, P < 0.005) between log of the net viscosity change tiom the 

dietary extracts and log of the concentration of enzyme added to the diet for ail three 

incubation times (1, 2, and 8 h, respectively). Using this relationship with the appropriate 

references (enzyme and diet) as standards, it should be possible to detennine the amount of 

an enzyme in a diet using the in vitro viscosity assay. In the current assay, the smallest arnount 

of the enzyme that could be detected was 0-025% NQ (0.19 U of xylanase activity /g of diet) 

after 2 h of incubation, whereas the lowest amount of xylanase that has been reported to be 

detectable with the radial diffision assay appears to be much higher and requires a much 

longer assay time (Walsh et al., 1995). Therefore, this assay appears to be superior to the 

radial difision assay, because much lower activity values can be assayed, and the assay time 

is much less. 

Relationships Between Determined and Actual Enzyme Activities in a Diet 

Zhang et al. (1996) demonstrated that there was a linear relationship between chick 

performance and the log amounts of enzyme added to a diet. The results of Bedford and 
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FIGURE 15. Log of viscosity changes [net log centipoises (log CP)] as affected by the 
concentration of the enzyme (% NQ, Nutri-Quest, Chesterfield, MO) in extracts prepared 
from a rye diet containing dEerent concentrations of the enzyme. The earacts were 
incubated using the standard assay for different time intexvals (-O-, 1 h, -A-, 2 h and o.-, 8 
h) at 40 C, and viscosity values were converted to their logarithmic values and subtracted 
from the control values (diets with no enzyme supplementation) to yield net viscosity values. 
Overall average standard errors for thel, 2 and 8 h data were 0.009, 0.022, and 0.007 (log 
CP), respectively. 
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Classen (1 992) indicated that there was a linear relationship between chick performance and 

the log of intestinal viscosity. Therefore, we hypothesized that a linear relationship exists 

between the log of viscosity change, as determined by the in vitro assay and the log amounts 

of enzyme added to a diet. Such a relationship was established in this study (Table 2 1, log CP 

vs. log U/kg, r > 0.99, Figure 15)- The same trend was obtained for ail of the different assay 

times (1 to 8 h, data not shown). The use of a mode1 equation (Zhang et ai., 1996) to establish 

the nature of this relationship is discussed subsequently. The results in Table 22 firther 

demonstrate that the in vitro assay accurately estimated the amount of enzyme in the diet 

when viscosity was converted into its logarithmic value but not when its arithmetic value was 

used ( r < 0.82, P > 0.05). The data in Table 22 that were used to calculate the coefficients 

of correlation (r) between chick performance and the dietary viscosity change were fiom 

Table 20. Likewise, the amount ofthe enzyme in the diet. when expressed as log of its activity 

value (U/kg diet), was more closely related to viscosity changes in diet extracts when 

converted to their log values as compared with their arithmetic values (Zhang et al., 

unpublished data). CoIlectively these results demonstrate that when the viscosity values fiom 

the in vitro assay are converted into their log values, they can accurately predict amount of 

enzyme in a diet with highly viscous compounds. The limitations of this assay and methods 

of improving it are discussed subsequently. Bedford and Classen (2993) also developed an 

in vitro assay but it has the limitations that were discussed in the Introduction. 

Prediction of Chick Performance by the In Vitro Dietary Viscosity Assay 

The objective of this cornparison was to determine if data fiom the in vitro viscosity assay 

could be used to accurately predict chick performance and to determine if its predicted value 



TABLE 21. Use of a log-linear mode1 equation to evaluate the eflrcacy of enzymes 
added to the rye based diet by in vitro dietary viscosity assay and predict chick 
performance from the enzyme activity expressed as the amounts added to the diet 
(AEA) or the viscosity change determined by an in vitro dieta y viscosity assay (MEA)' 

Output Input Parameters obtained f?om prediction equations 

~ i s c o s i e  vs. AEA~ 

MEA (log CP) ~ ~ 1 Y 1 0 g u k g )  -0.02 0.124' 10- 0.99 0,005 

NQ5 (log Ukg) -0.03 0.265~ 10 -' 0.99 0.005 

Performance vs. AEA 

WG1 (5/6 birds) RMl (log Ukg) 195 18.0" 10 0.99 0.005 

NQ (log U/kg) 191 22.3" 10 0.95 0,005 

FG1 (dg)  RMI (log Ukg) 2.64 -0.091' 10 -0.99 0.005 

Performance vs, MEA3 

WG1 (g/6 birds) RMl (log CP) 198 69.5" 10 0.99 0.005 

NQ (log CP) 198 72.2" 10 0.97 0-005 

'WGI and FGI were actual weight gain and feed-to gain ratio over a 7-d period of 
a feeding trial for chicks fed a rye-based diet containing different amount of added enzyme 
( M l  or NQ). The relationship between the outputs, such as chick performances (WGl and 
FG1) or log of dietary viscosity change [log centipose (CP)], and the inputs such as the 
amount of enzyme in the diet (AEA or MEA), was estimated fiom a prediction equation 
(Zhang et al., 1 996, unpublished data). The equation is Y = A + B log (C X + l), where Y 
= outputs (WG1 and FG1 or MEA), and X = inputs, Le., the arnount of enzyme (xylanase) 
added îo the diet (AEA) or its estimated activity value (MEA). The A is the intercept and 
represents performance without enzyme added to the diet. The B, the slope of the equation, 
represents the performance of chick per log unit of enzyme (weight gain or feed to gain ratio 
per log unit of enzyme for AEA, or weight gain or feed to gain ratio per log viscosity change 
for M E 4  or log dietary viscosity change per log of enzyme activity added to the diet). The 
C is an adjusted factor that is required to calculate performance of chicks when fed diets 



without added enzyme. The data used to calculate the parameters of the equations were from 
Table 20. 

'The outputs are log of dietary viscosity changes (log CP, centipoise) obtained usiag 
the in vitro viscosity assay during a 4-h incubation period and the inputs are the log of the 
amount of enzyme added to the diet (log U/kg). 

'The outputs (Y) are animal performances and the inputs (X) are units of enzyme 
activity added to the diet (AEA) or  the enzyme activity as determined by in vitro dietary 
viscosity changes (MEA). 

4 B values for each cornparison of the two enzymes not having the same superscript 
are significantly different (P c 0.05, t-tests)- 

%Ml (F ideed  International Ltd., Wiltshire, UK) and NQ (Nutn-Quest, Chesterfield, 
MO) contained 389 and 775 U of xylanase activity / g of the original enzyme preparation 
(stock enzyme), respectively, as determined at pH 4.7 by the colorheteric method of 
McCleary (1 992). The stock preparations were added to the diet to give the ïndicated activity 
values- 



TABLE 22. Coefficients of correlation (r) between chick performance and the dietary 
viscosity change when the diet was incubated in vitro for 4 h 

C hick Enslme Dietary viscosity change Log of dietary viscosity change 
performance' preparation2 (centipoise) (log centipoise) 

r P r P c  

'WGl and FGI represent weight gain and feed to gain ratio over a 1-wk period, 
respectively, 

'RMl (Finnfeeds International Ltd., Wiltshire, UK) and NQ (NutriQuest, 
Chesterfield, MO) contained 389 and 778 U of xylanase activity / g o f  the onginal enzyme 
preparation (stock enzyme), respectively, as determined at pH 4.7 by the colorimeteric 
method of McCleary (1992). The stock preparations were added to the diet to give the 
indicated activity values. 
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was as accurate as that obtained using known amounts of enzyme that were added to the diet. 

A mode1 equation, developed by Zhang et al. (1996, unpublished data), was used to establish 

the nature of the relationship between amount of enzyme in the diet and chick performance. 

The previous study demonstrated that there is a linear relationship = A + B log ( C X + 

l)] between chick performance and the concentration of enzyme added to the diet when 

enzyme concentration is transformed into its log value. The equation predicts chick 

performance (Y) fiorn the log of enzyme activity (X) when added to the diet. The data in 

Table 2 1 (chic k performance vs. the enzyme activity added to the diet or  measured enzyme 

activity by the in vitro assay) demonstrate that both the in vitro assay and the amount of 

enzyme added to the diet (the input, l9 were highly correlated (r > 0.95) with animal 

performance (the output, Y). Ln addition, data in Figure 16 show that the amount of enzyme 

added to the diet (C and D) and the amount of enzyme as deterrnined by the log of the in vitro 

viscosity assay (A and B) were lineariy (r > 0.99, P < 0.005) related to weight gain (A and 

C ) and the feed to gain ratio ( B and D). These data demonstrate that the degree of 

improvement obtained when a given enzyme is added to the diet is a linear fiinction of the log 

of enzyme activity which in turn is directly related to the log of the net dietary viscosity 

change as determined by the in vitro assay. Therefore, the log of dietary viscosity change not 

onIy was able to estimate the enzyme activity added to the diet, but also was able to predict 

the performance of chickens. Similar trends in r values were obtained when viscosity 

measurements were carried out at other time periods (8 h) and when chick performance was 

determined over a 2-wk period (Zhang et al., 2000b, c). These results hrther support the 

conclusion that the mode1 equation as developed by Zhang et al. (1996,2000b) can accurately 
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FIGURE 16. Prediction of weight gain (A and C) or the feed to gain ratio (B and D) over 
a 7-d period for Leghom chicks fed a rye-based diet containing different concentrations of 
an enzyme preparation (RMI, Finnfeed International Ltd., Wiltshire, UK) by a log-linear 
mode1 equation using either log of dietary viscosity change [log centipoise (log CP), A and 
B] determined by incubation of the diet at 40 C, pH 5.0 for 4 h or  log of enzyme activity (log 
U/kg, C and D) added to the diet as the input of the equation. The linear regression equations 
were: YA=198 + 69.5 log (10 XH) for weight gain (A) and YB=2.65-0.24 log (10' X+l) for 
feed to gain ratio (B) when the input ( X )  was dietary viscosity change (centipoises, CP), and 
Yc=195+18.0 log (10 X+1) for weight gain (C) and YD=2.64-0.091 log (102 X+1) for feed 
to gain ratio @) when the input OC) was enzyme activity added to the diet (U/kg), r > 0.99, 
P < 0.005. 
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predict the response of chickens to added enzyme. The conclusion is aiso supported that the 

in vitro assay values as developed in this study c m  aiso be utilised in a sirnilar manner. This 

prediction is important because the amount of enzyme activity in a diet often is not known- 

Therefore, the newly developed dietary viscosity assay c m  be used in conjunction with the 

modified prediction equation to accurately predict the arnount of entyme in the diet and its 

ability to enhance the performance of chicks. An important feature of this mode1 is that the 

degree of enhanced performance obtained with a given enzyme product (expressed as log of 

viscosity or log of arnount of  enzyme) is a Iinear function that its B value times the log of its 

concentration (Zhang et ai.. 1996, 2000b). As such only a few data points are required to 

accurately predict response to any given amount of enzyme. 

Use of the In Vitro Dietary Viscosity Assay to Evaluate the Efficacy of Enzyme Added 

to the Diet 

We studied the ability of two enzyme preparations (RML and NQ) to improve the 

performance of broiler chicks fed a rye-based diet and to reduce the viscosity of the diet as 

determined by the in vitro assay. The results showed that both enzyme preparations improved 

chick performance and decreased the dietary viscosity in a concentration-dependent rnanner. 

Two important trends were observed (Table 20). First, the in vitro dietary viscosity assay 

appeared to be a more sensitive index for evaiuating the effect o f  enzyme response than that 

obtained from the feeding trial. This conclusion is based on the observation that it was not 

always possible to distinguish significant differences (P c 0.05) in chick performance between 

successive doses of enzymes because there is a curvilinear effect of enzyme dose on chick 
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performance. In contrast, changes in viscosity in a well-controlled in vitro assay using the log 

transformed data is more accurate, especidy when the data fiom the 4 h incubation period 

were used. This indicates that the in vitro viscosity assay, compared with the results tiom the 

feeding tnd  more accurately predicts enzyme dose. Second, the improvements in chick 

performance when comparing the response of the two enzyme preparations appeared to be 

more closely associated with the in vitro dietary viscosity change than the amounts of enzyme 

added to the diet. For example, the decrease in dietary viscosity with increasing amounts of 

enzyme added to the diet was larger for NQ (P < 0-05, Tabie 2 1) than for RML. This trend 

was observed even though the xylanase activities added to the diet were slightiy Iower for NQ 

than that for RM1 (Table 20). This effect may be attributed to the presence of different 

amounts of other viscosity-reducing enzymes in the enzyme preparations or to a difference 

in eEcacy of xylanases (Le., the nature of an enzyme) in the two preparations. These data 

therefore suggest that the viscosity assay may provide a better index of the efficacy of an 

enzyme preparation than a standard calorimetric activity assay. 

On the basis of these observations it was hypothesized that the in vitro assay, when used 

with the log-linear model, could be used to accurately predict the efficacy of an enzyme added 

to a diet. Also, a new approach to evaluate the efficacy of an enzyme added to a diet would 

be to utilize the B vatues obtained from the log-linear model equation (Zhang et al.. 1996; 

2000b, c). The efficacy of the two enzymes (i-e.. their B values) were therefore caiculated 

fiom the model using the dietary viscosity changes as deterrnined by the in vitro assay (Table 

20), and the amount of enzyme added to the diet. The results in Table 2 1 showed that the B 

value of NQ was significantly greater than that of RML (0.265 vs. 0.124, P < 0.05) when they 
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were calculated from log dietary viscosity change as the output of the model and enzyme 

activity added to the diet as the input. This difference indicates that the enzyme, NQ, more 

effectively hydrolyzed the viscous substrates in the rye-based diet than RM1- However, there 

were no significant differences (P < 0.05) between the B values of the two enzyrne 

preparations ( RMI vs- NQ) calculated from the chick performance and the enzyme added 

to the diet (Table 22). The inability of chick performance data to distinguish between the 

efficacy of the two enqmes in contrast with the in vitro assay may be caused by several 

factors, including a diffierence in relative sensitivities or precision of the two assays. In these 

studies, the relative standard error of means for the in vitro dietary viscosity assay was much 

lower than that of performance of chickens (Table 20), and as a result it was a more precise 

indicator of the efficacy of the enzyme than chick performance. The differences in the ability 

of the two methods to evaluate the efficacy of an enzyme are more clearly indicated in Figure 

17. The data show that the response based on the log of dietaiy viscosity change for NQ 

(AY,, log CP) was greater than that of RMI (AYM,, log CP) when the same increment of 

enzyme activity was added to the diet (AX log U/kg). In addition, to achieve the same output 

(Yi ) as log of dietary viscosity change, the amount of enzyme NQ (X,, log Ukg) required 

is rnuch lower than that of RMl(X,, log Ulkg). Also, the relative B value ofNQ to RM1 was 

2.14 when the output of the model was the log of dietary viscosity change at 4 h incubation 

and the input was the amount of enzyme activity added to the diet, whereas the relative B 

value was 1.40 when the output was the 1-wk feed to gain ratio and the input was also the 

amount of enzyme activity added to the diet (Table 21). Also, the results demonstrated that 

ail of the B values obtained from the 2-, 4-, and 8-h incubations and those obtained fiom the 
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FIGURE 17. Evaluating the efficacy of enzyme using an in vitro dietary viscosity assay in 
conjunction with a log-linear model, Y = A + B log ( C X + 1). The log of dietary viscosity 
change [log centipoises (log CP)] as the output of the model was deterxnined by incubation 
of a rye-based diet containing different amounts of enzyme preparations (RM1, Finnfeeds 
International Ltd, and NQ, Nutri-Quest) at 40 C, pH 5.0 for 4 h. The Iinear regression 
equations in the figure were: YNQ (log CP) = -0.020 + 0.124 log (10 " X H )  for NQ and 
Y,,, (log CP) = -0.029 + 0.265 log (10 " X + 1) for RMl when the input (X) was expressed 
as enzyme activity added to the diet (r > 0.99, P c 0.005). The efficacy of enzyme was the 
dope of the equation, B. The B for NQ = AYNQ / AX, while the B for RM1 = AY,,, I AX, 
where AYsQ or AY,,, was an increment of the log of dietary viscosity change (Alog CP) 
when log of added xylanase was changed from X, to X, (AX). 



1 - and 2-wk chick performance data were higher for NQ than for RM 1. These data, therefore, 

suggest that the efficacy of NQ was higher than that of RMl and that the in vitro viscosity 

assay may more accurately estimate the potential efficacy of  enzymes than the correspondhg 

feeding data. 

Assay Evaluation and Further Studies 

The results of this study have demonstrated that it is possible to  accurately predict the 

efficacy of an enzyme preparation high in xylanase activity when added to a rye-based diet by 

the in vitro dietary viscosity assay. An important feature of this assay is that it is carried out 

in an aqueous suspension and not in a centrifuged aqueous extract of the diet, as carried out 

in some previously descnbed assays. The disadvantage of the procedures that do not carry 

out incubations in the presence of the grain matrix is that only a small proportion of the 

enzyme is extracted from the grain matrix because a high proportion of it is tightly bound to 

the particulate matter. As a result, the latter assays do not reflect the effective concentration 

of the enzyme in the digesta. This problem is overcome when the in vitro dietary viscosity 

assay is carried out in an aqueous suspension of the diet. In addition, the dietary viscosity 

assay, in contrast with specific enzyme assays, provides a collective measure of al1 of the 

enzymes that degrade the viscous compounds in the diet instead of oniy one single enzyme 

activity. Furthermore, the in vitro dietary viscosity assay can be used not oniy to determine 

the enzyme activity added to the diet, but also the efficacy of the enzyme when used in 

conjunction with the log-linear model. Therefore, both the qualitative and quantitative 

features of an enzyme can be accurately evaluated by the in vitro assay. 

Although the in vitro dietary viscosity assay, as developed in this study, was highly 
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correlated with the amount or relative activity of enzyme added to the diet, it cannot be 

readily used to analyse the activity of enzyme added to diets that have low viscosity, because 

the amount of substrate (viscous carbohydrate) in the diet can affect the results- The current 

assay could be fùrther improved by adding high quantities of the appropriate viscous 

substrates to the diet, especially those with low viscosity, by heat treating part of the diet to 

eliminate the effects of the enzyme (negative control) and by mixing the heat-treated diet with 

a known arnount of reference enzyme (positive control). Under such conditions, there would 

be a direct relationship between amount of specific enzyme added to any given diet and its 

corresponding activity, as estimated from the in vitro viscosity assay. The assay could, 

therefore, be adapted to diets such as wheat-based diets, in which the concentration of the 

viscosity factor is much lower. This assay, however, would not provide a basis for predicting 

chick performance but would predict relative activity of the enzyme. These modifications 

would increase the sensitivity, uniformïty, and therefore, the general applicability of the assay. 

Further research is required to v e r e  and optimize such an assay, which can therefore predict 

the amount of enzyme in a diet. 

This study demonstrates that it is possible to accurately assess the efficacy of a dietary 

enzyme and to predict the amount of enzyme in a diet using a new type of in vitro dietary 

viscosity assay under the conditions of the assay, and that the activity of the added enzyme 

can be used to predict the ability of the enzyme to enhance performance of chicks fed a diet 

containing viscous arabinoxylans and probably other viscous compounds. The efficacy of the 

enzymes proposed in this study can be a powerful tool for evaluating or comparing the 

effectiveness of different enzyme preparations. However, there may not always be a high 
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correlation between change in viscosity of certain non-viscous diets and animal performance. 



GENERAL DISCUSSIONS 

Prediction of Chick Pertormance and the Log-Linear Model 

There has been increasing interest in quantitatively studying the effects of inputs such as 

different levels of feed enzymes when added to a diet on outputs such as the performance of 

chickens (Rotter et al., 1989a; Friesen et ai., 199 1 ; Bedfard and Classen, 1992; Marquardt 

et al., 1994). The primary objectives of these studies were to estimate the optimal level ofthe 

feed enzyme that is required to obtain maximal performance of chickens (Bedford and 

Classen, 1992; Friesen et al., 2991). However, the experimental designs and anaiytical 

procedures used in these studies have only provided descriptive information on the effect of 

a feed enzyme. Therefore, it has been impossible to establish an accurate quantitative 

relationship between inputs (enzymes) and outputs (chick performance). 

The results from Manuscripts 1 and 2, in contrast to previous studies, demonstrated that 

the log-linear model was able to accurately predict the performance of chickens fed diets 

containing different amounts of an enzyme and dif3erent proportions of two cereals. The 

model was tested using data from two dose response studies and those fiom the literature. 

High coefficients of correlation were obtained under dEerent experimental conditions [e-g-, 

when enzyme was added to different cereak (rye, wheat, and barley) and a grain legume 

(lupins), when enzymes were added to different concentrations of two cereals in the diet 

(wheat and rye), and when these diets were fed to different ages and types of chickens 

(Leghom and broiler), and finally when different types of enzymes (p-galactosidase, p- 

glucanase, and xylanase) were used] . In many of the comparisons, ? values of greater than 
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0.95 were obtained indicating that the prediction equation is accurate. The equation is also 

simple, because the improvement in performance with enzyme addition is directly related to 

the logarithmic concentration of the enzyme in the diet. A simple model, as far as we know, 

has not been used before to predict the response of chickens to a feed enzyme. 

The model could be used to determine the response to different arnounts ofany two dietary 

components such as different amounts of an enzyme and difEerent proportions of two cereals 

such as rye and wheat in the diet. Using the data nom Bedford and Classen (1992). a multiple 

regression equation (SAS, 1988) was developed to establish the relationship between chick 

performance, and the concentration of enzyme and the proportion of rye in the diet (? = 0.94, 

P < 0.01). 

Efficacy of Feed Enzymes and the Log-Linear Mode1 

Although the major enzymes of many commercial enzyme preparations are labeled as if 

they d l  have the same effect on selected cereals (Le., barley), they ofken have different pH 

optimums, substrate preferences. temperature optimums and thermal stabilities because they 

are denved from different sources primarily including difTerent bacteria (e-g. Bacillus sp. ) and 

fiingi (e.g-, AspergiIlzrs and Trichodema sp .). In addition, the reaction conditions where 

exogenous enzymes act in the gut are determined by the nature of condition in the intestine 

which are often different nom conditions under which the enzymes are assayed (Classen, 

1996; van de Mierop and Ghesquiere, 1998). Also, the structure and contents of the target 

substrates within and between cereals for enzymes are complex and Vary in nature. 

Consequently, the efficacy of most enzyme preparations varies considerably. Currently, 
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cornparison among different enzyme preparations has been often carried out on the basis of 

the same amount (such as activity) of difEerent enzyme preparations added to a diet. 

However, it is difficult to correctly evaluate different enzyme preparations based on their 

activities, since many enzyme preparations are from different sources, contain a different 

spectrum of enzymes with different cataiytic pmperties. Therefore, the successfùl 

development of a method that accurately evaluates the efficacy of a feed enqme  is highly 

important. 

Almquist (1952), in a study of vitamin metabolism in the gut, proved that the slope of a 

log-linear model was maidy associated with the magnitude of the conversion rate constant 

for a provitamin to vitamin in the gut. He also demonstrated that the model for evaluating 

data was extremely usefùl in many other diverse applications in biology. Feed enzymes, in a 

similar manner, convert an unavailable nutrient, because of anti-nutritive NSPs in the digesta, 

to an available nutrient through the degradation of the anti-nutritive NSPs. The magnitude of 

the conversion should provide a measure of the ability of the enzyme to produce beneficial 

effects which, as shown in the current thesis, can be reliably predicted using a model equation. 

This equation is an adaptation of that of Almquist (1 952). Tn this study, it has been shown that 

the slope of the line (B values) can also be used to evaluate the efficacy of a feed enzyme 

when it is added to a diet. The B values, in tum, c m  be used to compare the effects of 

different enzyme preparations when added to a diet, and to determine the target cereal for a 

feed enzyme, evaluate the effect of a newly developed enzyme preparation and even the effect 

of processing on the feed enzyme. Recently, the data fiom Rotter et al. (1989b) were used 

to test this hypothesis (Zhang et al., 2000~) .  In this analysis, the effect of five enzyme 
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prep arat io ns [Cellulase TV concentrate (CT), Celluclast (CC), Finizym (FZ), Cereflo (CF), 

and SP249 (SP)] on the performance of Leghorn chicks fed a barley-based diet were 

compared. The results indicated that the relative B values for the feed to gain ratio were - 

0.2470, -0.21 13, -0.1716, -0.1713, and -0.1386 (dg  per log percentage of enzyme), 

respectively with CT being rnuch more efficacious than SP. This trend agreed with that of the 

corresponding overall net improvements 01',- Y,) that were obtained. The net improvements 

in the feed to gain ratios for the five enzyme preparations, CT, CC, FZ, CF, and SP, were - 

0.7 2 ,  -0.64, -0.54, -0.58, and -0-45, respectively. The correlation between the B values and 

the net irnprovement in feed to gain ratio was high ( 3 = 0.96, P < 0.0041). This study and 

other resdts in Manuscript 4 cieariy indicated that the B values accurately reflected the abiiity 

of a feed enzyme to improve the performance of chicks. Therefore, it can be considered to 

be a good measure of the efficacy of an enzyme. 

The content and structure of NSPs varies in dxerent cereals (Marquardt, 1997). 

Therefore, the efficacy of a given feed enzyme on different cereal-based diets, as evaluated 

by the dope of the log-linear model, should be different. Data fiom the dose response study 

of Marquardt et al. (1994) were used to test the hypothesis (Manuscnpts 2 and 3). In their 

study, different concentrations of a feed enzyme (high in both xylanase and P-glucanase 

activity) were added to corn-, wheat-, barley-, and rye-based diets. The results demonstrated 

that the sffect ofthe enzyme on chick performance (net improvements) and the B value were 

highly correlated (? = 0.90, P c 0.00 1). These results suggest that the B values of the log- 

linear equation also can be used to assess the efficacies of a feed e rqme when added to 

different cereal-based diets. 
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These data, therefore, suggest that the slope of the log-linear model, the B value, provide 

a reliable index of the efficacy of an enzyme. This value not only provides a rneasure of the 

efficacy of diEerent enzymes when the same diet is used but can also provide a measure of 

the efficacy of an enzyme when added to different diets o r  when different arnounts of their 

target substrates are present in the diet. No other procedure, as far as this author knows, has 

been developed that can accurately estimate the eficacy o f  an enzyme preparation. 

Evaluating and Predicting the Efflcacy of Feed Enzymes Based on their Profitability 

The log-linear model that was developed in the study can afso be used to estimate the 

maximal economic return when a feed enzyme is added to a diet, Based on the model, a 

software package, a Multiple Purpose Enzyme Analysis (MPEA), for predicting and 

evaluating the profitable effect of an enzyme in poultry feeds was developed. 

The results €rom Manuscript 3 demonstrated that the maximum profits obtained for each 

of the five enzyme preparations, as discussed previously, when added to a barley-based diet 

were highly correlzted with that of the B values for feed to gain ratio ( ? = 0.99, P < 0.0005). 

The results suggested that the B values and the estimated maximal profit provided similar 

indices for the evaluation of daerent enzyme preparations when the same price of enzymes 

was assumed. However, if the price of the enrymes were different, the maximal profit from 

the use of an enzyme would not only be influenced by its efficacy but aiso its price* 

The results fiom Manuscript 3 indicated that the maximai profits obtained when an enzyme 

preparation was added to a barley-, corn-, wheat-, and rye-based diet were 5 13 5 -00, S 134.45, 

$133 -55,  and $123 -96 per 1000 birds, respectively. In this analysis, the pnce of the cereals 
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was assumed to be the same- However, in this cornparison, the correlation, as may be 

expected, between the B value for performance and the corresponding profitability was not 

signifiant ( fi = 0.61, P = 0.2 17). The reason for the low correlation was that the final level 

of profitability was not only affected by degree of improvement with enzyme but also the final 

level of performance that was obtained with each cered. In these studies, the performance 

was highest for chickens fed barley plus enzyme and lowest for those fed rye plus enzyme 

even though enzyme addition more dramatically improved chick performance when it was 

added to the latter compared to the former diet. The results, therefore, suggest that a 

calculation of the maximum profit is more useful for the feed or enzyme industry in 

determinhg which cereai should be used with a given feed enzyme than a caiculation of diet 

that will yield maximal productivity 

The MPEA is also able to determine the optimal amounts of a feed enzyme and a cereal 

that should be used in a diet to obtain maximal profit- In such an analysis, the pattern of 

profitability obtained with the addition of different amounts of enzyme to a diet is generally 

a quadratic rather than the typical hyperbolic pattern obtained when performance is 

calculated. Therefore, the MPEA, for maximal profits, can be used to calculate: 1) the optimal 

amount of a given enzyme preparation that should be added to a given cereal-based diet; 2) 

the optimal amount of a given enzyme preparation that should be added to diets containing 

different cereals; 3) the optimum amount of each of several different enzymes that should be 

added to a given diet; 4) and finaily the optimal amount of a given enzyme that should be 

added to a diet that contains varying proportions oftwo cereals (e-g., rye or barley and wheat 

or corn). In addition, the MPEA not only can be utilized to indicate optimal combinations of 
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enzyme and cereal for maximal profit but also the proper combinations to yield a given profit. 

As indicated previously, there are many factors that influence the profit obtained when a 

feed enzyme is added to a diet. They include the arnount of enzyme added, the type and 

amount of cereai, the efncacy of the feed enzyme, and the pnce of enzyme and cereals used. 

Once the profit fünction is established, any variable in the equation can be calculated and 

analyzed when other factors are fixed- Therefore, as indicated in the study of Manuscript 3, 

the price that should be paid for an enzyme and a substituted cereal can be determined. 

From In Vivo Study to In Vitro Study 

Feed enzymes have been evaluated using both in vivo and in vitro procedures. The 

weaknesses of the in vivo assays are their high variation, low sensitivity, cost, and time 

requirements. On the other hand, in vitro methods for enzyme assays such as reducing sugar 

and viscosity assays, the dietary viscosity assay, and digestibility as measured by various 

incubation procedures, tend to yield Iow variation and high sensitivities, and are inexpensive 

and relatively rapid to carry out. Therefore, they are also widely used for the evaluation of a 

feed enzyme. However, there is generally low correlation between the predicted values 

obtained fiom the in vitro methods and the performance of chicks that is obtained when an 

enzyme is added to the diet- We have recently developed an in vitro dietary enzyme assay that 

can estimate the amount of a feed enzyme that was added to a rye-based diet and the efficacy 

of the enzyme. The principle of the assay is to allow the enzyme in the diet to interact with 

the substrates in a buffered suspension of the diet for an appropnate time period followed by 

centrifugation of the suspension and the measurement ofthe residual viscosity of the solution. 
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As a result, both bound and free exogenous enzymes could react with the soluble, and 

insoluble NSPs of the diet, similar to the condition in the gut. The results demonstrated that 

there was a linear relationship ( r > 0-99, P < 0-005) between log of  the net viscosity change 

fiom the dietary extracts and log of the concentration of enzyme added to the diet. 

The results in manuscript 4 also demonstrated that both amount cf enzyme added to the 

diet and the amount of enzyme as determined by the log of the in vitro viscosity assay were 

linearly related to weight gain and the feed to gain ratio ( r > 0.99, P < 0.005). Therefore, the 

log of dietary viscosity change not only was able to estimate the enzyme activity added to the 

diet, but also accurately predicted the performance of chickens when used in conjunction with 

the modified log-linear model. 

In addition, the ability of two enzyme preparations (RML and NQ) to improve the 

performance of broiler chicks fed a rye-based diet and to reduce the viscosity of the diet as 

determined by the in vitro assay were studied in Manuscnpt 4. The results showed that both 

enzyme preparations improved chick performance and decreased the dietary viscosity in a 

concentration-dependent manner. Therefore, it was hypothesized that the in vitro assay, when 

used with the log-linear model, could also be used to accurately evaluate the efficacy of an 

enzyme added to a diet. The efficacy of the two enzymes (Le.. their B values) were then 

calculated from the model using the dietary viscosity changes as determined by the in vitro 

assay, and the amount of enzyme added to the diet. The results showed that the B value of 

NQ was significantly greater than that of RML (0.265 vs. 0.124, P < 0.05) when they were 

calculated from log dietary viscosity change as the output of the model and enzyme activity 

added to the diet as the input. This difference indicates that the enzyme, NQ, more effectively 



hydrolyzed the viscous substrates in the ye-based diet than RMl. 

In conclusion, a log-linear model has been developed that can be used to accurately predict 

and evaluate the response of chicks to a feed enzyme in both in vivo and in vitro studies. It 

is hypothesized that the model and the concept of efficacy proposed in these studies can be 

readily used to predict and evaluate various responses (Le-, performance, AME, digestibility 

of feed nutnents, o r  reducing viscosity of digesta or diets) of different animals (poultry or 

s wine) to dEerent feed enzymes (xylanase, fbglucanase, j3-galactosidase, o r  p hytase) as well 

as other additives or nutnents (Le., essential amino acids). In addition, a refined level of 

output (chick perfomance) and inputs (feed enzyme and substituted cereal), or the most 

profitable combination of inputs for a specific output can be evaluated by the linear model 

when o d y  two or three discrete enzyme dose treatments are used. These studies indicate the 

log-linear model when used in conjunction with a knowledge of nutrition and computer 

technology can be of considerable assistance to nutritionists in their research activities and 

business decisions, 



CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER STUDiES 

CONCLUSION 

1. A simple log-linear mode1 has been developed to predict the response of chickens to 

a feed enzyme when added to a cereal-based diet- The general model is Y = A + B log 

( C X +- l), where Y is the performance value [Le., weight gain (g) or feed to gain 

ratio (glg)], A is the intercept (y-axis), B is the slope of the line ( change in 

performance per log unit of enzyme in the diet, C is an adjustment factor, and X is the 

amount of enzyme when added to a diet. The equation was able to accurately predict 

the relationships between chick performance and amount of enzyme added to the diet 

with ? values for most cornparisons being greater than 0.95 (P < 0.0 1). 

2. The slope of the log-linear model (B) provides a measure of the efficacy of a feed 

enzyme. Therefore, it is a useful index to compare the effect of difiérent feed enzymes 

on performance of chickens fed a given cereai-based diet or select the target cereal 

that is most suitable for a given feed enzyme. 

7 
3. A Multi-Purpose E q m e  Analyzer has been developed, based on the log-linear 

model, to evaluate and predict the profitable response of a feed enzyme when added 

to a diet. The analyzer can be used to compare the profitability of using difTerent 

enzymes when added to a given cereal-based diet, to select the cereal that will 

maximize profitability when used with a specific feed enzyme, to determine the 

optimal arnounts of both a feed enzyme and a cereal that should be used to obtain 

maximal profit, and to even determine the price that should be paid for an enzyme and 



a cereal so as to obtain a certain profit- 

4. A dietary viscosity assay for enzyme activity, in conjunction with a log-linear model, 

has been developed to evaluate and predict the response of an enzyme preparation 

when added to a rye-based diet. There was a high degree of relationship between the 

log of  dietary viscosity change, measured by the assay, and the log of amounts of 

enzyme added to the diet (6 = 0.99, P < 0.005). Chick performance as aEected by 

enzyme addition could also be accurately predicted using the in vitro viscosity assay. 

In this assay, dietary viscosity values were transformed to their log values. Also, the 

assaywas able to evaluate the efficacy of different enzyme preparations, especially for 

those NSP enzymes that hydrolyze the viscous NSP of the diet- 

FURTHER POTENTIAL APPLICATION OF THE MODEL 

1. The log-linear mode1 when used in conjunction with other rnethods such as in vivo 

ileum digestibility or  in vitro digestibility of feedstuffs o r  diets will fbrther improve our 

ability to evaluate and predict the response of chickens or  other animals, such as 

swine, to a feed enzyme. These new approaches will overcome the [imitations of the 

in vitro dietary viscosity assay. The new approach should be able to evaluate and 

predict the response obtained when a feed enzyme is added to diets containing low 

viscosity cereals such as corn and some varieties of wheat. The approaches can also 

be used to evaluate the effect of any other exogenous feed enzymes such as phytases, 

proteases, and amylases. 

2. The log-linear model will be a useful tool for determinhg the site of action of 



exogenous feed enzymes in the gastrointestinal tract. 

3. The log-linear mode1 will also be used to study the interaction arnong different 

enzymes, such as xyIanases, P-glucanases, proteases, amylases, phytases, and other 

enzymes, and even other additives, like organic acids, prebiotics, and probiotica 

Scientists should, therefore, be able to design improved preparations of enzymes or 

additives for use in the feed industry. 

4. The model itselfj in t ems  of its fùnction for predicting and evduating feed enzymes, 

will also be fùrther refined by using multiple inputs, such as the levels of enzymes, 

cereals, and energy of diets, and availability or digestibility of dietary amino acids; and 

multiple outputs, such as effects not only on chick performance but also meat quality, 

microorganism in the gastrointestinai tract, impact on the environment, etc. This 

multi-factorial model compared to the current mode1 will more closely resemble the 

practical situation; therefore, it potentially should have a significant impact on the use 

of feed enzyme technology in the pouitry and swine industry. 
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